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Abstract

The development of specialized production machines faces challenges due to increasing
machine complexity and market pressure. Complexity is further compounded by the
addition of new hardware and control codes, which are installed to increase functional-
ity. All machine functions and performances must be tested thoroughly before delivery
to customers during the commissioning phase, which entails the correction of control
code bugs and mechanical design flaws as well as the rectification of faulty wirings.
Driven by market pressure, commissioning must be performed at low cost without
delay while also conducting a complete set of tests to ensure machine quality. This
market pressure has inspired the concept of virtual commissioning (VC), which enables
early commissioning processes to use virtual machines instead of real physical systems.
Many studies reported the number of benefits brought by VC in terms of code quality
as well as cost and time efficiency. Despite its numerous advantages, VC is still seldom
used, as it entails high manual modeling efforts and knowledge prerequisites. More-
over, such modeling is carried out separately from the existing project development
lifecycle. In this case, the cons outweigh the pros, leaving VC unattractive to potential
users.

This dissertation aims to (semi-) automatically generate detailed VC models in
a single standard format, while pursuing the alignment of the generation process
with the concurrent project development lifecycle. A (semi-) automatic model gen-
eration approach called MCAD2Sim is presented in this study. The approach, based
on structured-data-driven concepts, seeks to exploit conceptual designs using VDI-2860
symbols and three-dimensional mechanical designs (i.e. 3D-MCAD models) created in
early stages of the lifecycle as input for model generation. MCAD2Sim systematically
recognizes space-related behavior descriptions from 3D-MCAD models and conceptual
designs, thereafter (semi-) automatically producing kinematic-level behavior models
with 3D visualization models in AutomationML format. The cross combination of
VDI-2860-based conceptual models and 3D-MCAD models enables the approach to
deal with conveyor-based applications as conveyor-related material flow characteristics
nearly non-existent in 3D-MCAD models. On the other hand, 3D-MCAD models alone
can sufficiently work with conveyorless applications using assembly constraints in the
models. AutomationML, a selected common data model in the MCAD2Sim workflow,
can combine results from both applications as well as save 3D visualization models
and behavior models (two main building blocks of VC models) in the same common
standard format.

MCAD2Sim is applied to two application scenarios. The results reveal that MCAD-
2Sim no longer requires high engineering effort or knowledge level as data in conceptual
and mechanical designs imply spatial behavior descriptions, eliminating the need for
manual modeling from scratch. The overall findings serve as a jumping off point to
attain even higher automation levels and model completeness in future projects.

.
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Kurzfassung

Die Entwiclung spezialisierter Produktionsmaschinen stößt auf Herausforderungen we-
gen der zunehmenden Komplexität der Maschinen und dem Preisdruck des Marktes.
Die Komplexität wird weiter verstärkt durch Hinzufügen neuer Hardware und Steuer-
codes, die installiert werden, um die Funktionalität zu erhöhen. Alle Maschinenfunk-
tionen und -leistungen müssen vor der Lieferung an den Kunden gründlich getestet
werden. Dies gilt für die Inbetriebnahmephase, die die Korrektur von Steuercode-
fehlern und mechanischen Konstruktionsfehlern sowie die Behebung von Fehlern der
Verkabelung enthält. Aufgrund des Marktdrucks muss die Inbetriebnahme kostengün-
stig und ohne Verzug erfolgen, während gleichzeitig ein vollständiger Satz von Tests
durchgeführt wird, um die Maschinenqualität sicherzustellen. Dieser Marktdruck hat
die Idee der virtuellen Inbetriebnahme (VIBN) hervorgerufen, die die frühzeitigen
Inbetriebnahmeprozesse durch Verwendung virtueller Maschinen anstelle realer ph-
ysischer Systeme ermöglicht. Viele Studien berichteten über die vielen Vorteile, die
VIBN in Bezug auf den Code-Qualität sowie Kosten- und Zeiteffizienz bringt. Trotz
seiner zahlreichen Vorteile wird VC immer noch selten verwendet, da dies einen hohen
manuellen Modellierungsaufwand und Vorkenntnisse verlangt. Zudem wird eine solche
Modellierung getrennt von dem bestehenden Projektentwicklungszyklus durchgeführt.
In diesem Fall überwiegen die Nachteile die Vorteile, was VIBN für potenzielle Anwen-
der unattraktiv macht.

Diese Dissertation zielt darauf ab, (halb-) automatisch detaillierte VIBN-Modelle in
in einem einzigen Standardformat zu generieren, während dieser Generierungsprozess
mit dem Projektentwicklungszyklus parallel läuft. Ein (halb-) automatische Mod-
ellgenerierungsansatz, bezeichnet mit MCAD2Sim wird in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt.
Dieser Ansatz, der basiert ist auf strukturiert-datengesteuerten Konzepten, versucht
konzeptionelle Entwürfe mit VDI-2860 Symbolen und dreidimensionalen mechanischen
Konstruktionen (d.h. 3D-MCAD-Modellen), die in früheren Phasen des Lebenszyklus
erstellt wurden, als Input für die Modellgenerierung zu nutzen. MCAD2Sim erkennt
systematisch raumbezogene Verhaltensbeschreibungen aus 3D-MCAD-Modellen und
konzeptionellen Entwürfen und entwirft danach (halb-) automatisch Verhaltensmodelle
auf kinematischer Ebene mit 3D-Visualisierungsmodellen im AutomationML-Format.
Die Kombination von VDI-2860-basierten konzeptionellen Modellen und 3D-MCAD-
Modellen ermöglicht den Ansatz, fördererbasierte Anwendungen als fördererbezogene
Materialflusseigenschaften zu behandeln, die in 3D-MCAD-Modellen fast nicht vorhan-
den sind. Andererseits können 3D-MCAD-Modelle alleine mit fördererlosen Anwen-
dungen unter Verwendung von Montage-Einschränkungen in den Modellen ausreichend
arbeiten. AutomationML, ein ausgewähltes gemeinsames Datenmodell im MCAD2Sim-
Workflow, kann Ergebnisse aus beiden Anwendungen kombinieren sowie Verhaltens-
modelle und 3D-Visualisierungsmodelle (zwei Hauptbausteine   von VIBN-Modellen) in
demselben gemeinsamen Standardformat speichern.

MCAD2Sim wird auf zwei Anwendungsszenarien angewendet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen,
dass MCAD2Sim keinen hohen technischen Aufwand oder Wissensstand erfordert.
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Denn Daten in der Konzeption und mechanische Konstruktionen implizieren räum-
liche Verhaltensbeschreibungen, wodurch die Notwendigkeit für eine von Grund auf
neue manuelle Modellierung entfällt. Die Gesamtergebnisse dienen als Ausgangspunkt,
um in zukünftigen Projekten einen noch höheren Automatisierungsgrad und Model-
lvollständigkeit zu erreichen. Die Gesamtergebnisse dienen als Ausgangspunkt für Er-
reichen Sie in zukünftigen Projekten einen noch höheren Automatisierungsgrad und
Modellvollständigkeit.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In today’s competitive world of manufacturing, producing similar products at low prices
is often insufficient for manufacturers to survive. Instead, businesses need to develop
innovative and high value-added products in response to customer demands to stay one
step ahead in the market. As a result, new functionality is added to every new product
launch. For example, car safety functions have continuously evolved from anti-brake
systems to pedestrian detection systems. More hardware and software components
are, by default, added to perform these new functions.

A similar approach can be applied to the production machine industry. Linear
motion with an intermediate stop can be easily achieved by a pneumatic cylinder
driven by a valve, namely a 5/3-way valve. However, the positions and velocity of the
cylinder of these open-loop pneumatics are not as precise as those of closed-loop servo
systems. If precision is one of the customer’s vital requirements, upgrading to a closed-
loop servo system is mandatory. In this instance, the pneumatic cylinder is replaced
by a ball screw drive. The valve is replaced with a servo motor. A servo controller
must also be added. Electrical wirings are adapted and are not as straightforward as
when dealing with simple pneumatic circuits. Similarly, sophisticated motion-control
functions must be introduced into control code. This small real-world example exhibits
how more and more physical components and control code are installed in order to
deliver more precise positioning, compounding the level of complexity significantly.

Moreover, developing production machines involves multidisciplinary fields, i.e. me-
chanical engineering, electrical engineering, and software engineering. As reviewed by
ElMaraghy et al. [ElM+12], the number of parts and a high degree of multidisciplinar-
ity are among the sources of product complexity which bears a significant burden on
its development process. On the one hand, production machine manufacturers are
challenged by this complexity. On the other hand, due to market pressures, manufac-
turers have to keep up with time-cost-quality constraints. In other words, they need to
develop innovative and value-added machines at reasonable prices, with high-quality
and on-time delivery.

Production machines are developed based on customer requirements via the collab-
oration of the previously mentioned engineering disciplines. In production machine de-

1
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velopment, there are three types of engineering processes: sequential, concurrent, and
model-based. Fig. 1.1 shows the sequential engineering project development lifecycle
in which engineering phases are executed in series. This workflow is traditional, con-
ventional, and still commonly used today [VDI04; Sch+09; WS09; WS13; SO14]. It is a
de facto standard in industry and it usually conforms with the organization’s structure.
Customer requirements are gathered (usually by sales engineers). After that, engineers
fulfill the requirements by sketching (or proposing) conceptual solutions. Production
processes and technical solutions are evaluated and selected in line with the estimated
capacity in the facility concept phase. Next, in the mechanical design phase, mechani-
cal engineers design the structure and assembly of the machine on the basis of standard
components (from components manufactures) and their own constructions. Concep-
tual mechanical designs are necessary to estimate project costs, to present technical
solutions, and to communicate with electrical engineers and programmers. Nowadays,
the mechanical design is supported by mechanical computer-aided design (MCAD)
tools such as SolidWorks [SolidWorks@], CATIA V5 [CATIA5@], Siemens NX [NX@],
and Autodesk Inventor [Inventor@]. This phase results in a working MCAD model of
the machine which is usually a three-dimensional (3D) model. Other terms such as
digital mock-up (DMU) and virtual prototype (VP) are also used to refer to the 3D
representation of products. DMUs represent products as 3D models along with relative
positions and constraints [Sha+11].

The mechanical design is followed by the electrical and pneumatic design. Elec-
trical engineers design electrical and fluidic circuits in which electrical, pneumatic,
and hydraulic components are connected. The circuits are usually presented in two-
dimensional (2D) schematic diagrams in electrical computer-aided design (ECAD) tools
such as EPLAN [EPLAN@] and FluidDraw [FluidDraw@]. When using such schematic
diagrams, an appropriate industrial controller (usually a programmable logic controller
(PLC)) and a fieldbus system (e.g. Profibus and CANOpen) are selected to fit the
number of inputs and outputs (I/Os) of the machine. The proper human-machine
interface (HMI) is chosen as well.

MCAD models and electrical and pneumatic diagrams are subsequently the input
for the control code creation. If the contract is not yet finished, the models and dia-
grams are a vital source for calculating project cost, project overhead, and quotations.
The mechanical and electrical design phases are iterated until customers agree on a so-
lution and price. If the machine is ordered, these diagrams are used to generate bills of
material (BOMs) for purchasing purposes. Mechanical and electrical parts are ordered
or manufactured according to their respective designs, based on which programmers
create PLC control code. Parts are assembled and electrical wiring is installed in the
fabrication and assembly phase. This phase takes approximately three to four weeks
in the automotive industry [MK18], depending on the machine. Control code is then
downloaded to the PLC and tested in the commissioning phase before delivery and
operation.

As can be seen in Fig. 1.1, commissioning is the transition between the design and
operation phases. Design flaws and control code bugs must be discovered and rectified
in this phase before delivery. Examples of control code error are wrong I/O assign-
ments, typing errors, wrong usage of normally opened or closed (NO/NC) contact.
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Fig. 1.1: Traditional engineering process [VDI11]

According to NAMUR1, “configuring software” or control code creation contributes to
the relatively high proportion of engineering errors in process control projects [NAM03].
Delay in commissioning directly impacts the project lead time and product time-to-
market, which often results in a financial penalty and a negative company image.
Unrecognized and unrectified errors can be mistakenly integrated to the operation
without careful and thorough commissioning. This compromises the machine quality
and causes operational interruptions and high maintenance costs. Commissioning is,
therefore, a crucial step.

The primary goal of commissioning is to deliver correct functionality. In prac-
tice, thus, commissioning includes not only control code testing, but also control code
corrections, cable rewiring, actuator and sensor calibration, fieldbus diagnostic, and
functional tests of individual components and machine as a whole. Given that all pro-
duction projects have a fixed delivery date, commissioning is the bottleneck of project
development and places great pressure on PLC programmers and commissioning en-
gineers. Design flaws and software bugs are often found and rectified during commis-
sioning, especially in newly designed (greenfield) special-purpose machines. More than
85% of faults and errors during commissioning of process plants are originated from
upstream phases [Web15, p. 9]. From the author’s experience, mechanical redesign and
replacement is the worst-case scenario because it takes considerable time. Correcting
errors during commissioning is, therefore, costly and time-critical. Early detection and
elimination of errors significantly reduces project development costs, as the cost of
correcting an error increases by a factor of 10 when the error persists into the next
phase [VDMA20a]. Similarly, the VDMA manual on best practices for VC [VDMA20b]
reports the following empirical figures for time spent on error identification of errors
found during different phases: one hour is spent on the mechanical design phase, one
day on the assembly phase, and one week on the commissioning phase. At the end of
commissioning, customers choose whether to accept or reject the machine. Commis-
sioning is, therefore, the acceptance test, which is called factory acceptance test (FAT)
in process automation (e.g. chemical production plants).

A study of VDW2 in the year 1997 (as cited by [RW07]) reveals the following statis-
tics (as shown in Fig. 1.2): commissioning consumes approximately 15%–25% of the
total project time; up to 90% of the total commissioning time is spent on electrical
and control engineering; 70% thereof is for code debugging. From the author’s ex-
perience, the time which is available for commissioning is often shorter than planned
due to the delays from previous phases, while the deadline remained unchanged. Still,

1Normenarbeitsgemeinschaft Mess- und Regeltechnik (NAMUR): the International User Associa-
tion of Automation Technology in Process Industries

2Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken (VDW): the German Association of Machine Tool
Builders
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market constraints create the need to reduce commissioning time and cost [BF13].
On the other hand, the higher software proportion, in comparison to the mechanical
and electrical components, contributes more to product functionality than ever due to
advancement in electronics and IT [RW07]. Pure mechanically controlled components
(e.g. mechanical cam) are gradually replaced with electro-mechanically or electrically
controlled components (e.g. electrical cam). These days, traditional mechanical cams
can be easily replaced with electrical cams. In comparison to mechanical cams, elec-
trical cams offer several cam motion profiles without mechanical adjustments. The
mechanical cam functions are transferred to motion control function blocks in control
code.

Fig. 1.2: Proportion of commissioning time and software debugging time (adapted
from [RW07])

1.2 Focus of This Dissertation
This dissertation is motivated by the author’s experience as a PLC programmer in
a company in Thailand that offered both factory automation components as well as
special-purpose production machines as customer solutions. Commissioning was es-
sentially my main task between 2002 and 2012. Many challenges I underwent during
my work experience inspired me to improve the high-pressure commissioning situation.
Apart from my own individual motives, this dissertation is also spurred on by a drive
to increase the economic value of production machines. As reported by VDMA3, the
estimated production value of German production machines and plants in the year
2016 was €203 billion [VDMA17]. Efficient and economical commissioning are one of
the factors that keep this industry sector on track and competitive.

Code quality assurance is divided into two types: verification (doing things right)
and validation (doing the right things). Commissioning is classified as a validation

3VDMA stands for Verband Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau (English: the German Me-
chanical Engineering Industry Association).
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method ensuring the quality of control code. According to [VDI04], verification proves
whether designed systems perform according to formal specifications (e.g. automata
(cf. Section 3.2.2)); validation, on the other hand, checks whether systems are suitable
for the requirements. Verifying control code confirms the correctness of code with re-
spect to code specifications using mathematical methods. However, code specifications
such as timing diagrams and circuit schematics are usually informal and need formal-
ization [BF13]. Formal verification is mainly used in academia but is rarely used in the
industry [Koo+11; Dah+16]. Validation is not necessarily performed formally; there-
fore, it has become commonly used method to ensure the quality of code [BF13]. Due to
the current market situation, customers are unsatisfied with pure textual verification;
they also request validation in the form of 3D simulation [Tha+06].

Fig. 1.3: Real and virtual commissioning

Real physical (or on-site) commissioning validates code using real physical ma-
chines. Virtual commissioning (VC), on the other hand, validates code using virtual
machines instead of real ones as depicted in Fig. 1.3. In the era of digitalization, vir-
tual machines can mimic real ones and have interfaces to PLCs. Code tested on virtual
machines can be applied to real machines. With virtual machines, code can be tested
earlier before the completion of real machines or plants. VC is, therefore, an early code
validation that is a solution to the aforementioned on-site commissioning risks. It offers
several promising benefits in terms of time, cost, and quality. Without VC, commis-
sioning can only be carried out on-site where a real physical machine is present. On-site
commissioning ends up costing a significant amount in terms of time and resources. In
some cases, commissioning requires raw material consumption, resulting in high costs
for material disposal. In addition to the commissioning time, it is also normal to halt
the existing production line for a time in order to integrate the new machine, which
is especially common when an existing machine is integrated with a new one. On-site
commissioning with dangerous processes or hazardous chemicals could also pose safety
risk for both workers and equipment. With VC, on the contrary, costs, time, and risks
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are reduced. Quality of code is also improved because the code, especially safety func-
tions, is validated more thoroughly. This makes testing scenarios of the entire system
more feasible. VC empowers engineers to discover unforeseen problems in the design
phase, gain better understanding of systems of heterogeneous engineering disciplines,
and monitor and optimize the running systems on-the-fly without interruption in the
operation phase.

VC is not a new topic and had received much attention in both academia and the
industry. However, it is still a young method with room for improvement [Süß+16b].
The idea and concept of VC have been implemented and evolved over the last decade.
In the early 1990s, General Motors developed a control system simulation for logic
validation and continue to use it until today [Ger14]. VC was initially coined as “soft
commissioning” by Auinger et al. [AVB99]. Spath and Landwehr [SL00] demonstrate
the validation of PLC code graphically and interactively in a virtual reality (VR)
environment. VC is particularly popular in the automotive industry. Since 2012,
Daimler has employed VC for automated assembly systems [Dam+14]. The packaging
industry has also recently adopted VC. Tetra Pak employs VC for the virtual testing
of beverage filling machines to reduce the expense and time needed to construct a
real prototype and reduce the amount of liquid products and packaging materials
consumed during commissioning [BGW14]. In addition, plenty of commercial VC-
specific software tools are available these days.

According to the German VDI4-4499 guideline [VDI08], VC became a part of the
Digital Factory5 (cf. Section 2.2.1) as a transition from a digital to a real physical
factory. Bracht et al. [BGW18, p. 15] counts VC as the first step to the the Digital
Factory. Recently, the German VDI 3693-1 guideline [VDI16a, p. 5] established the
common knowledge of VC in automation engineering and defined the definition of VC
as follows:

“Virtual commissioning is a commissioning comprising the testing of
individual components and sub-functions of the automation system dur-
ing the engineering phase, using simulation methods and models that are
matched to the relevant task”.

Before the release of the VDI 3693-1 guideline [VDI16a] in 2016, there were other
definitions (e.g. from [Kie07] and [Wün08]) and various synonyms of VC in the litera-
ture. For example, VC is also referred to as virtual machine models [Bot+09], virtual
start-up [Sch+09], and a component simulation within the domain of manufacturing
[HP15]. VC has been developed under the umbrella term digital factory since the new
millennium; therefore, it could refer to the simulation-based approach developed to
test automation systems in older research as well [Wün08]. New terms such as virtual
validation [Aur+17] also refer to VC. For consistency’s sake, this dissertation employs
the term VC exclusively. VC, as the validation of entire systems, is a more general
term compared to terms used in the mechanical validation of product design such as
DMU, VP, and virtual engineering (VE).

4VDI stands for Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (English: the Association of German Engineers).
5According to the VDI 4499-1 [VDI08], the Digital Factory is “the general term for a comprehensive

network of digital models, methods, and tools – including simulation and 3D visualization – integrated
by a continuous data management system”.
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Besides the evolution of VC, the relevant literature reports the quantitative benefits
of VC in terms of time, cost, and quality as listed below.

• Simulation testing has helped Procter&Gamble to cut commissioning time in half
[Ger14].

• The simulation of a transfer machine (of 519 I/Os) saved 80% of PLC-code test
time, resulting in 60% reduction in the overall commissioning time [VDI07].

• The interview of two KUKA engineers who have been using VC in industrial au-
tomation projects for five years confirmed that the commissioning time is reduced
by 50% [FH16].

• Zäh et al. [Zäh+06] compared two groups of PLC programmers, each of 30, with
and without VC of a press machine (of 27 I/Os). Their results show that the
group using VC develops code with twice the requirement fulfillment rate while
spending 75% less time on real commissioning.

• Seidel et al. [SDH12] conducted VC of a material handling system with ap-
proximately 500 I/Os. They report that VC significantly improves control code
maturity and reduces on-site commissioning time by 25%.

• The full maturity level of code is achieved four weeks earlier with VC than with
real commissioning [Hau+15].

• The development of a new machine tool using hardware-in-the-loop simulation
could save up to three months [BV13].

• With the provided manufacturing cell in simulation tools, half of engineering
effort is cut as well as the start of operation is increased by 50% [RSW07].

• An interview of five Danish automation companies (12 respondents) showed that
VC creates three times the business value (e.g. on-time delivery, software quality,
model reuse, change adaptability to customer requirements, etc.) vis-à-vis real
commissioning, and is estimated to half the number of on-site commissioning
man-hours [SM16].

• VDMA compiles VC benefits from current VC users in the industry in [VDMA20b].
Time-saving benefits include a time reduction of 20% and 40% for the on-site
commissioning of complex logistic systems and agile production systems, respec-
tively. Such time reduction in the latter case results in 10% lower costs for
personnel and traveling as well as a 10-week reduction of project lead time.

VC also provides both intangible and qualitative benefits. VC supports not only
commissioning, but also other activities such as sales and marketing as well as service.
VC can visualize dynamic processes of a newly designed (greenfield) project, increas-
ing customer confidence, encouraging interdisciplinary communication, and promoting
mutual understanding and agreement of the new system. The aspects of common un-
derstanding and agreement both fall under transparency, another qualitative dimension
of VC benefits which allows system suppliers to provide better support and services
[VDMA20a].
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Also, VC is counted as the digital acceptance (in German: digitale Abnahme) or
pre-acceptance of production systems and a milestone in production planning [BD08].
Achieving such milestone often yields partial payments, thereby improving project fi-
nancing [VDMA20b]. VC can significantly improve a company’s image [VDI07]. Cus-
tomers aware of VC’s benefits often request VC services specifically [FH16]. Despite
numerous advantages of VC and the availability of commercial VC simulation tools, a
literature review shows that VC is still seldom used in practice. Automation systems
are not commonly tested prior to the actual commissioning phase [Bot+09; Hum10;
OU14]. The validation of high-speed pharmaceutical machines is currently performed
on real physical prototypes due to the limitations in manufacturing system models, re-
alistic visualization, and effective process tuning in VC [PVB14]. The literature shows
that:

• VC entails high manual modeling effort

• VC requires modeling knowledge and expertise

• VC is not a part of the existing engineering development process

In comparison to real physical commissioning, VC requires an additional step in
that the creation of a simulation model is an absolute prerequisite. As building VC sim-
ulation models is a manual, error-prone, and time-consuming process [BD08; Bot+09;
BK10; BHH10; KBR10; EZB12; Hof+12; Wes+12], the creation of VC models still
poses major challenges even today [BHH10]. VC software tools cannot provide full au-
tomation for modeling processes [Süß+16b]. One of the reasons is that domain-specific
designs or documentations are either manually transferred to or newly constructed
in simulation tools due to the infeasibility of reusing them in most commercial tools
[EZB12]. Thus, the modeling effort also included manual data transfer from upstream
planning tools [BD08]. Even just the modeling of variants to an existing machine sim-
ulation model still consumes a lot time [WK15]. For example, it takes approximately
3 weeks to create and 3-5 days to adjust a VC model consisting of a complex CNC
machine [VDMA20b]. Another empirical figure was taken from a conversation with
a customer while the author was working in a software company focused on the de-
velopment of VC tools. It took this customer 300 hours (i.e. 7.5 weeks based on a
40-hour week) to create the model of a production cell consisting of seven robots and
conveyors.

Such a considerable amount of modeling time rarely returns the expected benefits
[SR13], thereby hindering its wider industrial application. The survey in process au-
tomation by [OBU15] shows that the effort spent in simulation exceeds the moderate
level in every stage of its lifecycle, especially in the engineering and commissioning
phases. Similar evidence can be observed in factory automation as well. A survey
of machine tools and special-purpose machine manufacturers by [WS13] shows that
high modeling effort is a larger barrier to using simulation than other factors (such as
cost), as stated by 65% of the survey participants. Promising benefits of material flow
simulation are canceled out by huge engineering efforts to build and run simulation
models [RWZ21]. The MathWorks white paper [Mat18] also states that the high mod-
eling effort and know-how required contribute heavily to the resistance of using VC in
various organizations. Such high modeling efforts also incur significant cost and time
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[FR04]. Although big companies have manpower and other resources to cope with the
technical and economical barriers, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) struggle to
overcome these hurdles [BGW18, p. 15, 22–23].

Although various commercial off-the-shelf simulation software tools are available
nowadays, building and verifying large models of material flow simulation with these
tools can be very time-consuming [MDB14]. The realization of VC has yet to reach
its fully automated potential [MMC12; Süß+16b]. Instead, due to the high diversity
in simulation methods and tools, the engineering tool chains are often heterogeneous
leading to a high rate of incompatibility [SR13]. Besides the substantial effort involved,
modeling knowledge and expertise are required as well as tool-specific simulation know-
how. VC is still deemed an expert application; therefore, it is only selectively applied to
special production facilities [KBR10; BK10; BHH10]. The execution of VC often fails
in practice due to the complexity of the tasks required [SL00]. In large companies such
as car manufacturers, VC is carried out by means of Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM) systems, which are expensive and require experts to set up virtual production
throughout the project lifecycle [RSW11; Hof+12]; furthermore, simulation models of
complex systems are often not available early enough to justify the use of VC [Hof+12].
In addition, PLM systems require a high level of training and counseling from vendors
especially when it comes to customized functions [Hof+12].

PLM is basically “the general concept to consistently create and manage all in-
formation realted to products” [Ger17]. PLM systems originated from MCAD and
Product Data Management (PDM)6 systems in the early 1980s and act nowadays as
shared platforms consisting of tool suites for the generation, organization, and circu-
lation of product-related knowledge across enterprises [HM12]. In a PLM tool suite,
software tools are linked together into a comprehensive tool chain to handle the entire
product development lifecycle from conceptual design to commissioning, documenta-
tion, operation phase. This also ensures the application of a single central data model
as well as smooth and seamless data transfer. PLM systems can be linked to Manu-
facturing Execution System (MES) or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.
Siemens PLM [Teamcenter@], 3DExperience [3DEXPERIENCE@], and PTC Wind-
chill [Windchill@] are examples of PLM tool suites. In accordance with the context of
Industry 4.0, PLM will change dramatically towards product information management
[Ger17].

Because of the high investment in licensing and training as well as the complexity
of PLM tool suites, PLM is not widely used by SMEs. Instead, PLMs usually tend to
target larger companies. From the SME perspective, PLMs are heavyweight, mono-
lithic, and costly. Neumeyer et al. [Neu+17] also report three obstacles to applying
PLMs in German mid-sized plant manufacturers as follows:

• Firstly, they have their own trusted MCAD tools which may differ from those in
PLM suites.

• Secondly, their ability to use the sophisticated design of PLM is limited.

• Lastly, the necessary transformation and integration of MCAD models into VC
simulation models in PLM are still rather time-consuming.

6PDM is the information management of engineering phases.
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Another factor making the switch from simple practices in existing tools to PLM
unreasonable for SMEs is PLM’s lack of easy-to-setup engineering processes and simu-
lation setup for VC [Hof+12]. Additionally, SMEs only apply these digital engineering
practices to selected phases [RSW11]; therefore SMEs are unlikely to unlock the full
potential of PLM.

The most common VC users are small- and mid-sized original equipment manu-
facturers (OEMs), plant manufacturers, and VC service providers [SSD15]. As these
companies typically produce customized machinery, the one-time modeling effort of VC
is invalid for them. The German plant manufacturers, especially SMEs, are not well-
versed enough in PLMs to access the specific modeling knowledge needed to integrate
simulation tools into their IT environment [Neu+17].

Finally, VC should be seamlessly embedded into the existing engineering workflow.
VC is considered as an additional step outside of the standard engineering workflow,
which generates additional costs above and beyond those of the normal process [OU14].
Oppelt et al. [OBU15] contends that the workflow must be modified to embrace
simulation since its continuous use throughout the lifecycle will bring more value than
a single use – this can be enabled by the simple handling of simulation tools, little
modeling effort, and model reuse. Although commercial VC tools provide particular
solutions, the concept of seamless integration has not yet been introduced in practice
[DWM08]. In summary, the main three obstacles presented earlier highlight the need
for an easier and less-demanding VC practice. The advent of Industry 4.07 also requires
digital manufacturing models.

1.3 Research Objective and Questions
VC has been researched extensively, but the studies so far mainly address the theoreti-
cally technical applications and benefits from an economic perspective [SM16]. Accom-
plishing economically justifiable VC projects does not depend on technical execution,
but rather the development of required models [BK10; KBR10]. VC is sufficiently
covered by technical solutions, but finding optimal methods to create models remains
challenging. Moreover, there are only a handful of formal methods or specifications in
the field of machine simulation [NS11], while there are plenty of commercial simulation
tools as well as PLM dedicated specifically to the support of VC. In comparison to the
domain of software engineering, behavior modeling in VC is not a common method
due to its dependent on the level of detail, application and simulation requirements.
A variety of tools adds diversity to modeling techniques in VC. VC is, therefore, a
pragmatic method rather than a theoretical one. This dissertation seeks to increase
the level of automation in modeling by reusing available data in the early engineering
process so as to reduce the modeling effort required.

In the traditional or concurrent engineering workflow, MCAD models are readily
available in the early phases of project development as a must-have design for part

7Industry 4.0 is the German version of the Smart Production (intelligent and flexible systems
in production). There are also similar initiatives such as Factory of the Future in France and UK,
Made in China 2025 from China, Manufacturing Innovation Strategy 3.0 in South Korea, and Smart
Manufacturing in USA.
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manufacturing as well as project cost estimation. Building simulation models from
the available MCAD models is an apparently practical and ideal solution. Reusing
models eliminates the need for conventional “from scratch modeling”. A large amount
of information required to generate VC models is stored in MCAD systems from which
kinematic and geometric characteristics can be extracted [Lin11, p. 44]. The recently
issued VDI 3693-1 [VDI16a] defines 3D-MCAD models with kinematic information as
highly detailed VC models. This research, therefore, aims to generate detailed
VC simulation models from 3D-MCAD models with minimum manual effort
in a standard exchange format. Based on the research objective, the following
research questions are specified and formulated:

1. How can behavior models in terms of kinematic models be automatically gener-
ated from 3D-MCAD models in a standard data format?

2. How can the workflow in the previous question be implemented as a part of
machine development processes?

3. What kind of (kinematic) information can or cannot be obtained from MCAD
models?

4. How can (kinematic) information and parameters be automatically determined
from MCAD models?

These questions are considered within the scope of production cells8 and machines
of factory automation. Process automation is excluded. The scope of this study falls
under the topic of machine-oriented simulation defined by the German guidelines VDI-
3633 [VDI07]. The guideline generally refers to “the simulation of production machines
and their peripherals”, but also covers simulation of production processes taking place
within machines (e.g. finite element method (FEM), multi-body simulation (MBS), and
material flow simulation) and simulation of production cell planning. However, FEM
and MBS are excluded from the scope of this dissertation, as they are rarely used in
VC [VDI16a]. Additionally, the scope of this work focuses on MCAD models. As a
consequence, ECAD models and pneumatic circuits are not taken into account in this
work, though they are supported by the proposed method.

1.4 Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation is divided into five parts and nine chapters as shown in Fig. 1.4. The
remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows.

Part II: Research Background This part lays a foundation for understanding the
development as well as modeling and simulation of mechatronic systems over three
chapters.

8A cell is a production system in which production machines and their peripheral devices for
workpiece and tool provisioning are combined and mutually influence each other [VDI07].
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Fig. 1.4: Dissertation structure

• Chapter 2: Development of Mechatronic Systems
Chapter 2 describes the multi-domain characteristics of mechatronics and its
impact on the mechatronic systems development process. First, two main ap-
proaches of the development process led by VDI 2206 and VDI 4499 are described
and compared in the context of developing special-purpose production machines.
Next, the selection of the optimal and practical engineering workflow is presented.
The selected workflow aims to address the second research question.

• Chapter 3: Foundations of Modeling and Simulation of Mechatronic Systems
Since VC is a simulation-based validation method, the fundamentals of modeling
and simulation are discussed here to give readers essential background informa-
tion. Continuous, discrete, and hybrid types of systems and models are addressed
as well as associated modeling formalism. Some well-established formal methods
are commonly used by the VC research community; this chapter, therefore, aims
to familiarize readers with the topics.

• Chapter 4: VC Simulation Models
This chapter addresses the first research question by narrowing its scope to the
VC application of modeling and simulation. Although various types of well-
known formalism exist, the literature (as well as the VC simulation tools) re-
viewed in this chapter shows that modeling in VC is a rather pragmatic ap-
proach and requires a mixture of different models. This combination of models
reflects multiple perspectives of a system resulting in the so-called VC-specific
digital twins. The quality of VC simulation models in terms of level of detail (cf.
Section 4.3), i.e. the extent to which the models can approximate real systems,
is discussed here. Finally, Automation Mark-up Language (AutomationML) (cf.
Section 4.4) is introduced as the standard data format meeting the demand of
VC simulation models.
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Part III: State of Research VC-related research is collated, reviewed, and ana-
lyzed in this part (specifically in Chapter 5).

• Chapter 5: State of Research: Creation of VC Models
This chapter evaluates the relevant research using two significant parameters in
VC model creation: level of automation and level of detail. The VC-research
landscape is illustrated via a two-dimensional research plot which exhibits a
noticeable gap.

Part IV: Implementation and Evaluation This part introduces the self-coined
term MCAD2Sim approach in Chapter 6 and demonstrates its usage in two different
application scenarios in Chapters 7 and 8.

• Chapter 6: MCAD2Sim Approach
This chapter introduces the intuitive MCAD2Sim approach along with the Digital
Factory concept, aiming to increase level of automation by starting from MCAD
models. The end results yield executable simulation models in AutomationML.
MCAD models are then investigated to derive inherent and implicit kinematic-
related information (i.e. address the third and forth research question). As the
use of an assembly constraint-joint mapping method (cf. Section 6.4.1) makes
it possible to compile kinematic information automatically, it is proposed as a
feasible solution for efficient creation of VC simulation models. The chapter also
addresses limitations such as material-flow information.

• Chapter 7: Model Generation of Conveyor-Based Material Flow Applications
The MCAD2Sim approach is then extended to more material-flow intensive appli-
cations. VDI-2860 displays material-flow information explicitly with little effort.
This chapter presents how VDI-2860 modeling is seamlessly embedded in the pro-
posed workflow. The add-in is developed within a selected simulation software
tool in order to implement the import and export of generated AutomationML
documents.

• Chapter 8: Model Generation of Conveyorless Applications
This chapter presents the implementation of the MCAD2Sim approach using a
pick and place application, illustrating the automatic derivation of kinematic in-
formation and parameters using assembly constraint-joint mapping. Afterwards,
the kinematic parameters are determined using collision detection and a homoge-
neous transformation matrix. The final result is also demonstrated in a selected
simulation software.

Part V: Conclusion and Outlook

• Chapter 9: Conclusion and Outlook
The final chapter evaluates the results in accordance with the research objectives
and questions stated in Section 1.3. Despite some limitations and open issues, the
author remains confident that the overall findings will be of use to those pursuing
these topics in future studies, as the lessons learned will hopefully outweigh any
inconsistencies found in the process. Remaining challenges and future work are
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also envisioned to provide some ideas as to how this project could be carried on
further.



Chapter 2

Development of Mechatronic
Systems

2.1 Overview

Traditionally, domain-specific disciplines such as mechanical engineering and electrical
engineering have been studied individually; however, nowadays, novel interdisciplinary
fields of science and engineering are becoming more common. Mechatronics has be-
come known as an interdisciplinary field including (but not limited to) mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering and electronics, control engineering and automa-
tion, and information technology. Developing mechatronic systems thus requires the
synergetic integration of these engineering science disciplines. Mechatronic systems or
products can broadly refer to transportation systems (e.g. airplanes and cars), produc-
tion systems, and household or consumer products (e.g. washing machines). However,
this dissertation is particularly invested in production systems such as manufacturing
plants and machines.

Production machines and plants are categorized as “engineer-to-order” products
which are developed according to customer requirements [BGL17] with a high level
of customization but low responsivity to lead time [EBW16]. These special-purpose
machines are not produced in large quantity but are engineered on a project-to-project
basis. The development process is the project development lifecycle or engineering
workflow consisting of multiple engineering phases from the beginning, middle, and end
of life. The project development lifecycle is performed in a multi-domain, multi-model,
multi-method environment with a multitude of organizational, technical, and social
dependencies [BGL17]. Traditionally, engineering phases can be performed sequentially
(see Fig. 1.1). The concrete sequential engineering workflow is upgraded via the
concurrent or simultaneous engineering (cf. Section 2.2.1) led by the VDI 4499. Ano-
ther type of paradigm is Model-Based System Engineering (MBSE) (cf. Section 2.2.2
and 2.2.3) suggested by the VDI 2206 [VDI04; VDI20].

15
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2.2 Mechatronic System Development Process
Although mechatronics has existed for many years, its development processes or process
models have yet to be optimized. A survey of 135 research papers on mechatronic
design processes by Mørkeberg et al. [Mør+13] concludes that, though experts have
been searching for a standard methodology for more than twenty years, they have yet to
agree upon a single uniform approach. They also note the lack of a common language as
well as the transfer of models between domains as two additional challenges observed.
Several practices and approaches have been proposed to overcome these challenges
such as the Digital Factory [VDI08] and the model-based [VDI04], just to name a
few. This dissertation, however, reviews and evaluates only these two main streams
of development processes as suggested by two different German guidelines in Section
2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3.

2.2.1 VDI 4499 (2008): The Digital Factory
The VDI 4499-1 guidelines [VDI08] define the Digital Factory as “the general term for
a comprehensive network of digital models, methods, and tools – including simulation
and 3D visualization – integrated by a continuous data management system”. The
concept of the Digital Factory focuses on the early production planning and design
of factories ranging from the planning of individual machines to production plants
[VDI08]. Furthermore, the VDI 4499-2 [VDI11] specifically applies the concept of the
Digital Factory to the commissioning phase to shorten the ramp-up process, which
explicitly requires a realistic representation of production systems including control
technology. As a result, VC is integrated as a part of the development process according
to the Digital Factory paradigm (see Fig. 2.1).

As shown in Fig. 2.1, the VDI 4499-2 [VDI11] adopts concurrent or simultaneous
engineering as its development process resulting in a waterfall-like process model. It
improves the sequential workflow (see Fig. 1.1) by introducing some extent of par-
allelism to the engineering phases. Though these guidelines still employ a design-by-
discipline approach [SK11, p. 2], they particularly promote parallel planning and the
design of mechanics, electrics, and control code. As a result, the earlier execution of
VC is preferred over the sequential engineering workflow (see Fig. 1.1). The Digital
Factory emphasizes the highest possible degree of concurrency in engineering phases
on the basis of mutual digital models urged by continuous data management, which
potentially shortens time-to-the market and reduces costs [VDI08].

The application of continuous data management is another key benefit of the Dig-
ital Factory. As depicted in Fig. 2.1, every phase of the engineering process relies on
continuous data management to share and integrate heterogeneous data and models.
Data storage and a data model play an important role in continuous data management
[Pun17, p. 13]. Using common data models, people working in interdependent engi-
neering disciplines can understand, share, and exploit the stored data from decoupled
tools. Data models are, therefore, the core of continuous data management
and the Digital Factory. In the context of the Digital Factory, a data model defines
the content of information and its level of detail for the entire factory model [VDI08],
emphasizing the holistic and mechatronic view of data of product, process, and re-
source (PPR) of production systems [VDI11]. Data storage methods influence how
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Fig. 2.1: Concurrent or simultaneous engineering process [VDI11]

data models are implemented in information technology infrastructure. Centralized
and decentralized data storage and their consequences are explained in the following
subsections.

2.2.1.1 Centralized data models (in PLM)

The central data storage approach requires a database. As a consequence, data mod-
els are also centralized to ensure data integrity and coherence. Software tool chains in
PLM commonly operate on the central database; therefore, PLM employs central data
models. Tools in a chain are seamlessly connected into a comprehensive workflow by
means of a centrally stored common data model. With the unified data model, diverse
data created by different stakeholders can be smoothly transferred to and used by other
tools in the chain. In 3DExperience [3DEXPERIENCE@], for example, MCAD models
designed in CATIA V5 [CATIA5@] are transferred to Delmia [DELMIA@] for simu-
lation. Similarly, in Teamcenter [Teamcenter@], MCAD models designed in Siemens
NX [NX@] can be imported to Mechatronics Concept Designer [MCD@] or Tecno-
matix Process Simulate [ProcessSimulate@] for machine or plant simulation. Such a
tool chain is an approach to enable interoperability [DFB11] and is the highest level of
tool integration on the market (or the so-called one for all approach) [HL12]. However,
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the unified data flow could lead to the emergence of proprietary data formats and spe-
cific programming languages [Kuh+10]. Different PLM tool suites lack interoperability
[Tol+13]. Thus, switching to other PLM systems can cause significant data migration
problems.

2.2.1.2 Decentralized Data Models (with Data Exchange)

Contrasting with centralized implementation, the decentralized approach stores data
locally, so that each engineering domain can work on its own data model, providing
interfaces and synchronization methods for data exchange [VDI11]. A one-to-one in-
terface is, therefore, required for each data exchange. The VDI 4499-2 [VDI11] also
proposes an intermediate format to avoid a large number of one-to-one interfaces.
An intermediate format can significantly reduce the number of interfaces required by
decentralized data storage and decentralized data models. However, when using a cen-
tralized data model as an intermediate format, different stakeholders can all still work
efficiently without a central database at their disposal. Therefore, distributed data
storage with a central data model is a compromise between the two extremes.

Cross-domain data exchange formats holding multidisciplinary artifacts suit the
form of an intermediate format particularly well. There are several data exchange
formats including AutomationML (cf. Section 4.4) that meet the requirements of the
Digital Factory’s data model [Pun17, p. 114]. Data exchange formats are considered
the lowest level of tool integration when compared to PLM tool chains, the highest
level of tool integration [HL12].

2.2.2 VDI 2206 (2004): Model-Based System Engineering (MBSE)

This subsection reviews another paradigm adopted by the VDI 2206 from system en-
gineering as a systematic design methodology for mechatronic systems. This system-
thinking paradigm is known as MBSE1, which is defined as “the formalized application
of modeling to support system requirements, design analysis, verification and valida-
tion activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout
development and later lifecycle phases” [INC07]. As the name suggests, MBSE em-
ploys a system model (also called a common or interdisciplinary model) to support
collaborative cross-domain engineering. Being the core of MBSE, the system model
conceptually describes a cross-domain solution and then becomes a blueprint for sub-
sequent domain-specific engineering tasks.

The VDI 2206 proposes a design methodology for mechatronic systems consisting
of the following core elements.

• the V-model (as shown in Fig. 2.2) at the macro level and for recurring tasks

• the problem-solving cycle at the micro level

1MBSE is the term under the umbrella term Model-Based Engineering (MBE). However, MBE is
a software engineering initiative, while MBSE is system engineering oriented.
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Fig. 2.2: First version of V model [VDI04]

2.2.2.1 The V-model at the macro level and for recurring tasks

The V-model, which is well known in the domain of software engineering, transforms
requirements into products (or software code). As seen in Fig. 2.2, the V-model
consists of system design, domain-specific design, and system integration. Along with
these three main phases, modeling and model analysis and simulation is an integral
part of the V-model. Additionally, the VDI 2206 [VDI04] defines tasks regularly taking
place within these processes. For example, a common task of system design is to
establish the overall function and sub-functions from the requirements and problems
specifications.

System design, which is a top-down approach, seeks to produce a system model de-
rived from customer requirements by either a system engineer or one single team unit
of involved domains with a primary goal of ensuring interdisciplinary communication.
The system model is a blueprint for domain-specific design, acting as the top-level
or principal solution. System models are commonly modeled using SysML2, which is
a de facto modeling language used in system engineering. Therefore, the output of
the system design is usually a SysML-based system model. However, other compara-
ble modeling languages such as IMoMeSA modeler [HRZ15; HRZ16] have also been
invented.

The SysML-based system model is then transformed to domain-specific designs.
Ideally, contents of the system model are automatically transferred to MCAD and
ECAD software tools and prototypical control code via tool interfaces or data exchange.

2System Modeling Language (SysML) is a dialect of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), which
consists of three pillar diagrams: structure, behavior, and requirement diagrams [SysML].
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However, this automatic transformation is still a work-in-progress. In the research by
Paredis et al. [Par+10], their SysML4Modelica profile automatically converts SysML
diagrams to multi-domain simulation models expressed by Modelica. However, their
profile supports some SysML diagrams and produces outputs only in Modelica. Boccia-
relli et al. [Boc+14] argue that MBSE still needs more practices and tools automating
transformation, though several model transformation techniques are currently avail-
able. In practice, therefore, engineers manually extract their domain-relevant data
from the system model and develop their models thereafter. Domain-specific simula-
tion is encouraged by the modeling and model analysis.

In contrast with system design, system integration is a bottom-up approach in
which mechanical, electrical, and software design are integrated. Incompatibilities
during integration are also detected and eliminated. Integration should be carried out
tool-dependent as suggested by the VDI 2206 [VDI04] proposing three possible integra-
tion approaches: via energy, material, and information flow, via unified interfaces, and
via spatial integration. The unified design resulting from the first V-model iteration is
validated or verified post integration such as by hardware-in-the-loop simulation (cf.
Section 4.5.2) against the system model. Multiple iterations are encouraged to increase
the level of maturity which could result in a physical prototype. The double V-iteration
resulting in the W-model is also suggested by [BFB14] to develop production machines.

Due to the rise of MBSE, PLM has also step in to support this paradigm. For exam-
ple, as presented by [KK13], 3DExperience [3DEXPERIENCE@] offers the so-called
RFLP3 platform to implement the system design and domain-specific design of the
V-model. The RFLP platform runs on a tool chain consisting of Enovia [ENOVIA@]
as a PDM and collaboration tool, CATIA V6 [CATIA6@] as a 3D modeling tool with
a PLM backbone, and Dymola4 [Dymola@] as a simulation kernel. Requirements are
captured and managed in Enovia. Resulted functions are propagated to CATIA V6
as functional block diagrams. Each function has a corresponding design to serve its
purpose. More simply put, engineers create physical designs (i.e. MCAD models) in
correspondence with given physical functions. Likewise, logical functions are assigned
by Dymola functions embedded in CATIA V6.

2.2.2.2 Problem-solving at the micro level

While the macro level supports many aspects of the overview design process such as
setting and monitoring project milestones, the micro-level problem-solving cycle helps
engineers to systematically analyze and solve unforeseen problems [GM03]. There-
fore, the problem-solving cycles are adopted in each V-model iteration, specifically in
recurring tasks.

3RFLP stands for Requirement engineering, Functional design, Logical design, and Physical design.
4Dymola is a Modelica-compliant software tool.
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Fig. 2.3: Second version of V model [VDI20]

2.2.3 VDI 2206 (2020): Development of Cyber-Physical Mecha-
tronic Systems

While the previous section reviews the first release of VDI 2206 (Design methodology
for mechatronic systems) in 2004, this section presents and discusses its latest version.
The second VDI-2206 edition (Development of Cyber-Physical Mechatronic Systems)
was under revision by the Technical Committee VDI GMA5 4.10 “Interdisciplinary
Product Creation” since 2016 and was released in September 2020 as a draft [GH20].
This revision aims to enhance the first-version V model, which was transferred from
software engineering to the mechatronics domain to cope with challenges posed during
the development of cyber-physical mechatronic systems [GH20; VDI20]. To orient the
first-version of the VDI 2206 and its V model more towards industrial practice, the
committee has included feedback from the automobile, aerospace, defense, chemistry,
woodworking, and textile industries as well as from several academic institutions to
help identify any necessary changes [GH20].

Cyber-physical mechatronic systems couple conventional mechatronic systems with
the Internet of Things6, enabling changes in parameters during operation; however,
this requires a future generation of software and technical system integration [GH20].
Similarly, the shifting of conventional production systems towards cyber-physical pro-
duction system (CPPS) by connecting them to one another and to the Internet of
Things and Services allows for the continuous adjustment of production planning and
control in response to changes in customer orders [GH20]. Note that CPPS is a special
coinage which emphasizes “smarter” production processes or production systems by
introducing the concept of cyber-physical system (CPS) into the production domain

5GMA stands for Gesellschaft für Mess- und Automatisierungstechnik (English: the society of
measurement and automation technology).

6The Internet of Things, or IoT, is a connection of physical objects, which allows them to com-
municate, interact, and cooperate in order to extend their functionality and thus generate customer
benefits [VDI20].
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[Ger17]. However, the term CPPS still remains unpopular among manufacturing plant
builders and owners, who usually prefer the original term “production systems”, as
their developed production systems have not yet reached the point of being a CPS due
to the lack of built-in intelligence from actuators and sensors installed in the systems
[SH17].

The new V model is coupled with a holistic product lifecycle, resulting in the
logical (rather than chronological) connection of development tasks (see these tasks
in the orange central V in Fig. 2.3), which leaves the V model independent from
organization structures and applicable to classical or agile-based project management
[GH20; VDI20]. The newly revised V model consisting of the three Vs shown in three
different colors and six checkpoints in gray is shown in Fig. 2.3. The outermost V in
blue represents modeling and analysis (German: Modellierung & Analyse), which run
in parallel to all activities in the central and innermost V’s. For example, requirement
collection can also result in models [GH20]. The central V consists of the five core
activities in the development of cyber-physical mechatronic systems. The innermost
V in yellow represents the continuous management of requirements, while the previous
version depicts this process as a one-off attempt (compare Fig. 2.2 and 2.3).

In contrast to the old V model (see Fig. 2.2), two core tasks, requirement elicita-
tion (German: Anforderungserhebung) as well as validation and transition (German:
Validierung & Übergabe), are added at the beginning and end of the model. The
other three core tasks remain unchanged. In system architecture and design (Ger-
man: Systemarchitektur & Design), which is comparable to system design in the old
V model, an interdisciplinary overall solution (i.e. a system model in SysML) is de-
veloped and is later decomposed into domain-specific and implementable units. These
units are then designed in detail during the implementation of system elements phase
(German: Implementierung der Systemelemente), i.e. the domain-specific design in
the old V. During system integration and verification (German: Systemintegration &
Verifikation), formerly referred to as system integration, the domain-specific solutions
are integrated and examined at the system-level according to the requirements of the
system. To manage knowledge gained during the development, this version of the VDI
2206 suggests that models and documentation should be stored in PDM. Note that
there are four different types of white lines (see the circle at the bottom of Fig. 2.3),
each of which represents a different engineering domain. According to Fig. 2.3, all
departments (mechanical, electrical, software, etc.) are involved in each development
task. In comparison to the VDI 4499, there are clear boundaries for the task delegation
between engineering departments.

2.3 Comparison of the Digital Factory and the MBSE
Development Processes

Although the VDI 2206 and VDI 4499 share the common goal of providing an efficient
and systematic engineering process to develop mechatronic systems, their process mod-
els and philosophies are based on entirely opposite approaches. The VDI 2206 focuses
on the development of mechatronic products, whereas the VDI 4499 aims to deliver
unique production machines and plants as smoothly as possible [Pun17, p. 58-61].
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Engineering machines and plants usually requires unique one-time solutions [LSR15]
and differs from developing other technical products in that each machine or plant is
individually planned, commissioned, and realized within the framework of a project
[Fay09].

According to Biffl et al. [BGL17], plant and machine development adheres to
the “engineer-to-order” concept in which products are developed according to cus-
tomer requirements. Airplanes and cars, on the other hand, are “make-to-order” and
“assemble-to-order” products which take only customer or manufacturing variants into
account, while household appliances are “make-to-stock” products (mass production
without variants) whose production taking place independently of customer requests
[BGL17]. Therefore, applying the two VDI guidelines affects machine development
in different ways as listed in the subsections below and as summarized in Table 2.1.
The evaluation criteria have been chosen in direct relation to the research objective
(cf. Section 1.3). The comparison helps in selecting the most reasonable machine
development process in the context of VC.

2.3.1 Effort
As described in the previous section, system models are the core of MBSE. How-
ever, system modeling alone creates extra modeling effort in comparison to the Digital
Factory. Transforming system models to domain-specific ones also requires further
engineering effort. Obviously, increasing the effort needed contradicts the research
objective mentioned in Section 1.3. At present, the automation industry is still skep-
tical about the economic benefits of MBSE [Hof+15]; thereby, increasing the burden
will hardly convince engineers in the industry to switch from traditional development
processes to MBSE. A survey conducted by Gausemeier et al. [Gau+13, p. 48-50]
also confirms that engineers in plant and machine engineering prefer to produce quick
solutions for tailor-made plants/machines without huge system modeling efforts. As a
result, they have the least contact to MBSE in comparison to those of the automotive
and aerospace industry [Gau+13, p. 48-50].

2.3.2 Knowledge and Expertise
Apart from the extra effort, MBSE demands system-engineering knowledge and skills,
particularly in system modeling using SysML. Van Noten et al. [VGW17] summarize
from their industrial experience that system engineering still remains a difficult task as
it requires expertise in various domains. System modeling, especially with SysML, is
troublesome for engineers. A survey by Albers and Zingel [AZ13] shows that engineers,
especially mechanical engineers, have difficulty working with SysML diagrams. Con-
trastingly, the digital-factory approach requires less-demanding knowledge. The only
extra knowledge required is a comprehensive understanding of an agreed data model.

2.3.3 VC as a Part of the Development Process
Since modeling and simulation play an important role in both approaches, VC is defi-
nitely a must-have for both process models. As can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.1, VC is a
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constitutive engineering task in concurrent engineering. Although both versions of the
VDI 2206 [VDI04] do not explicitly include VC in the V models, VC is incorporated
as an activity in the system integration and verification phase [GH20; VDI20].

2.3.4 Iterations
Several V-model iterations are encouraged to increase the level of maturity. However,
they are expensive and time-consuming due to intensive cross-domain communication
[Zhe+13]. Puntel Schmidt [Pun17, p. 59-60] recommends that the V-model repetitions
should be avoided as much as possible in plant engineering to save time and costs
because they potentially last throughout the entire macro cycle, depending on the
extent of change, whereas iterations in concurrent engineering never repeat the entire
cycle. In addition, most specialized machine projects are characterized as “right first
time” projects, thus several iterative and time-consuming V cycles should be avoided
[Pun17; Lec+19].

2.3.5 Practical Applicability and Paradigm Shift
The VDI-2206 methodology has a high level of abstraction [Fra15, p. 6][Kie07, p. 83-
84]; therefore, it is seldom applied in industry, especially in the development of car
body manufacturing cells [Kie07, p. 83-84]. In 2018, MBSE had not yet been applied
in machine and plant engineering despite its numerous scientific approaches [Ahr+18].
Customization of the methodology to specific applications is required. Bathelt et al.
[Bat+05] customize the VDI-2206 methodology in such a way that the system model
is represented by a flow chart similar to sequential function chart (SFC)7 (instead of
SysML diagrams). The code-like diagram is a draft for further PLC code develop-
ment. I/Os of the code then become input data for mechanical and electrical design.
In this case, however, their system model does not really represent a principle so-
lution, but captures only machine functional sequences. Contrastingly, Frank et al.
[Fra+13] develop their system model by sketching mechanical structures with defined
functions. Although the Aquimo8 research project [Lit10] adopts the V-model as its
methodological backbone, the V-model is adapted so that system modeling can be
obviated. Instead, a software tool is developed as a common platform for mechanical,
electrical, and software engineers to flesh out their rough designs (which are further
used to generate simulation models).

Moreover, MBSE requires a paradigm shift from technical domain-specific solutions
to system thinking. After several years in an engineering domain, engineers become
immersed in their own individual technical field of expertise. On June 6, 2018, the
author had a conversation with Professor Hans-Joachim Schelberg, who has more than
20 years experience in teaching and consulting MBSE for several businesses. He con-
firmed that it is very hard to introduce MBSE to the production machine industry,
because it requires changes in organization which are rather unattainable for engineers,
who are strict to do their daily business rather than modeling. He then suggested that

7SFC is one of the five PLC programming languages according to IEC 61131-3.
8Adaptierbares Modellierungswerkzeug und Qualifizierungsprogramm für den Aufbau firmenspez-

ifischer mechatronischer Engineeringprozesse
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assigning one engineer to break from their daily routine to focus on modeling is the best
solution to introduce MBSE to any organization and prevent engineers from directly
jumping to technical solutions. His recommendation is reasonable and also affordable
by large organizations, but it is an extra burden for SMEs. Concurrent engineering,
on the other hand, only slightly deviates from traditional development processes. The
introduction of concurrency and data models requires only small scale changes so that
engineers can remain in their fields of specialization. Furthermore, Strahilov and Häm-
merle [SH17] have pointed out that the concurrent engineering workflow is currently
used in the development of production machines in the automotive industry. They
suggest that an engineering workflow which supports the development of CPPS can
be adopted from the current workflow without significant change. Only additional
activities which integrate intelligence into systems must be added [SH17].

2.3.6 Unified Languages
As a de facto modeling language of MBSE, SysML inherits similar acceptance problems
in the industry. A literature review shows that SysML needs customization to improve
expressiveness. Although some works such as [BFB14] demonstrate and rationalize
the application of SysML to an already existing industrial use case, Van Noten et
al. [VGW17] report that SysML needs customization to comprehensively model such
complex mechatronic systems, which impedes the adoption of MBSE in manufactur-
ing system development. SysML4Mechatronics [KV13] is one example of customiza-
tion. Moreover, regarding geometry expressiveness, depicting geometric elements using
SysML is still not as intuitive as MCAD models [Pae17]. Besides the applicable us-
age of the system-level language SysML, the VDI 2206 suggests no domain-to-domain
interfaces and languages during the domain-specific design phase [NDW07; Zhe+13].

The Digital Factory, on the other hand, enforces continuous data management to
attain a unified data model for multi-domain environments. In other words, with a
common data model, different engineering domains speak the same language. Litera-
ture reviews [Pun17; Yem17] suggest cross-domain data models, particularly Automa-
tionML (cf. Section 4.4). AutomationML is capable of describing a solution-specific
system to other departments. Another comparable PPR-based data model is the vir-
tual factory data model [TU15].

2.4 Summary
Production machines intrinsically have multi-disciplinary characteristics. Consequently,
they are developed in multi-domain environments. Multiple development processes are
proposed and considered to ensure smooth project delivery and multi-domain collabo-
ration. The degree of individuality of the mechanical, electrical, and software engineer-
ing domains is reduced thanks to this collaboration in development processes. Each has
its advantages and disadvantages, making each more or less suitable for different types
of mechatronic products. In the context of production machines, the Digital Factory
development process is more suitable than MBSE as shown in Table 2.1. It requires
less additional effort, expertise, iterations, and paradigm shifts, and so is more likely
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the system-thinking and Digital-Factory paradigms in the
context of production machine development

Criteria MBSE Digital Factory
Extra Effort high low
Extra Knowledge & Expertise high low
Is VC a part of the development process? yes yes
Number of Iterations high low
Paradigm shift high low
Unified Language SysML AutomationML

to be accepted in practice than MBSE. Moreover, based on the lessons learned from
industry practice found in the VDMA guidelines and best practices for VC published
in 2020 [VDMA20a; VDMA20b], simultaneous engineering is preferred when it comes
to introducing VC to organizations and implementing VC efficiently.

The Digital Factory (introduced in February of 2008) was launched following the
release of the unpopular application VDI 2206 (released in June, 2004) in plant and
machine engineering. It attempts to normalize a development process which bears
slight alterations from daily practices. In other words, it is a more practice-oriented
process model with VC integrated. This plays a crucial role in introducing VC to or-
ganizations. Introducing VC to companies still poses a number of challenges including
the adaption of internal engineering processes which could result in VC denial [VDI18].
Ahrens et al. [Ahr+18] then suggest that an analysis of individual organizations’ en-
gineering processes and tools using SADT (Structure Analysis and Design Technique)
should be performed to embrace companies’ specialties before gradually introducing
VC and MBSE into a company. They provide the somewhat vague conclusion that
dependencies between input documents (e.g. MCAD models and circuits diagrams)
and output (simulation models) documents must be evaluated in order to successfully
integrate VC into a company’s development process. However, without such an anal-
ysis, having VC integrated in the Digital Factory development process, which only
slightly deviates from traditional engineering processes, could potentially resolve the
issue. However, VC model generation along with the Digital Factory paradigm presents
challenges, which will be described in the following chapters.



Chapter 3

Foundations of Mechatronic System
Modeling and Simulation

Modeling and simulation are pervasive in science and engineering. They are par-
ticularly applied in various engineering phases of mechatronic systems development
processes. The VDI 2206 [VDI04] blends modeling and simulation with its macro cy-
cle, also claiming that it is impossible to cope with the complexity of mechatronic
products without modeling and simulation. This chapter, therefore, aims to provide
readers with foundations of modeling and simulation by presenting commonly used
modeling formalisms in mechatronic systems. Readers will encounter some formalisms
employed particularly in VC in the next chapter.

3.1 Systems
Given the various definitions of the term “system”, which are so high in number due
to the term’s overuse, it is important to ensure readers and author have a common
understanding. This study has selected Law’s definition [Law13, p. 3], which refers to
a system as “the facility or process of interest or being investigated”. Depending on
the contexts, systems can be as abstract as economic systems or as concrete as man-
ufacturing facilities. In the context of this dissertation, production cells and machines
are selected systems. Generally speaking, they are classified as dynamic systems, in
which their behavior evolves over time.

Dynamic systems are broadly divided into continuous and discrete systems based
on their segmentation of time. If system time is a real number or an interval of real
numbers, then that system is called a continuous time system. It should be noted
that system time does not necessarily equal physical time. If the time space of the
system is represented by a series of integer numbers, the system is called a discrete
time system. Based on the continuity of system variables, continuous systems can be
further divided into continuous-variable dynamic systems (CVDS) and discrete-event
dynamic systems (DEDS). Discrete systems equivalent to CVDS are called discrete-
time dynamic systems (DTDS). This system classification helps engineers select the
appropriate modeling methods and tools.

27
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3.1.1 Continuous-Variable Dynamic Systems
A system with continuously changing aspects of time and behavior is called CVDS.
Behavior f(t), which is a continuous-time function, is observed over the continuous
time space t. Natural phenomena with continuously changing physical quantities such
as displacement and velocity of rigid bodies and fluid flow rates are classified under
CVDS. These physical quantities make up state variables (a set of variables describing
the state of a system in its entirety). CVDS is studied by system dynamics. One
of classic examples from system dynamics textbooks is a mass-spring-damper system.
CVDS is commonly governed by differential equations. Eq. 3.1 is a second-order
ordinary differential equation (ODE) of a mass-spring-damper system in which F is an
excited force (an input variable) and x is a resulted displacement (an output variable).

mẍ+ bẋ+ kx = F (3.1)

In the context of control theory, the continuous variable f(t) is called an analog value,
and the system described by Eq. 3.1 is a time-domain model.

3.1.2 Discrete-Time Dynamic Systems
DTDS are systems controlled by digital computers. Some systems are not inherently
DTDS, but are a result of sampling of CVDS at discrete points of time. As seen in Fig.
3.1, at time k (where k is an integer number), analog signals are sampled resulting in
discrete-time signals shown in blue dots. A/D (analog to digital) converters are an ex-
ample of this scenario. After sampling, the continuous-time signals f(t) are expressed
in discrete-time form f(k) which are governed sets of difference equations. Alterna-
tively, in some situations in which differential equations are hard to solve analytically,
a numerical approximation of the equations is required to solve them numerically. Nu-
merical approximation techniques such as Euler’s method and Runge-Kutta methods
are commonly used to convert differential equations to difference equations. In sum-
mary, DTDS is the result of the discretization and the numerical approximation of
CVDS.
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Fig. 3.1: DTDS as a sampling result of CVDS
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3.1.3 Discrete-Event Dynamic Systems
Historically, scientists and engineers studied natural phenomena using differential equa-
tions; however, man-made devices invented during the twentieth century such as traffic-
light systems could not be adequately described by such equations [CL08; Wai09, p. 8].
As can be seen in Fig. 3.2, such discontinuous behavior in blue is unsuitable for conven-
tional differential equations such as those in dotted black. Instead, it can be expressed
as a piecewise constant function. Therefore, modeling formalisms developed specifi-
cally for DEDS (cf. Section 3.2.2) have emerged to deal with man-made apparatuses
(which are likely to be digitally computer-based).

t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7

s3

s4

s5

s2

s1

e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7

t

f(t)

Fig. 3.2: DEDS as a discrete-event equivalent to CVDS

DEDS, which are more broadly known as discrete-event systems (DES) and are
usually simulated by discrete-event simulation tools, are characterized by states and
events. Conversely, CVDS is a time-driven process by nature. The system time of
DEDS is continuous, but its state variables change in a discontinuous manner. In the
example shown in Fig. 3.2, there are five discrete states: s1 to s5. State transitions,
as processes of DEDS, are driven by events (denoted by e2 to e7) which are specific
actions or spontaneous occurrences such as pushing buttons, a traffic light turning
green, or customer transactions. Intervals between events are not necessary equal. In
production plants or machines, events are usually triggered by sensors.

3.2 Models and Modeling Formalisms
Models are abstractions of systems which describe a system at different levels of ab-
straction using different types of formalism depending on the modelers’ backgrounds
and goals and on the systems being modeled [Van08]. Modeling is, therefore, the pro-
cess of developing a model to a desired abstraction level. Models are usually validated
via simulation to ensure that they truly represent real physical systems at the defined
level of detail within the context of the stipulated goals [VDI07].

Each system class described in the previous section has its own common conven-
tions (also known as system specifications or formalisms) for describing and specifying
systems. Zeigler et al. [ZKP00] group formalisms according to the three system classes;
namely, the formalisms of CVDS, DTDS, and DEDS are called differential equation
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Fig. 3.3: Causal block diagram of Eq. 3.1

system specifications (DESS), discrete-time system specifications (DTSS), and discrete-
event system specifications (DEVS), respectively. However, this taxonomy implies no
direct match between system classes and types of formalism, i.e. DTSS can be used
to model CVDS given the appropriate modeling objectives. This section focuses its
discussion on DESS (cf. Section 3.2.1) and DEVS (cf. Section 3.2.2). A composite
application of formalisms (cf. Section 3.2.3) can also be a viable approach for the
optimal modeling of systems. DTSS is omitted here because its application is highly
related to control theory (especially discrete-time control systems) and FEM, which
are outside of the scope of this study.

3.2.1 Differential-Equation System Specifications
DESS includes differential equations (i.e. ordinary and partial differential equations) as
well as algebraic equations. ODEs can be solved by direct integration, a trial-and-error
method, or a Laplace transform method. In control theory, the most common method
is the Laplace transform in which linear ODEs are converted to transfer functions,
which can be visualized by causal block diagrams.

3.2.1.1 Causal Block Diagrams

Fig. 3.3 visualizes the differential equation (Eq. 3.1) as a causal block diagram. The
resulting diagram can be implemented using simulation tools such as Simulink [Math-
Works@]. This kind of block diagram is a signal-coupled network [JR12, p. 73] and
is classified as a causal model as it shows cause-and-effect or input-output relations
between components. Signal-coupled block diagrams are inherently apt to describe sig-
nal flows and thus are heavily used in control engineering [BTW13; VDI07]. However,
they are inappropriate for systems involving conservation equations (Kirchoff’s law)
[BTW13] or MBS due to the high complexity of the equations [VDI07]. Another disad-
vantage of the signal-based block diagram is that it does not show physical connections
between individual components.
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Fig. 3.4: Acausal block diagram of a mass-spring-damper in Modelica (Source: [ITI13])

3.2.1.2 Acausal Block Diagrams

Schematic diagrams or object-oriented block diagrams such as bond graph and those
described by Modelica1 and SimScape [MathWorks@] (cf. Section 4.2.2) are based on
acausal approaches. Unlike their causal counterparts, acausal approaches reveal physi-
cal connections and topological structures rather than calculation procedures [FGM11,
p. 180]. Therefore, with the acausal approach, models can be built without prior as-
sumptions about the input-output causality (no causality derivation), but they do
require the “connection” concept, which specifies relationships between components
using the conservation of energy [BTW13]. Fig. 3.4 presents a Modelica model of a
mass-spring-damper system in which four components (e.g. SpringDamper) are in-
stantiated and connected, while Listing 3.1 presents equations of the Modelica model.
Connecting lines transfer physical quantities (e.g. current, force, flow rate, etc.) rather
than signals. As presented in Listing 3.1, connections are described by equations that
satisfy the conservation of energy or Kirchoff’s law (i.e. inflow = outflow). These
connector equations specify no inputs and outputs, thus the associated block diagrams
are considered acausal.

Listing 3.1: Equations of the Modelica model shown in Fig. 3.4 (Source: [ITI13])

model MassSpringDamper
Modelica . Mechanics . T ran s l a t i ona l . Components . SpringDamper

SpringDamper ( c = 1 , d = 1 ) ;
Modelica . Mechanics . T ran s l a t i ona l . Components . Mass Mass (m = 100 ) ;
Modelica . Mechanics . T ran s l a t i ona l . Sources . ConstantForce Force ;
Modelica . Mechanics . T ran s l a t i ona l . Components . Fixed Res t ra in t ;

equat ion
connect ( Force . f l ange , Mass . f lange_a ) ;
connect ( Mass . flange_b , SpringDamper . f lange_a ) ;
connect ( SpringDamper . flange_b , Res t ra in t . f l a n g e ) ;

end MassSpringDamper ;

1Modelica is a non-proprietary and object-oriented modeling language for multi-domain physical
systems [Fri11]. It has been used widely in used in many engineering disciplines such as mechanical,
electrical, pneumatic, and thermal domain. Modelica-compliant tools are, for example, OpenModelica
[OpenModelica@], Dymola [Dymola@], and SimulationX [SimulationX@].
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Fig. 3.5: Example of FSM

3.2.2 Discrete-Event System Specification
DEVS is closely related to controllers. As seen in Fig. 3.2, the dynamic behavior
of discrete dynamic systems in terms of state transitions is easy to visualize. How-
ever, its mathematical expression is considerably complex [CL08, p. 16]. Readers are
encouraged to consult the mathematical expressions of the DEVS family in modeling
and simulation textbooks such as [Wai09] and [ZKP00]. It is more common to describe
discrete dynamic systems with a time sequence of events using either timed language or
untimed (or logical) language. For instance, the discrete dynamic system as shown in
Fig. 3.2 can be expressed in either of two following ways: (e2, t2), (e3, t3), .., (e7, t7) and
e2, e3, ..., e7. Automata and Petri nets are formalisms that represent such languages by
using a state transition diagram as well as Zeigler’s DEVS.

An automaton is defined as “a graph representing system states and the transitions
between them” [Wai09, p. 17]. There are various ways to express state transitions.
Finite state machines (FSMs) are a well-known type of automaton, while Petri nets
are an extension of automata. A drawback of state transition diagrams is a “state
explosion” in which a number of states can grow, making the diagram unmanageable.

3.2.2.1 Finite State Machines

A state machine is a model capturing states (or modes) and transitions between states
of a system operating in a sequence of discrete states. State transition diagrams are
commonly used to express state machines as shown in Fig. 3.5. The state machine
shown in Fig. 3.5 is a FSM due to its finite number of states. In this example, there
are three states {Z0, Z1, Z2}. The machine starts with the initial state Z0. Transitions
between states are triggered by the events {a, b, c, d}. A transition can start and end
in the same state, as is depicted with state Z1, an example of an untimed automaton.
Matlab’s Stateflow chart provides a graphical representation of an FSM. FSMs can be
extended via hierarchy of nested states to become Statecharts.

3.2.2.2 Petri Nets

Petri nets are networks consisting of places (represented by circles), transitions (bars),
directed arcs, and tokens, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Places and transitions are connected
by arcs. Tokens residing inside places indicate current states of a Petri net. A firing
mechanism of tokens is triggered by external events (see Fig. 3.6(a) or by a timer (see
Fig. 3.6(b)). The current state of the system in Fig. 3.6(a) is stopped. The system is
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switched to the working state when the transition T2 (i.e. start-up order) takes place.
As a result, the token is fired to P2. Providing time as a transition, as shown in Fig.
3.6(b), the traffic light turns from yellow to green after the yellow light has been on
for 10 seconds. If the associated time is given as a time interval (tmin and tmax), it is
called timed Petri nets. When the associate time is given as a random value, they are
called stochastic timed Petri nets. There are also other variants of Petri nets such as
colored Petri nets, high-level Petri nets, and specific Petri nets. In addition, SFC and
Grafcet2 are special variants of Petri nets. They represent a linear or complex chain
of events using steps and transitions which are equivalent to places and transitions in
Petri nets.

T1 stop
order

P1

stopped

T2 start-up
order

P2

working

P1 red light

T1 30 sec

P2 amber light

T2 10 sec

P3 green light

T3 60 sec

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.6: Petri nets: (a) event-driven transition and (b) time-driven transition (source:
[DA10])

3.2.2.3 Zeigler’s DEVS

In 2000, Zeigler et al. [ZKP00] introduced Zeigler’s DEVS (aka DEVS with ports).
Zeigler’s DEVS describes a real system using a combination of atomic models. An
example of an atomic model representing an AGV3 is shown in Fig. 3.7 consisting
of I/Os interfaces and state transition diagrams. In this example, the AGV moves

2The acronym stands for GRAphe Fonctionnel de Commande Etape/Transition or, in English,
Step/Transition Function Charts.

3AGV stands for automatic guided vehicle.
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Fig. 3.7: Zeigler’s DEVS of an AGV [KPW08]

back and forth between two positions, P1 and P2. The movement from P1 to P2 and
vice versa is triggered by external events input1 and input2, respectively. When the
movement is finished, the output functions λ(DoT1) and λ(DoT2) produce output1 and
output2, respectively. These I/Os can be connected to PLCs. As a result, PLC control
code can be generated from these DEVS models.

3.2.3 Hybrid Models and Formalisms
The previous two sections introduced discrete and continuous process classified in
different classes. However, systems rarely behaves solely like a CVDS or DEDS, instead
being more a mixture of these system classes (discrete and continuous process) resulting
in a so-called a hybrid system. Their state variables are a mixture of time-driven and
event-driven types. Production plants and machines are considered hybrid systems,
because controllers operate based on events while the machine operation is continuous
[Lin11, p. 78].

Moreover, no single formalism can efficiently capture all aspects of these sys-
tems [VDI16b, p. 14]. Therefore, hybrid modeling languages and multi-formalism
approaches have been established. Modeling and simulation tools tend to include
multiple modeling formalisms. Hybrid modeling languages merge a language for con-
tinuous functions with the constructs of a discrete-event language [WS09] such as
timed hybrid Petri nets. They have been extended from ordinary Petri nets to model
a continuous flow with interruptions as discrete events. Another example of hybrid
formalism is Modelica. In addition to DESS such as ODEs, differential algebraic equa-
tions (DAEs), and bond graphs, Modelica also supports finite state automata and
Petri nets. DEV&DESS [Pra91] is an example of multi-formalism which integrates
continuous and discrete formalisms.

Hybrid Statecharts Fig. 3.8 shows Hybrid Statecharts of a turntable. The turntable
has three operational modes: standstill, forward, and backward. Each mode is accom-
panied by a corresponding differential equation. While moving forward or backward,
an associated differential equation is in operation. Nevertheless, transitions between
modes are discrete, exhibiting a combination of discrete and continuous behavior. In
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a similar way, one can model Hybrid Statecharts in Matlab’s Stateflow chart. Likewise,
Modelica incorporates hierarchical state machines to support hybrid modeling.

stand-
still
d
dt
α = 0

forward
d
dt
α = +v

backward
d
dt
α = −v

turnForw = 1

turnForw = 0

turnBack = 1

turnBack = 0

turnForw

turnBack

v

Fig. 3.8: Hybrid Statecharts of a turntable [BHH10]

Newly developed modeling methods might not be as well formalized as DESS and
DTSS. According to VDI 4465-1 [VDI16b], there are three degrees of formalism: in-
formal, semi-formal, and formal. Models built using DESS or DEVS formalism are
called formal models. Formalisms can detect omissions and inconsistencies as well as
resolve ambiguities in informal descriptions (e.g. natural languages) [Zei76]. They
have a defined and complete syntax and unique semantic interpretation. However,
many informal (e.g. natural languages) or semi-formal methods are now available
today. Semi-formal methods contain syntax and semantics for certain modeling as-
pects; informal methods have incomplete syntax and non-unique semantics [VDI16b].
A trade-off between formalism and applicability must be maintained.

3.3 Summary
This chapter gives a brief introduction of modeling and simulation and reviews their
families of formalism. This study is interested in processes taking place in production
machines and cells which are usually a mixture of continuous and discrete processes.
Therefore, a combination of formalisms is often found in VC. Moreover, VC, akin
to MBS and FEM, entails domain-specific simulation. Therefore, it possesses special
characteristics beyond the foundation of modeling and simulation, particularly spatial
aspects. As readers will see in the next chapter, plenty of modeling formalisms as
well as semi-formal and informal modeling methods are applied to setup VC models.
However, the optimization of formalisms for VC is still ongoing.



Chapter 4

VC Simulation Models

Although VC is a simulation-based technique, a literature review shows that creating
VC simulation models differs from traditional modeling and simulation. The VDI 4499-
2 [VDI11] differentiates VC from modeling and simulation as follows: VC uses models
that contain virtual and real components, whereas modeling and simulation develop
mathematical models to represent the behavior of real systems or components. In this
sense, modeling in the context of VC consists of not only creating models based on
the formalisms presented in the previous chapter, but also visual representation and
behavior mimicry of real components or systems. More precisely, this uniqueness of VC
simulation models is akin to the mirroring physical systems or creating (VC-specific)
digital twins of physical systems. In contrast, most readers will associate the term
“simulation models” with mathematics-based models.

The emergence of Industry 4.0 has produced the term Digital Twin and other simi-
lar coinages such as virtual representation, digital shadow, and digital angel [Wag+17]
to refer to digital representations of physical systems. Other comparable terms were
also coined earlier in the field’s history before the advent of Industry 4.0 such as virtual
plant model [PPW08; Par+08; LP14; OU14], virtual machine/prototype [VDI07], vir-
tual machine model [Bot+09], mechatronic plant/cell model [Ber+09; KOB09; BK10;
BHH10], and interdisciplinary simulation model [SR13]. While the term Digital Twin
is favored both in the literature and on the market, this dissertation prefers the terms
“VC simulation model” or “VC-specific digital twin” to avoid confusion with
Digital Twin, as Digital Twin has a broader meaning in some contexts, particularly in
Industry 4.0, where it covers the entire engineering process and lifetime usage. The
further development and application of VC simulation models after the commissioning
phase (i.e. the operation, service, or optimization phase) serve as an entry point for
Digital Twins as a core component of Industry 4.0 [VDMA20a; VDMA20b].

This chapter presents VC simulation models broken down into the following five
sections. Section 4.1 lays out the essential building blocks of a VC simulation model.
Section 4.2 surveys the practical aspects of behavior models resulting from the diversity
of modeling in the literature and commercial simulation tools. Section 4.3 introduces
the VDI 3693-1, the recently established VC guidelines, which divides the pragmatism
of VC models into four different levels of detail. This section also discusses the prag-
matism of modeling according to the level of detail prevalent in the literature before
the introduction of the VDI 3693-1 [VDI16a]. Section 4.4 proposes how the data model

36
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concept (cf. Section 2.2.1) can be embraced by AutomationML – the standard data
exchange format. Finally, Section 4.5 explains how the VC-specific digital twins can
be put into operation and how their level of detail plays a role during execution.

4.1 Building Blocks of VC Simulation Models

The two fundamental characteristics of VC simulation models are that they behave
similar to and resemble the physical make-up of their counterparts. Fig. 4.1 depicts
the behavior model and visualization model which serve as the basic building blocks
of VC-specific digital twins. The behavior models describe essential changes of state
for objects in the visualization model. These state transitions often consist of objects
moving due to kinematic or dynamic principles. 3D visualization models, which are
becoming more common nowadays, are preferred over to 2D models when mirroring
real systems. Although a literature review has shown that VC simulation models
are not restricted to only two models, as additional models can be added depending
on the application, they nevertheless consist predominantly of models which describe
behavior and visualize real systems. Some research, however, focuses on material-flow
applications such as those from Spitzweg [Spi09] and Lindworsky [Lin11], in which they
explicitly add a material-flow model as part of their VC simulation model. Similarly,
Brökelmann [Brö15] also adds material-flow scripts to his VC simulation model.

Spitzweg [Spi09, p. 8] defines that a VC simulation model comprises four sub-
models: a behavior model, a kinematics model, a material-flow model, and a visualiza-
tion model. Similarly, Lindworsky [Lin11, p. 42] splits VC models into three parts: a
behavior model, a material-flow model, and a geometry and visualization model. Ber-
gert et al. [Ber+09], Kiefer et al. [KOB09], Bergert and Kiefer [BK10], Bergert et al.
[BHH10], and the AVANTI project [AVA14b] define a mechatronic (plant/cell) model
as a combination of an extended 3D geometry model and a control-oriented behavior
model (i.e. logic and timed behavior). They assume that the extended 3D geometry
model already contains kinematic data and material flow.

Fig. 4.1: Two building blocks of VC simulation models
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4.1.1 Behavior Models
Behavior models are a core and essential building block of VC [BD08; KOB09; Süß+16b].
However, they are heavily influenced by simulation tools [KOB09; Hum10]. Behavior
models are, therefore, defined and modeled in various ways. Section 4.2.2 exhibits how
different tools used in VC have diverging ways of modeling, ranging from block dia-
grams to hard coding. Moreover, various simulation tools used in the machine-oriented
simulation make the generalization of the modeling process difficult [VDI07]. As a con-
sequence, there is no standard procedure for behavior modeling [KOB09]. Neugebauer
and Schob [NS11] also add that modeling formalisms are not especially prevalent in
the field of machine simulation.

Having no established behavior modeling guidelines, VC researchers end up with
differing views of behavior models. Some researchers such as Kiefer et al. [KOB09],
Spitzweg [Spi09], Bergert and Kiefer [BK10], and Meyer and Krause [MK18] outline
behavior models in the scope of control-centered framework. Control-related beha-
vior models describe control-influence behavior in terms of logic, time behavior, and
sequence. They usually contain I/O interfaces to PLCs or fieldbuses. Bergert and
Diedrich [BD08] and Neumeyer et al. [Neu+17] call this type of model “component-
specific behavior” and “automation behavior”, respectively. However, Bergert et al.
[BHH10] later argue that a behavior model must include not only control-related behav-
ior but also uncontrolled behavior caused by underlying physics. Brökelmann [Brö15,
p. 116], however, contends that it is important to distinguish between controlled and
uncontrolled behavior in VC. Nevertheless, Section 4.3 will show that models with
uncontrolled behavior simply have a higher level of detail than those of controlled
behavior. Uncontrolled behavior refers to kinematics- and dynamics-based behavior.
Similarly, Neumeyer et al. [Neu+17] have developed a VC framework by dividing be-
havior into automation behavior and physical behavior which are depicted by different
software tools. The following is a summary of the various behavior types found in the
literature.

• Control-related behavior

• Uncontrolled or physics-related behavior

• Kinematics-based behavior
• Dynamics-based behavior

If we consider a system consisting of a conveyor belt with front and rear sensors as
an example, the control-related behavior of this system can be described using a time-
delay model. When the front sensor detects an incoming object on the conveyor belt,
a timer is then set to go off after a certain amount of time has elapsed, at which point
the object will exit the conveyor system. A more elaborated control-related model
would be a finite state machine consisting of standstill and moving states. When
the front sensor detects a workpiece in this instance, the conveyor belt is started and
accelerated to a desired speed. As soon as the workpiece is detected by the rear sensor,
the belt is slowed to a standstill. Additional states such as ramp-up, ramp-down,
and error states can be also added to refine the model. Such elaborate models with
extra states can be found in [PF15a]. These control-related behavior models focus
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on signal changes and/or time delays. No movement path on the conveyor belt is
described unless the models are linked to a visualization model to display the flow
of workpieces on the belt. On the contrary, uncontrolled or physics-related behavior
models can describe motions on the conveyor belt by taking the forces causing motion
into consideration or by defining motion paths with no direct regard to their driving
forces. As kinematics-based behavior models describe motions regardless of the force
involved, they are limited to describing only defined movement paths. Dynamics-
based behavior models, on the other hand, can describe the defined path as well as
path alternation due to force.

Besides diverging views of the content of behavior models, VC researchers also pro-
pose different behavior modeling methods. Kiefer et al. [KOB09] evaluate function
block diagram (FBD)1, Petri nets, finite automata, and Hybrid Statecharts in terms
of concurrency, integration of equations of motion, and a hierarchical structure. Their
comparison shows that Hybrid Statecharts and FBD are the two most optimal mod-
eling formalisms. They also recommend Modelica as the most suitable language for
implementing both formalisms. Petri nets fail to integrate equations of motion, while
finite automata are unable to fulfill all the criteria. Bergert et al. [BHH10] conceptually
show how a system is modeled using Hybrid Statecharts describing both control-related
and uncontrolled behavior. However, the research led by Bergert [BK10] in the same
year proposes other formats such as PLCOpen XML (cf. Section 4.4.2).

A push toward behavior models supplied by component manufacturers
Research studies such as [BD08; KOB09; BK10; SSD15; Süß+16a] encourage compo-
nent manufacturers to supply behavior models along with 3D-MCAD models and other
technical data to reduce modeling efforts and modeling diversity. Süß et al. [SSD15]
call the supplied behavior models manufacturer behavior models from which user beha-
vior models and plant behavior models can be created. However, a delivery format of
behavior model is still controversial. Süß et al. [SSD15] suggest that manufacturer
behavior models should be formatted as Functional Mockup Units (FMUs)2. FMUs are
behavior models with standard FMI interfaces aimed at improving interoperability,
i.e. component vendors can create their component models in any software tool (that
supports FMI) and provide them to users in FMUs formats (∗.dll). Users then link
multiple FMUs from different vendors to one another, enabling them to simulate their
behavior models in any FMI-compliant simulation tool. Another advantage of FMUs
is that they protect company intellectual property because they are executable but not
readable. In other words, FMUs are black boxes that calculate output signals without
revealing underlying mechanisms.

Meyer and Krause [MK18], Bergert and Diedrich [BD08], and Bergert and Kiefer
1FBD are one of IEC 61131-3 PLC programming languages.
2FMUs are components implementing Functional Mockup Interfaces (FMI) [FMI]. FMI, motivated

by the automotive industry, is a standard that supports model exchange (FMI-ME) and co-simulation
(FMI-CS) of dynamic models using a combination of XML-files and compiled C-code [FMI], whereas
FMUs are delivered as zip files (∗.fmu). They consist of XML files specifying variables and inter-
faces, and C code (in ∗.dll binary) describing functionality. FMI-compliant tools such as Dymola
[Dymola@], Adams, SIMPACK, OpenModelica [OpenModelica@], Matlab/Simulink [MathWorks@],
LabView [LabVIEW@] can also generate FMUs.
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[BK10], however, support other formats. [MK18] and [BK10] argue that PLCOpen
XML is more suitable than FMUs due to its openness and its better graphical re-
presentation (e.g. in function blocks) and was therefore selected as a data model in
the MAYA3 project. Function blocks in PLCOpen XML are expressed as white boxes,
while FMUs use black boxes which conceal intellectual property. Similarly, Bergert and
Diedrich [BD08] propose UML-based behavior models in which Hybrid Statecharts, ge-
ometry and kinematics, as well as I/O interfaces are encapsulated. Instead of deciding
on a common standard delivery format, an example in VDMA best practices for VC
[VDMA20b] suggests that component suppliers provide behavior models in the for-
mat of a previously agreed simulation tool or platform. This example is applied to
a component vendor in the wood processing industry. According to [SH17], a similar
situation is taking place in the automotive industry in which machine builders need to
stick with a certain VC simulation tool to correspond with the tool-specific formatting
of the behavior models delivered by their suppliers.

Nevertheless, the assumption that behavior models are supplied by manufacturers
has proved to be idealistic. As of 2018, the lack of standards has made it impossible
for behavior models to be delivered [MK18]. Moreover, at the time of writing, this
assumption is not fully recognized by the industry. So far, only eCl@ss4 and platform-
specific behavior models (mentioned in [VDMA20b]) are supplied by some component
vendors.

eCl@ss [eCl@ss] product class hierarchy had been originally used in purchasing and
was recently adopted by AutomationML (cf. Section 4.4) as a role class library. Thus,
the eCl@ss-based role class classifies and provides mechatronic components with prod-
uct classification semantics. This could be helpful for behavior modeling as semantics
can conceptually imply component behavior which in turn results in less modeling
effort.

Although Puntel Schmidt et al. [Pun+14] point out that the eCl@ss roles could
possibly enable automatic VC model generation because they can potentially eliminate
initial and manual behavior descriptions, they are still not yet comprehensive enough
for the automation domain and thus need supplementary behavior descriptions for es-
sential features or roles. Moreover, Puntel Schmidt et al. [Pun+14] also note that VC
software tools must support components with several eCl@ss roles. In 2016, Süß et al.
[Süß+16a] only applied eCl@ss to extend their previous work [SSD15] which assumes
the delivery of FMU-based manufacturer behavior models. They classify manufacturer
behavior models using eCl@ss which helps define I/O interfaces of the supplied mod-
els. In other words, manufacturer behavior models of the same eCl@ss code (e.g. AC
motors) must contain the same numbers and types of I/Os. Another concern is that
behavior implication is only applicable to standard components. In practice, how-
ever, machine builders also design their own customized solutions using non-standard

3MAYA (Multi-disciplinArY integrated simulAtion and forecasting tools, empowered by digital
continuity and continuous real-world synchronization) is an EU-funded project. Source: www.maya-
euproject.com

4eCl@ss is “a cross-industry product-data standard for the classification and unique description
of products and services” [eCl@ss]. It classifies products and services using a four-level hierarchy in
which an eight-digit numeric code represents a certain product class. For example, eCl@ss codes of
27-29-02-90 and 36-12-04-08 refer to pneumatic cylinders and roller conveyors, respectively.
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components.
Due to the described circumstances (heavy influence of commercial tools and di-

verging proposed formalisms), it can be concluded that: VC is more pragmatic
than it is theoretical because it is supported by many commercial tools,
but only a handful of underlying modeling theories so far. This will be in-
vestigated in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The available formalisms also come with many
restrictions. Hummel [Hum10, p. 8, 21–24] particularly emphasizes the unavailability
of formalisms for spatial-related behaviors such as material flows. He found that many
well-established formalisms (cf. Section 3.2) have severe limitations regarding model-
ing material flows and kinematics. In material-flow intensive applications conducted
by Spitzweg [Spi09], Lacour [Lac12], and Hoffmann [Hof16], it was necessary to also
include kinematic or dynamic descriptions in order to aptly describe the flow.

4.1.2 Visualization Models
Visualization models are an important element of VC-specific digital twins as they
not only represent real systems digitally but also have many benefits, especially when
it comes to the interpretation of simulation results. Visualization promotes human
comprehension of a large amount of data produced by scientific experiments and sim-
ulations [The+08; BB11]. Particularly, 3D animated sequences of simulation runs in-
crease our understanding of complex processes with low interpretation effort [VDI09].
Visualization brings the data to life using graphical techniques to convey information
to users [The+08, p. 322-323] and allows humans to easily observe behavior and detect
errors during simulation [BB11]. Bergert et al. [BHH10] also add that tracking signal
sequences without graphically displaying model behavior (e.g. the movements of parts
in a factory) is difficult for the human brain. Besides the aforementioned validation
purpose, visualization also serves a marketing function [BB11] and has become vital
for interdisciplinary communication [VDI09].

Visualization models can be manually prepared in simulators or transferred from
MCAD systems [VDI09]. Preparing visualization models in VC software tools by
selecting components from provided libraries and placing the components at desired
locations is laborious, especially for some applications in which precise positions are
required. On the other hand, utilizing 3D-MCAD models, which are available from
early engineering phases, for visualization purposes, can cut down on engineering labor
and effort because they do the work of representing the mechanical structures of the
plants and machines to be modeled. Moreover, the VDI 3693-2 [VDI18] emphasizes
that a straightforward integration of an MCAD model to a VC-specific digital twin is
a decisive factor for companies considering making the switch to VC.

The mechanical structures contain a significant number of simulation-relevant ob-
jects [VDI16a]. They are a part of the Digital Factory’s resources, which play an
important role in VC [GF08]. These components, which include components such as
actors, sensors, conveyors, and robots, are considered the “skeleton” of mechatronic
systems [ZG14] and are part of the Digital Factory’s data model (or PPR data model).
When 3D-MCAD models are reused, the components are inherited and displayed in
visualization models, except sensors, which are usually not included in the MCAD
models. In summary, 3D-MCAD models are essential for visualization because they
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contain the Digital Factory’s resources. More importantly, MCAD models also contain
other mechanical attributes, e.g. kinematics, which will be addressed in Chapter 6.

However, transforming MCAD models to visualization models is not that straight-
forward since both have different underlying principles. MCAD systems are nowadays
based on a solid modeling technique called Boundary Representation (B-REP)5 Since
B-REP solid models are mathematically precise geometric representations, users can
define and measure dimensions of the models as well as calculate masses. However,
these precise solid models are too bulky as they require high computational resources
to render them on screen, especially in real-time applications [TF17]. Instead, 3D sur-
face models represented by polygonal or triangular meshes such as STereoLithography
(STL)6 and COLLADA file formats are used to speed up the rendering process [TF17].
Such 3D mesh models are common among animation authoring tools such as Blender,
but they are not widely supported by MCAD systems (except STL).

MCAD models contain detailed geometrical features and components which are
unnecessary when working with VC. Therefore, it is necessary to remove these features
before exporting the models to 3D surface models. Strahilov et al. [SMK12] show how
to prepare MCAD models for VC by removing screws and bolts as well as rounded
and edged features (such as rounded corners, grooves, and holes). After removal,
the models are ready to be exported to 3D surface models. This process is called
tessellation, a process of approximating object surfaces with polygon meshes. After
tessellation, the surface models (e.g. in STL format) may contain a huge number of
meshes which demand tremendous computing time and affect real-time performance
during simulation (cf. Section 4.5). Mesh reduction is therefore necessary. The trade-
off between number of mesh elements and graphical accuracy should be balanced.
Spitzweg [Spi09, p. 105-106] shows that a mesh reduction of 75% still results in no
visual defects, while a reduction of mesh elements greater than 90% causes obvious
deviations. Oversimplified models severely deviate from their original geometry which
results in inaccuracy in precision-based applications such as assembly and pick and
place. According to [SMK12], deviation must not exceed 2mm in robot simulations. In
applications relying on collision objects, coarse surface models often lead to calculation
and simulation errors [Spi09, p. 106]. In any case, the mesh reduction process demands
substantial manual effort, although it is partially supported by 3D mesh processing
software tools [VDI09] as well as significant efforts to remove unnecessary details and
perform tessellation.

5Solid modeling was initially supported by constructive solid geometry (CSG) technique; however,
it has been replaced by B-REP [SN11, p. 69]. B-REP builds a solid object by enclosing a 3D space
with surfaces (A surface is built upon faces, edges, and vertices.) [Cha15, p. 135]. For example,
a B-REP box is built by gluing six rectangular surfaces together. B-REP solid models have both
native and non-native MCAD system file formats. SolidWorks assembly (∗.sldasm), SolidWorks part
(∗.sldprt), Autodesk Inventor assembly (∗.iam), Autodesk Inventor part (∗.ipt),CATIA V5 assembly
(∗.CATProduct), and CATIA V5 part (∗.CATPart) are examples of the former, whereas Siemens
PLM (∗.JT) is an example of the latter. Note that JT format was standardized in 2012 under ISO
14306:2012 for 3D visualization format.

6STL is the industry standard for rapid prototyping and can be exported from most MCAD
software tools.
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4.1.3 Model Integration
Behavior models and visualization models, the two most important elements of VC
simulation models, usually come from two different sources or roots as they are de-
veloped separately in different domains, which could potentially lead to dissimilar
structures. When models share very few commonalities in structure, there may be also
very few clues as to how to fit them together [Zei76]. In contrast to mathematical-
formulated models or specific-formalism models, which can be easily combined because
they share a common structure (syntax) and semantics. Combining disparate models
into a coherent VC simulation model is therefore challenging. Thus, the selected for-
mats of behavior models should support the integration of visualization models and
vice versa. Traditional software modeling languages such as UML which do not take
geometry of hardware into account [WS09] do not fit here. The straightforwardness of
the integration also plays an important role.

In practice, however, the integration of a behavior model and a visualization model
depends on the workflows of the VC simulation tools being used. The workflow deter-
mines whether to begin with behavior models or visualization models. Multi-domain
modeling and simulation tools (cf. Section 4.2.2) such as Dymola [Dymola@] and some
VC-specific tools such as WinMOD [WinMOD@] focus on behavior models, thus they
start with behavior modeling. Once modeling is complete, behavior descriptions are
then linked to components in a visualization model created manually from the tool
library. On the other hand, some VC tools such as Mechatronics Concept Designer
[MCD@] and robot simulation tools adopted in VC begin with a visualization model
imported from MCAD systems. Behavior models are then created by matching behav-
ior descriptions to components of the visualization model.

From the view of the Digital Factory [VDI11] (see Fig. 2.1), the latter workflow
which begins with visualization models from MCAD systems is more suitable. The
Digital Factory development process suggests mechanical design precedes VC. There-
fore, VC should exploit the results of previous engineering phases. Additionally, the
VDI 3693-2 [VDI18] encourages the straightforward integration of MCAD models to
a VC-specific digital twin to promote the introduction of VC into companies. The
alignment of digital twin creation with the Digital Factory development process can
also help to enforce a common data model such as AutomationML (cf. Section 4.4),
which facilitate simple integration. On the other hand, the workflow such as those of
WinMOD [WinMOD@] embedding behavior descriptions to visualization models does
not encourage a common data model.

4.2 Pragmatism in Behavior Models
A literature review shows that a small amount of modeling formalisms are used to
perform VC despite the high number of commercial simulation tools available. Thus,
Section 4.2.1 aims to present in detail how the formalisms learned in Chapter 3 as well
as a newly established formalism are applied to perform VC. Section 4.2.2 discusses only
a small amount of formalisms, but handles numerous proprietary-software modeling
methods used in VC simulation tools. Not only VC-specific simulation tools, but also
simulation tools from the multi-domain modeling and simulation, robotics, and PLM,
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are presented. The latter components are increasingly used in VC. This increases a
number of engineering practices and level of diversity in this domain.

4.2.1 Formalism-based Behavior Models
This type of behavior model is purely based on the well-established formalisms dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, which have the highest degree of formalism according to the VDI
4465-1 [VDI16b]. Zeigler’s DEVS and Petri nets, which are both a type of DEVS, are
adopted in VC applications. A literature review also shows that a new formalism has
been developed specifically for VC.

4.2.1.1 Zeigler’s DEVS

The research [KPW08; PPW08; Par+08; Koo+11; KAP13; Ko+13; KP14; LP14] mod-
els components in a plant using Zeigler’s DEVS (cf. Section 3.2.2). Each component is
described in terms of state transitions and has I/O interfaces to PLCs. Due to its close
coupling with PLCs, Zeigler’s DEVS captures only logical descriptions. Therefore,
Lee and Park [LP14] connect Zeigler’s DEVS components to a visualization model
embedded with kinematic information in order to yield a complete VC model. They
manually add kinematic descriptions to the visualization model by defining joints and
movement attributes. Besides Zeigler’s DEVS limitations regarding logical behavior,
Ko and Park [KP14] also note that modeling with Zeigler’s DEVS demands in-depth
modeling and simulation knowledge.

4.2.1.2 Petri nets

The structure and semantics of Petri nets are well suited to DES; therefore, they are
widely used in scheduling and control design. However, these research works [WS09;
VG15] apply Petri nets with some modifications to model manufacturing systems for
3D simulations such as application-specific modifications or restrictions [JI12] or other
modification to allow for coupling with 3D visualization models. Although Jadlovský
and Ilkovič [JI12] apply color Petri nets to model a material-flow process without any
modifications, they find that Petri nets become too complicated for the analysis of
middle-sized systems. Hummel [Hum10, p. 23] argues that Petri-net-based approaches
can capture the material flow to some degree, though they still cannot express kine-
matic relationships.

Vosniakos and Gogouvitis [VG15] develop a so-called specific Petri net on top of
standard Petri nets (i.e. those presented in Section 3.2.2) to model a manufacturing
cell consisting of two conveyors, two robots, and a machine tool. Their semantic models
describe the overall functions of these components and their interactions within the
cell using the standard version of Petri nets. They then produce a more specific version
by adding places and transitions to the standard nets to describe component-specific
functions. These added places and transitions can potentially violate the syntax of the
standard Petri nets. The semantic models link visualization models with specific Petri
nets. Although this research claims that specific Petri nets provide more detail using
lower model complexity, the nets encapsulating, in this specific example, 134 functions
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seem far too complex to adopt in reality. As stated by [JI12], complexity is a major
weakness of Petri nets, especially for middle-sized systems or larger.

Another weakness of applying Petri nets in VC applications is that they are not
correlated to geometry. To close a gap between geometry and Petri nets, Weber-Jahnke
and Stier [WS09] developed a so-called geometry-driven Petri net which combines the
geometry of mechatronic components represented by scene trees7 with colored Petri
nets. These geometry-driven Petri nets extend the colored Petri nets by using colored
tokens to represent different mechatronic components. In other words, components
visualized by the scene tree (except sensors) are colored tokens in geometry-driven Petri
nets. The sensors themselves act as transitions in the nets. For example, an initial
place can contain three tokens, each of which represents a robot joint. These tokens are
fired to different places for different tasks. Their work is mainly invested in establishing
a tighter combination of geometry and Petri nets. However, integration still proceeds
manually, is used solely for visualization purposes in their own developed software tool
called Geist3D, and also requires expertise and comprehensive understanding of the
systems modeled. No semantics of spatial movement is added to the nets because the
movement of parts on a conveyor is dependent on and realized by a physics engine in
Geist3D.

4.2.1.3 Customized and Newly Developed Formalisms for VC

These research works [Bot+09; Hum10; Lin11] under AutoVIBN 8 [Bot+10] develop
what is known as a spatio-temporal (space and time) meta-model to build behavior
models of factory automation. This meta-model serves as the basis of the IMoMeSA
[HRZ15] research project. Fig. 4.2 shows the compact UML diagram of the meta
model, which the author extracted from [Bot+09; Hum10; Lin11]. Every movable
Component has syntactic and semantic interfaces denoted by white and gray back-
ground, respectively. The interfaces are described as follows.

• Port are I/O interfaces.

• Part links Component to associated geometrical elements.

• Mover describes movement paths. Linear and rotational movements are pre-
scribed by LinearAxis and RotaryAxis, respectively. Similarly, curved motion
paths (such as those of curved conveyor belts) are defined by InterpolatedAxis.

• Detector detects collision with physical objects and sensor beams.

• Binding, which can be weak or strong, ties Component to Port and Mover. A
typical application of Binding is material flow and part gripping. Weak bindings
allow sliding movements (e.g. parts sliding on conveyors), but strong bindings
firmly fix parts together (e.g. parts gripped by a gripper).

7Scene trees are a data structure used in VR tools. They are comparable to scene graphs which
are a data structure storing a 3D scene in a hierarchy.

8AutoVIBN is the name of the research project short for Automatische Generierung von Verhaltens-
modellen aus CAD-Daten für die qualitätsorientierte virtuelle Inbetriebnahme (English: Automatic
generation of behavior models from CAD data for quality-oriented virtual commissioning).
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Fig. 4.2: UML class diagram (compact version) of the spatio-temporal meta-model
[Bot+09; Bot+10; Hum10; Lin11]

• ComponentBehaviorSpec is the primary description of components’ behavior and
has AutomatonSpec as its child expressed by Hybrid Statecharts.

• BehaviorExtension extends ComponentBehaviorSpec to cover material-flow spec-
ifications (MaterialFlowSpec) which defines where parts enter and leave a con-
veyor at Entry and Exit.

This meta-model covers all behavior aspects (and all kinds of behavior: logic,
kinematics (spatial behavior), and dynamics) fairly well. However, each instantiated
component must be equipped with Hybrid Statecharts and bindings. This is a rel-
atively exhausting modeling task. To model a straight-line conveyor belt with this
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meta-model, hybrid Hybrid Statecharts in a run and stop state must be created, and
bindings are assigned. The conveyor belt is weakly bound to a Mover of the Linear-
Axis type. Thus, parts moving on the belt are temporarily bound to the LinearAxis as
well. Bindings are rather crucial for this meta-model. However, they are quite compli-
cated to use because multiple bindings with different priorities are allowed. Although
strong bindings have a higher priority than weak ones, equal-priority bindings lead to
nondeterministic movements. Hummel [Hum10, p. 115] notes that nondeterministic
resolution works well in most cases. However, this is still vague in the case of parts
transiting to equal-priority conveyors.

4.2.2 Tool-based Behavior Models
At present, there are plenty of VC-specific software tools, but software tools originating
from other application fields are also applied to perform VC9. These software tools
applied to VC applications can be classified into four groups as follows:

• VC-specific simulation tools

• Multi-domain modeling and simulation tools

• Robot simulation tools

• Simulation tools bundled in a PLM tool suite

Obviously, these tools have been originated from four different roots. Each group has
its own background and its own underlying modeling language resulting in different
modeling methods. Multiple modeling methods, which can describe behavior at dif-
ferent levels of detail, can span over one type of formalism contributing to increase
pragmatism and modeling diversity in VC.

Among the numerous simulation tools available for VC, two recent works from
VDMA [VDMA20a; VDMA20b] propose the systematic selection of simulation tools
for VC applications. They list selection criteria (such as communication protocols, in-
terface to MCAD systems, import and export data formats, and license costs, etc.) as
guidelines for selecting appropriate simulation tools for VC. Despite multiple choices
in software tools, some research, such as that of [Spi09; Lac12; Str15], develops its own
software tools for VC which solely rely on physics engines. Alternatively, Neumeyer et
al. [Neu+17] have developed a software framework by integrating VC-specific software
tools such as WinMOD [WinMOD@] and Mechatronics Concept Designer [MCD@]
aimed at elevating and promoting virtual technologies in SMEs, for which high-end
PLM tool suites are barely affordable. Although the integration of tools can synergize
behavior descriptions, other technical aspects (e.g. overlapping functions due to mul-
tiple tools and tool interfaces) as well as the costs of multiple tools must also be taken
into account.

9Please note that not every tool can be reviewed here due to restricted access to some tools and
limited dissertation space.
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Physics engines as built-in features in VC-specific and robot simulation
tools. Physics engines are currently integrated into VC-specific and robot simula-
tion tools such as RobotStudio [RobotStudio@] and Mechatronics Concept Designer
[MCD@]. A physics engine is a piece of code which calculates the mathematics needed
to simulate the physics [Mil10, p. 3-4] delivered in a Software Development Kit (SDK).
Some of the well-known physics engines SDKs are Bullet [Bullet@], NVIDIA PhysX
[PhysX@], Havok Physics [Havok@], Open Dynamic Engine [ODE@], and AGX Dy-
namics [AGX@]. These SDKs calculate rigid body dynamics and detect collision
[Gre09, p. 32]. Simulation-relevant data must be supplied directly to these engines
so that they know what objects must be simulated [Mil10, p. 3-4]. Therefore, users
only need to stipulate the parameters of simulation-related objects, instead of having
to describe dynamic behaviors in terms of equations.

As a result, some research, such as that of [Spi09; RL10; Lac12; Str15], is inspired
by the idea of using physics engines to reduce modeling efforts in VC. In these works,
motions are neither described by given equations nor coded manually, but are instead
determined by physics engines from the data given. Providing such physics-related
data is a prerequisite which becomes tedious when performed manually. Moreover, in
real-world situations, exact values of necessary data, e.g. friction, might be unknown,
so approximations must be made. In some cases, such as in the research led by Strahilov
[Str15; SD15], they also had to provide the laws of fluids to physics engines as they don’t
support the calculation of motion caused by pressurized air. Pressure and temperature
of the fluids must be assumed as well.

Each engine has its own algorithm affecting calculation accuracy, which must be
taken into account when applying engines. Comparison of some commercial and open-
source engines in terms of performance can be found in [BB07; AES15]. On the other
hand, accuracy comes with computational costs which are inevitable overhead costs,
particularly from collision detection. Collision of every object in a model is checked
and resolved in every simulation cycle, i.e. when two objects come into contact, engines
resolve the contact via bouncing, sliding, rolling, or coming to rest. This calculation
can potentially make simulation cycles longer than PLC cycles, which affects real-
time simulation. Thus, a process of simplifying geometry of visualization models and
selecting an appropriate bounding volume10 is required to reduce model complexity
so that collision detection can be resolved in less time, resulting in shorter simulation
cycles. In summary, although physics engines are becoming more common in VC, it
should be kept in mind that their capabilities present a trade-off with several manual
processes that create an extra burden in comparison with the actual modeling effort
required. A balance between the high-accuracy behavior produced by physics engines
and the additional effort they require should be maintained.

4.2.2.1 VC-Specific Simulation Tools

SIMIT [SIMIT@], WinMod [WinMOD@], Virtuos [Virtuos@], Mechatronics Concept
Designer [MCD@], Emulate3D [E3D@], Visual Components [VisComps@], tarakos

10A bounding volume is typically a simple shape (such as sphere or box) that is large enough to
encapsulate a complex object [Mil10, p. 257]. Performance and accuracy of collision detection depends
on bounding volume techniques such as an axis-align bounding box or an oriented bounding box.
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[tarakos@], RF::Suite [RF::Suite@], Experior [Experior@], and iPhysics11 [iPhysics@]
are some examples of commercial tools. However, due to their different origins, they
have different modeling directions and modeling methods. Kiefer et al. [KOB09] cate-
gorize VC-specific simulation tools into two groups: automation technology and digital
factory. Comparing them to the digital twin building blocks (see Fig. 4.1), the former
(e.g. SIMIT and WinMOD) starts with behavior models and hence intensively focuses
on modeling. The resulting behavior models are then linked to 3D visualization. On
the other hand, the latter (e.g. Mechatronics Concept Designer [MCD@]) begins with
a 3D visualization model, thus behavior modeling is performed by elaborating 3D mod-
els with behavior descriptions (which can be predefined or manually coded). However,
some newly developed VC-specific tools are hard to fit into either of the two categories
due to their vastly differing workflows. For example, Experior [Experior@] provides
libraries of components, each of which is a complete package of behavior models and
3D models. In other words, for each component, behavior models are hard-coded and
come with 3D models.

The following tools are specifically developed for VC, thus they support several
PLC interfaces.

SIMIT [SIMIT@] has a library of various basic automation technology components
expressed as function blocks. Behavior descriptions of non-standard components can
be manually coded in C++. Fig. 4.3 shows the SIMIT function block of a valve with
inputs on the left and outputs on the right side. The binary inputs Open and Close
trigger the valve to open and close according to the set times TOpen and TClose. The
statuses opening and closing are indicated by the binary outputs Hi and Lo, while the
fully opened and closed status are shown by 100 and 0. The analog output Y reflects
the degree of openness as a percentage. SIMIT -causal function blocks capture only
signal flows between inputs and outputs.

SIMIT is commonly used as a PLC interface because I/Os of SIMIT -function
blocks can connect to I/Os of PLCs (or fieldbus emulators as a signal simulator). VC
in process automation only requires the use of SIMIT as it supports signal flow, PLC
interfaces, and simple 2D visualization. However, it must be combined with Mechatron-
ics Concept Designer to perform VC in factory automation, as Mechatronics Concept
Designer hosts 3D visualization models and can cover uncontrolled and physics-based
behavior not included in SIMIT.

Fig. 4.3: SIMIT [SIMIT@] function block of a valve [Sie18]

11formerly known as industrialPhysics
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WinMOD [WinMOD@] is a well-known VC software tools mainly consisting of
three modules: WinMOD Configuration, WinMOD System Software, and WinMOD
SIMLINE. Fig. 4.4 depicts the interconnection of the three modules. Situated at
the center of Fig. 4.4 is a function-block behavior model built in WinMOD System
Software. In this example, the behavior model of an x-shaped lift with a conveyor
belt on top consists of two function blocks for motors M01 and M02 and one block for
sensors BE01 and BE02. M01 drives the conveyor forwards and backwards, while M02
moves the lift up and down. The two sensors check transported parts at both ends of
the conveyor.

Fig. 4.4: Function blocks in WinMOD [Neu+17]

These function blocks exchange I/O signals (marked in green and red) with PLCs
via WinMOD Configuration denoted by E/A-Baugruppe12. The blocks also have an
interface (see the blue arrow lines in Fig. 4.4) to WinMOD SIMLINE which is the Win-
MOD visualization module. This allows the positions computed by the blocks to be
synchronized and then displayed visually. However, this requires the mapping of posi-
tions (or other variables) to corresponding movable 3D models provided by WinMOD
SIMLINE or imported 3D models in Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML)13
format. This manual mapping overhead, which is due to the lack of integration into
MCAD systems, is a limitation of WinMOD [Kie07, p. 48] as well as other tools in the
automation technology group.

Similar to SIMIT, WinMOD-function blocks can express controlled behavior as
signal flows to and from PLCs. As a result, Spitzweg [Spi09] and Lacour [Lac12]
integrate WinMOD as logical models linked with PLCs into their own developed VC
simulation tool called Ve3. Likewise, Neumeyer et al. [Neu+17] incorporate WinMOD
in their simulation framework for the purpose of logical modeling and signal interfaces
to PLCs. In WinMOD, special behavior descriptions which cannot be expressed by
function blocks such as material flow and physics-based simulations are found in extra

12English: I/O module
13VRML is the most widely supported non-proprietary 3D-scene format in the world which has

now entered its third generation as Extensible 3D Graphics (X3D) after VRML 1.0 and VRML 2.0
or VRML97 [BD07].
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modules. FormulaX is an example of an add-on module supporting physics-based
simulations. However, it calculates physics-based behavior using equations of motion,
which users must specify manually, instead of a physics engine.

Mechatronics Concept Designer [MCD@] orients itself towards the “digital fac-
tory” group defined by [KOB09] in which 3D visualization models are elaborated with
kinematic and dynamic behavior descriptions. After a 3D-MCAD model is imported
or created, users must define the kinematic and dynamic roles of each component as
shown on the left side of Fig. 4.5. Kinematics-based behaviors are described by Joints
and Constraints (see the red box on the left side of Fig. 4.5), a function which allows
for the selection of various types of joints. In this example, the two linear axes (named
Y and Z) above the conveyor belt are assigned with the Sliding Joint role, in which
linear movements and their parameters can be stipulated. Similarly, TransportBand
(see the blue box on the left side of Fig. 4.5) conveyor belts have a mixture of kine-
matic and dynamic behavior descriptions. The belts possess Transport Surface and
Collision Body features as its kinematic and dynamic properties, respectively. As a
result, bottles placed on the belt are conveyed in the direction defined by Transport
Surface. Furthermore, the movement is overridden by dynamic properties, particularly
during acceleration and deceleration. Contact between the bottles, which also possess
Collision Body characteristics, and the belt are resolved into sliding by Bullet [Bul-
let@], the physics engine employed in Mechatronics Concept Designer [MCD@]. The
same principle is also applied to the collision of bottles.

Fig. 4.5: Screenshot of Mechatronics Concept Designer

As previously mentioned, Mechatronics Concept Designer [MCD@] must be com-
plemented with SIMIT, which is responsible for logic modeling and PLC interfaces.
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The axes Y and Z are coupled with Position Control, a Simit function block. Posi-
tion Control triggers movements, reverses movement directions, and adjusts movement
speed, i.e. it selects a controlled motion profile. In summary, Mechatronics Concept
Designer can cover logic, kinematic, and dynamic behavior modeling when combined
with SIMIT, but the elaboration of 3D visualization models with behavior descriptions
is relatively laborious, potentially resulting in an inefficient use of resources.

Virtuos [Virtuos@] has a structure and workflow similar to those of WinMOD.
However, Virtuos focuses more on the real-time14 hardware-in-the-loop simulation
(cf. Section 4.5.2) of machine tools. It consists of three main components: model-
ing (Virtuos.M ), real-time calculation and bus communication (Virtuos.S) as well as
visualization (Virtuos.V ). Virtuos.M, the core element, provides a complete library of
components. Each component is modeled using the block-based scheme. The behav-
ior model of a small material flow system can be represented by block diagrams as
shown in Fig. 4.6(a). Its corresponding 3D visualization is created in or imported to
Virtuos.V as shown in Fig. 4.6(b). From the figure, we can see how the straight and
curved conveyors can be connected in the visualization model. Contrastingly, their
underlying function blocks LinearConveyor and CurvedConveyor are not connected
to one another, instead being connected to M4CBT-SC 15, which is a speed controller
regulating conveyor speeds. Conveyor speed values are then sent to the visualization
model to calculate the position of conveyed objects.

(a) Block-based material flow (b) Associated 3D visualization model

Fig. 4.6: Material flow modeling in Virtuos [Ind]

Besides the provided block-based components, users can model their own cus-
tomized components. For example, Pellicciari et al. [PVB14] use a combination of
FSMs (cf. Section 3.2.2) and block diagrams to describe the behavior of a synchronous
motor in Virtuos. FSMs describe high-level behavior in which the run state is re-
fined by causal block diagrams similar to those in Matlab/Simulink [MathWorks@]. As

14Windows-based real time can achieve a simulation cycle between 10 to 100 milliseconds; however,
a cycle of 1 millisecond requires a real-time operating system (RTOS)[SVR19].

15Motor for Conveyor-Based Transportation - Speed Controlled
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mentioned in Section 3.2.1, causal block diagrams can aptly represent signal flows, but
are incapable of displaying physical connections. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a) and
(b), such diagrams are not intuitive for material flow applications. The physics-based
simulations and the efforts spent on mapping behavior models onto their visualization
counterparts are comparable to those in WinMOD.

4.2.2.2 Multi-Domain Modeling and Simulation Tools

Since these tools support the multi-domain modeling of physical systems, they are used
to model the overall behavior of production systems including mechanical, electrical,
and fluidic components and are also applied in production-machine VC. Tools in this
category are based on either a causal or an acausal approach (cf. Chapter 3). Causal-
based tools such as Matlab/Simulink capture signal flows, while acausal-based tools
such as Dymola and Simscape use flows as a key to connect different domains. Force,
current, and volume flows correspond with the flows in the mechanical, electrical, and
fluidic domains, respectively. Nevertheless, modeling knowledge and modeling effort
are the biggest downsides of these tools. Neumeyer et al. [Neu+17] assert that, from the
perspective of plant manufacturers, modeling and simulation using Matlab/Simulink
appear to be too detailed in terms of their required modeling depth and simulation
objectives.

Moreover, these tools possess limited 3D visualization capabilities, as they usually
produce simulation results in 2D plots such as Matlab/Simulink’s scope, which are not
intuitive and are hard to interpret in comparison to animated 3D results. Therefore,
libraries and toolboxes devoted to 3D visualization have been developed such as 3D
animation toolbox and SimScape for Matlab/Simulink as well as Modelica3D [Hög+12]
and DLR16SimVis [Bel09; HBS14] for Modelica to solve this problem. Even so, they
remain rather counter-intuitive in their usage, as users must stipulate the 3D coordinate
frame (see RootGround and joint blocks such as Revolute in Fig. 4.7) manually for each
joint to connect bodies together. This requires knowledge about the systems being
simulated. Moreover, especially in Dymola and Simscape, linking numerical output
variables to 3D-MCAD models to visualize animated results remains labor-intensive
[Veg06; Veg09].

Matlab/Simulink [MathWorks@] supports both FSMs (cf. Section 3.2.2), which
is called Stateflow chart in Matlab/Simulink, and differential equations expressed by
causal block diagrams (cf. Section 3.2.1). However, choices of usage depend on the
desired modeling depth. Hossain and Semere [HS13] have developed a model of a
manufacturing cell consisting of two machine tools, a robot, and two conveyors using
Stateflow charts. The model includes all events which trigger material flows in the cell
such as start, stop, pick, place, move, and rotate. It is also augmented by the so-called
“flow model” which describes how resources in the cell are connected to determine flow
directions. To display simulation results graphically, the model is connected to 3D
models in VRML format via 3D animation toolbox, which calculates movements (e.g.
coordinates, positions, velocity, etc.) for 3D visualization. Due to the model’s low
level of detail, the simulation results can only identify bottlenecks, monitor resource

16Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (English: German Aerospace Center)
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utilization, and support the VC of material-flow processes. Production processes tak-
ing place inside machine tools or performed by the robot are abstracted. On the other
hand, the report [Mat18] demonstrates how web-tension, a typical process in packag-
ing machines, can be modeled with a high level of detail using the causal approach
in Matlab/Simulink. The web-tension module must maintain the proper tension of a
web between two drum rollers, i.e. a mass-conservation equation of the module must
be determined and then implemented by Simulink’s block diagrams. This approach
functions at a deeper level than the previous example; however, it is only applicable
for continuous-variable systems with known underlying mathematics. A solid under-
standing of system dynamics and mathematics is required to pursue this approach,
which is unnecessarily detailed for plant builders [Neu+17].

Fig. 4.7: SimScape Multibody’s model from [CPW14]

SimScape [MathWorks@] is developed and runs on top of Matlab/Simulink; how-
ever, it also supports an acausal approach (cf. Section 3.2.1). Fig. 4.7 shows an exam-
ple of a SimScape model using SimScape Multibody toolbox17 which can potentially be
applied in VC as 3D-MCAD models designed in some commercial MCAD systems such
as SolidWorks can be directly imported into the tool. After the 3D model has been
imported, the SimScape Multibody model is generated by connecting each rigid body
of the imported 3D model using joints as shown in Fig. 4.7. Inside each joint block,
3D frames must be manually specified. Moreover, force or torque must be defined in

17Besides Foundation Library, there are special toolboxes such as SimPowerSystems, Simscape
Multibody (formerly known as SimMechanic), SimHydraulics, SimDriveline, and SimElectronics.
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order to fulfill the underlying acausal concept. In the case of material-flow behavior
modeling, contact force between workpieces and belt surface is required. Cekus et al.
[CPW14] note that they must modify the imported model to improve readability and
remove unnecessary mechanical constraints in order to make the model executable. In
summary, SimScape adds kinematics-related behaviors to Matlab/Simulink’s modeling
capability which includes DEVS and differential-equation-based dynamic behavior de-
scriptions. Nevertheless, as mentioned in [Neu+17], the modeling knowledge and effort
required in order to achieve the desired benefits remain excessive.

Dymola [Dymola@] is a simulation software tool based on Modelica (cf. Section
3.1.1) and complemented by Dymola’s specific component libraries. As discussed in
Section 3.1.1, Modelica lends itself to the modeling of continuous physical systems us-
ing the “connector” concept while also supporting the causal approach. Nevertheless,
similar to SimScape, modeling material flow remains troublesome with Modelica, as
neither kinematic relationships nor material flow can be easily expressed by Modelica
[Hum10]. Puntel Schmidt et al. [Pun+14] also note that modeling typical conveying
processes using Modelica cannot rely on the standard library since the processes are
not fully continuous systems (unlike a continuous fluid flow). Therefore, modifications
of Modelica are required to express material flow, especially for the transition of work-
pieces between conveyor segments. The flow within a conveyor segment is exclusively
initiated by the force transmission from conveyor belt surfaces to a workpiece through
friction, i.e. contact force. The workpiece is then accelerated with this force until it
reaches the same speed as the conveyor belt. However, transferring the workpiece to
another conveyor segment is tricky with the “connector” concept. As a workaround,
they implemented each conveyor segment as a sub-model and employed shift registers
to transport workpieces between sub-models. Since Modelica does not allow objects
to be exchanged between sub-models, shift registers can resolve this limitation. In
general, in terms of modeling capability and 3D visualization, Dymola is thought of as
a cross between Matlab/Simulink and SimScape.

4.2.2.3 Robot Simulation Tools

Originally, robot simulation tools were designed to simulate robots and validate robot
programs. Because their validation scope has been extended beyond robots to non-
robot components in robot cells such as conveyors, they are often adopted to per-
form VC as well. Examples are RobotStudio [RobotStudio@] by Kuhlenkötter et
al. [Kuh+10], CIROS18 [Ciros@] by Rossmann et al. [RSW07] and Hoffmann et
al. [Hof+12], and V-Rep19 [V-REP@] by Strahilov [Str15]. RobotStudio and CIROS
are industrial robot simulators, while V-Rep as well as Gazebo [Gazebo@] are oriented
more towards mobile robots.

Nevertheless, applying industrial robot simulation tools to VC enhances 3D visual-
ization since they are specialized in the 3D simulation environment. The workflow of
these tools has 3D geometry as its starting point, thus they are oriented towards the

18Ciros, formerly known as COSIMIR, comprises Ciros Studio, Ciros Planner, Ciros Programming,
and Ciros Production/Supervision

19V-REP stands for Virtual Robot Experiment Platform.
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“digital factory” category defined by [KOB09]. Moreover, these tools have physics en-
gines (such as AGX Dynamics [AGX@] in RobotStudio and NVIDIA PhysX [PhysX@]
in CIROS) integrated to promote physics-based simulations. However, the behavior
of non-robot components must be manually created by hard coding or assigning pro-
prietary functions. The non-robot behavior modeling required in VC for some of these
tools will be reviewed and discussed below.

Ciros [Ciros@] is used by some researchers [WF04; Hof+10; Hof+12; Hof16] to cre-
ate VC simulation models which can be performed at two levels of modeling: low-level
and high-level. The former refers to component modeling, whereas the latter creates
a model of manufacturing systems using components created in low-level modeling.
Fig. 4.8(a) shows a high-level model using two non-robot components BoxStackRed
and Socket created in low-level modeling. Low-level modeling involves geometric, func-
tional, and electrical sub-modeling tasks. Geometric modeling is a preliminary step
aimed to simplify 3D geometry before being imported into Ciros. Functional model-
ing, which is the core behavior modeling in Ciros, assigns Ciros-functions to imported
geometry. As shown in Fig. 4.8(b), BoxStackRed is assigned to extend or retract using
PushCylinder. Other types of actuator functions are also available such as conveyor
belts, turn tables, and grippers. Electrical modeling serves to assign I/Os to previ-
ously defined actuators and sensors. Clearly, low-level modeling can be performed by
experienced engineers, such as component manufacturers [WF04].

(a) Import a simplified 3D-
MCAD model (b) Functional and electrical modeling

Fig. 4.8: Modeling in Ciros
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Fig. 4.9: Structure of a scene object and script in V-REP

V-REP [V-REP@] is a robot simulation framework providing full functionality to
model robots and non-robot components in terms of coding kinematic and dynamic
behavior descriptions. Similar to those of Ciros, V-REP shows the model’s components
and sub-components in hierarchical fashion as shown in Fig. 4.9. Kinematic or dynamic
behavior descriptions can be attached to these components by coding a script20, which
is indicated by the icon next to components called MTB_Robot and suctionPad. The
script invokes joint movements either in a kinematic or dynamic mode. In the first
mode, joints move to target positions, which can be calculated by forward or inverse
kinematics, using the command simSetJointPosition. The latter mode, empowered by
physics engines, moves joints by accounting for various forces as well as spring and
damping coefficients. In summary, V-REP provides a full range of functionality which
comes at the cost of huge modeling efforts in terms of programming skills and expertise.

4.2.2.4 Simulation tools in PLM Tool Suites

As mentioned in Chapter 1, simulation tools in market-leading PLM tool suites are used
to perform VC in big companies. These tools can also simulate factory-floor operations
including robot cell simulation and human ergonomics. However, robot simulation in
PLMs is not as accurate as in the native robot software tools [Kuh+10]. Process Sim-
ulate [ProcessSimulate@] in Siemens PLM [Teamcenter@] and Delmia [DELMIA@] in
3DExperience [3DEXPERIENCE@] are the most VC-relevant simulation tools. Other
simulation tools in these tool suites focusing on plant planning such as Tecnomatix
Plant Simulation [PlantSimulation@] lie outside the scope of VC. These non-VC tools
are comparable to FlexSim [FlexSim@] and Arena [Arena@], which are DES tools
commonly used in plant simulation. With these DES tools, overall plant performance,

20can be written in Lua, C/C++, Python, Java, and Matlab programming language
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(a) Create Links

(b) Create Joints

Fig. 4.10: Defining kinematics in Process Simulate using Kinematics Editor [PSM19]

resource utilization (e.g. identifying bottlenecks), and task scheduling are monitored
and studied. Therefore, a plant model in DES tools can be abstracted to a 2D-plant
layout showing incoming and outgoing parts as well as those still being processed. This
is done on a factory floor using time stamps, which help enable planners or managers
to forecast and optimize plant performance. Underlying detail production processes
(e.g. kinematics) and detailed plant geometry are omitted. Moreover, these DES tools
support only Open Platform Communications (OPC)21 instead of PLC interfaces.

Nevertheless, Bangsow and Günther [BG12] connect Tecnomatix Plant Simulation
to a soft PLC via OPC to test I/O addresses and investigate system-level functions
such as machine failure and lot-size change. Details of production processes are masked
under the system-level model exchanging I/O signals with a PLC. The I/O signals
include a trigger signal and sensors detecting machine failure or shutdown covering
operating states and system responses, which then request error handling. Although
they call their setup “system-level VC”, it focuses it on the validation of plant perfor-
mance aspects (e.g. throughput, plant availability, etc.) vis-à-vis those specified in a
pre-acceptance test or a feasibility study.

Process Simulate [ProcessSimulate@] is similar to Mechatronics Concept De-
signer ; however, according to Siemens product positioning, Process Simulate is a VC
software tool positioned at the production cell level, whereas Mechatronics Concept
Designer is positioned one level lower, i.e. at the machine level [Yar17]. Being at the
cell level, Process Simulate supports not only PLC control code validation, but also
robot and ergonomic simulations. From a kinematic point of view, Process Simulate is
superior to Mechatronics Concept Designer as it allows a mechanism to be defined in

21OPC was formerly known as OLE for Process Control in which OLE is short for Object Linking
and Embedding. In 2011, the acronym was changed to OPC (Open Platform Communications).
Nevertheless, it still remains the standardized and most common interface for data exchange for
industrial applications. Before the advent of OPC, Microsoft’s DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) was
used for Windows-based data exchanges.
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Fig. 4.11: Material flow definition in Process Simulate [PSM19]

terms of kinematic chains. Both opened- and closed-loop chains are supported. Fig.
4.10 shows how kinematic behavior can be described in terms of a kinematic chain
using a function called Kinematics Editor. Robot bodies (marked by different colors)
are selected as links, and joints are inserted between them. In this example, joint j1
is specified as a rotary joint with a limit of 0 to 100o on the z-axis (see Fig. 4.10(b)).
On the other hand, Process Simulate allows more abstract material flow definitions, as
shown in Fig. 4.11. A flow of material between production resources in the cell is dic-
tated without engaging physics-based simulation. As a result, Process Simulate does
not have a true physics engine; it instead uses a motion planner to detect collisions
[HP15]. For logical behavior descriptions, users can build their own logic blocks or use
SIMIT function blocks to interface actuators and sensors to PLCs.

Delmia [DELMIA@] is, in terms of functionality and product positioning, equiv-
alent to Process Simulate. However, Delmia has its own physics engine [HP15]. In
Delmia, users transform static MCAD components (which are directly transferred from
CATIA V5 [CATIA5@]) into Smart Devices by defining kinematic joints. The same
holds true for internal logic expressed by SFCs using Device Building and Engineering
Connection Definition tools (similar to Kinematics Editor in Process Simulate). In the
case of material flow definitions, it is more intuitive in Delmia since users can directly
mark the beginning and end of conveyor segments (i.e. the first and last roller of roller
conveyors or the input and output sprocket of belt conveyors) for imported 3D-MCAD
models [TFD18].

4.2.3 Summary
To help visualize modeling diversity in VC, Table 4.1 summarizes multiple modeling
methods used in VC as well as how well they couple with 3D visualization. Behav-
ior modeling is classified according to Bergert et al. [BHH10] (cf. Section 4.1.1).
The author further splits kinematic-based behavior into conveyor and non-conveyor
kinematics, as some VC research is intensively dedicated to material flow, and its ap-
plications are ubiquitous in manufacturing systems. The color represents the degree
of modeling formalism. A higher degree of formalism is represented in green, followed
by yellow, and red. Methods with no formalism are marked in gray. The coupling of
modeling methods to 3D visualization is denoted by circles. Close coupling is denoted
by a filled circle, where no coupling is indicated by an empty circle.
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Table 4.1: Behavior model types of formalisms and tools used in VC and their degree
of formality (green: formal/ yellow: somewhat formal/ red: informal) and degree of
coupling to 3D visualization models (○␣: none/ ○: full)

Control-
related
behavior

Uncontrolled behavior Coupling level
between be-
havior & 3D
visu. models

Kinematics Dynamics
Conve- non-

yor Conveyor
Zeigler’s DEVS [2.1] �

Customized
Petri nets

[2.2] [2.2] �

AutoVIBN’s
meta model

[3] [6]+[7] [6] [1.3] �

SIMIT [1.1] ○␣

WinMoD [1.1] [7] [7] [1.3] �

MCD [1.1]*+[2.5] [6] [6] [9]
Virtuos [1.1]+[2.3] [7] [7] [1.3]+[7] �

Mat-
lab/Simulink
incl. SimScape

[1.1]+[1.2] [1.3] [6] [1.3] �

Dymola [1.2]+[2.3] [1.3] [6] [1.3] �

Ciros [2.5] [7] [7] [9]
VREP [8] [8] [6] [8] �

Process Simulate [2.5] [7] [6]
Delmia [2.4] [7] [6] [9]

1.1 Causal block diagrams
1.2 Acausal block diagrams
1.3 Mathematical equations
2.1 Zeigler’s DEVS
2.2 Petri nets
2.3 FSMs
2.4 SFCs

2.5 Gantt charts
* via SIMIT
3 Hybrid Statecharts
6 Joint and constraint descriptions
7 Tool proprietary functions
8 Script coding
9 Physics engines

Formal modeling methods introduced in the previous chapter are marked in green.
These methods fulfill the criteria for control-related, material-flow kinematics, and dy-
namic behavior, but clearly no single formalism can cover all of these types. That
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answers the question as to why multiple modeling methods are required in VC. Non-
material-flow kinematics is a gap which modeling formalism cannot close. It is satis-
fied by either joint and constraint descriptions or hard coding. Joint descriptions are
marked in yellow because they are somewhat formal. They are based on kinematic
study and only present definite choices of joint selection. On the contrary, fields in
red represent unlimited freedom in behavior descriptions by coding and non-formal
behavior descriptions using proprietary functions and physics engines.

The linkage of behavior model to 3D visualization, which is also an element of VC-
specific digital twins, can be assessed by the ability to couple behavior descriptions
with 3D-MCAD models. Filled circles indicate that users can directly add behavior
descriptions to the models. VC simulation tools containing workflows beginning with
visualization fall into this category. All modeling formalisms and some simulation
tools start off with behavior modeling partially coupled with 3D visualization. They
require users to link behavior descriptions to 3D models for the sake of visualization.
Nevertheless, the filled and half-filled circles still require significant modeling effort.
Ideal couplings are able to create behavior models based on 3D visualization, which is
one of the goals of this dissertation.

4.3 Scope and Levels of Detail
The previous sections have reviewed several modeling methods in software tools. This
section turns readers’ attention to the modeling scope and the level of detail appearing
in VC simulation models. These properties basically determine the width and depth of
the models. The scope defines the boundaries of a model (i.e. what is and what is not
in a model), while model depth reflects level of detail [Ban+04, p. x]. Nevertheless,
both depend heavily on simulation objectives.

4.3.1 Scope
Kiefer [Kie07] and Steden [Ste14] divide the scope or simulation levels of manufacturing
systems into five groups: production plants, production cells, production machines,
production processes, and components. A comparison of the VC scope with those of
manufacturing systems is presented in Fig. 4.12. Currently, VC takes place at different
levels of manufacturing systems, each with varying degrees of detail and simulation
techniques [VDI11]. Depending on the code of a controller which is to be tested, the VC
scope can span from production cells to production processes. Bangsow and Günther
[BG12] assert that the scope of VC should also cover production plants in addition to
production lines, cells, and machines. However, their “plant-level VC” only aims to
monitor plant performance and bottlenecks, which makes it basically equivalent to DES
or plant simulations used for planning purposes. The inclusion of the plant level into
VC, as it generally understood, is unreasonable due to its lack of function in validating
control code. Component-level simulation such as FEM lies clearly outside the scope of
VC, as it is rarely applied in VC due to its separated simulation tools and techniques
[VDI16a]. As can be seen from Fig. 4.12, plant- and component-level simulations
lie outside the scope of VC. This coincides with “machine-oriented simulation” as
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Scopes of manufacturing systems [Kie07; Ste14]

plant

cell

machine

process

comp.

machine-
oriented
simulation

DES

VC

MBS

FEM

D
ep

th

Fig. 4.12: Scope and depth of VC models in comparison to machine-oriented simulation

defined by [VDI07]. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, only material-flow simulation
is counted as a VC-related production process, while MBS is excluded. This subtle
difference is marked in blue and red. Similar to FEM, MBS is rarely used in VC.
However, if needed, MBS-related processes can be replaced by abstract models in VC
[VDI16a].

Although productions cells, machines, and processes remain relevant to VC, their
borders are in fact hard to distinguish, and systems may fall into more than one cate-
gory. For example, defining machine-level VC inevitably includes production processes,
which are described by the DIN 8580 [DIN03] as processes for producing geometrically-
defined and solid bodies taking place inside the machine. Reinhart and Wünsch [RW07]
also suggest a scalable model, i.e. a model covering multiple levels which allows com-
missioning at different plant hierarchies using a single VC model. Puntel Schmidt and
Fay [PF15b] argue that adaptive or scalable models are hard to achieve because more
variations and elements are required within the model. Nevertheless, different mod-
eling depth can be selected under the VC scope, which will be discussed in the next
section.

4.3.2 Level of Detail
Level of detail, also known as modeling depth or level of abstraction, refers to a model’s
accuracy. Higher fidelity models behave closer to real systems and are more accurate
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Fig. 4.13: Relationships between level of detail and modeling efforts as well as model
accuracy [DM03]

than those with lower fidelity, while also allowing for detailed studies of control strate-
gies [BG12]. However, from an economic point of view, the highest level of detail is
not always optimal as shown in Fig. 4.13. Although Fig. 4.13 comes from a business
domain, the author believes that similar patterns can be observed in the domain of VC
as well. High-fidelity models greatly increase modeling efforts, whereas their accuracy,
expressiveness, and efficiency gradually drop after a certain degree of fidelity. There-
fore, models should only be as abstract and as detailed as needed [KOB09; VDI14;
PF15b; Sch+13]. Depending on specific use cases, only a few components in a given
model can be modeled at high levels of detail.

Abstraction is thus needed to reduce model complexity to a reasonable extent
so that a system can still be sufficiently represented. Selecting the correct level of
abstraction is crucial in modeling [Dym07] as well as in VC [KOB09; Sch+13]. It
typically requires a thoughtful and organized approach to identify the phenomena being
emphasized [Dym07]. Therefore, it is based on qualitative and subjective measurement
[VDI14] as it depends on several company-specific factors such as the goals of their VC
and the IT tools used [KOB09], the test cases in which users are interested [OU14], as
well as simulation goals and other specific problems and tasks [VDI04; VDI07].

Although systematic selection approaches are exceedingly rare [PF15b], the VDI
3693-1 [VDI16a] guideline establishes well-structured definitions for VC model types
and their corresponding levels of detail, which were designed to aid in the selection
process. The guideline is officially intended for both factory and process automation;
however only model types relevant for factory automation are listed in the subsections
below. The author encourages readers to consult the VDI 3693-1 [VDI16a] guideline
for more examples and other model types suggested for process automation. Please
note that the guideline is based on previous research and industrial practices; there-
fore, additional models can be supplemented if required by special industry segments
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[VDI16a]. Alternatively, a combination of models can also be accepted depending on
testing purposes. The author posits that the guideline should be designed specifically
for factory automation so that additional concrete model types for specific test scenar-
ios can be included.

The following subsections describe VC model types and their corresponding level
of details.

4.3.2.1 I/O Model

I/O models have the most abstraction among all listed model types. They view mecha-
tronic systems as black-box modules neglecting their internal components and compo-
nent interactions [PF15b]. Thus, an I/O model represents a mechatronic system as a
module possessing signal flows between inputs and outputs without taking any physics
into account. A time delay is the most common example of I/O models. A time-delay
model can describe a conveyor belt system consisting of a sensor and a motor as fol-
lows: after an object triggers the sensor, it leaves the conveyor belt after a specific
amount of time has elapsed. This type of abstraction does not consider the flow be-
havior on the belt. The so-called system-level VC conducted by Bangsow and Günther
[BG12] is also equivalent to I/O models. As a consequence, I/O models have limited
application scenarios and are often insufficient when complex relationships within the
modules exist [PF15b; VDI16a].

4.3.2.2 Device Model

As the name suggests, device models describe the behavior of concrete components
such as those of the SIMIT function blocks shown in Fig. 4.3. As opposed to I/O
models, which operate at the module level, device models function at the component
level and correspond to the white-box modeling approach [PF15b]. Every component
in the module must be individually modeled to transit from the module to the com-
ponent level. The device models support device-specific parameter adjustment and
individual component testing. Note that the device models without device-specific
behavior are also called simple device models, which are equivalent to I/O models
[VDI16a]. However, when combined together, simple device models can also represent
the signal-specific behavior of the module [VDI16a].

4.3.2.3 Process Model

Both I/O models and device models describe only signal-specific behavior. In con-
trast with the VC scope depicted in Fig. 4.12, I/O models and device models fall
under the machine- and component-width scopes, respectively. Process models, on
the other hand, describe material, energy, and signal flow taking place in a complete
system. Such flow descriptions make process models detailed and extensive enough
for VC [VDI16a]. Therefore, this dissertation focuses on the process model and its
sub-categories. The VDI 3693-1 [VDI16a] divides process models into four models as
listed below in from the lowest level of detail to the highest. They will be described
further in the following subsections.
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• Event-based model

• Kinematic model

• Kinematic model as a part of 3D models

• Dynamic model

Based on this classification, process models can described logically (event-based model),
kinematically (kinematic model), or dynamically (dynamic model). A similar model
classification is also defined by the VDI 2206 [VDI04] which has four levels of detail as
follows: topological, physical, mathematical, and numerical. Topological models are
classified as 3D kinematic models defined by the VDI 3693-1, while the others corre-
spond to dynamic models with different levels of detail. However, logic-based models
have been omitted.

Event-Based Models According to the VDI 3693-1 [VDI16a], an event-based model
usually consists of a state model, an event list, and an event routine. State models cor-
respond to the DEVS modeling formalism (cf. Section 3.2.2) of which FSM, Petri nets,
and Zeigler’s DEVS are examples. Since the VDI 3693-1 definition of this model type
also covers event lists and event routines, Gantt charts (used in some VC tools such as
Mechatronics Concept Designer) are also included in event-based models. Event-based
models, e.g. production modes, represent manufacturing processes on the macroscopic
scale (from a bird’s-eye view). However, as discussed in Section 4.2.1.2, the complexity
of event-based models such as Petri nets linearly rise when systems grow.

Since event-based models are closely related to controllers but not to geometry, pos-
sible test scenarios are limited to basic control code validation and material flow perfor-
mance such as flow rates, bottleneck identification, and facility utilization [VDI16a].
Also, event-based material flow models describe no physical part movement, which
makes the models particularly useful for the planning phase and the logistics domain
[NL15]. The work by [HS13], for example, demonstrates flow modeling at the event-
based level using by Simulink SimEvents to capture only material flow optimization.
The top-level flow model expressed by Simulink SimEvents is then refined to Simulink
Stateflow chart to capture events such as sensor signals. As an event-based behav-
ior model, Simulink Stateflow chart lacks geometry visualization. Thus, Hossain and
Semere [HS13] must incorporate Simulink 3D animation toolbox to visualize flows re-
sulting from Simulink Stateflow chart in 3D.

Only little geometric data such as conveyor lengths is required to build event-based
models in comparison to kinematic and dynamic models in which they are built on
geometry [VDI16a]. For visualization purposes, however, event-based models can only
be bound to geometry using high manual effort. On the other hand, generalization and
formalism are the advantages presented by event-based models. As a result, control
code can be generated from the models as presented by Matlab [Mat18].

Kinematic Models Before introducing kinematic models, a brief explanation of
kinematics is in order. Kinematics is the study of motion regardless of the forces that
cause it [Nor99, p. 3]. It is an essential building block of dynamics, because motion
produced by dynamics (also known as kinetics) must be kinematically feasible as well
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[BET14]. In fact, kinematics and kinetics are inseparable from one another; however,
they are arbitrarily divided in engineering curricula, though it is a valid practice to
consider kinematic motion and then investigate the forces associated therewith [Nor99,
p. 3]. Kinematic models describe movement paths of plant components (e.g.
robots) by defining their movement axes, degrees of freedom (DoFs), and
kinematic chains [VDI16a]. The models can be expressed in terms block diagrams
or mathematical equations [VDI16a]. Fig. 4.6(a) shows an example of block-diagram-
based kinematic models, in which paths are defined by block diagrams, whereas Eq. 4.1
presents an example of mathematical-equation-based kinematic models. This simple
equation describes the linear movement of an object. As long as the initial position x0

is known, the current position x(t) moving with constant velocity v after time t can
be calculated. Acceleration and friction are always omitted from kinematic models, as
they are linked to forces.

x(t) = x0 + vt (4.1)

Denavit-Hartenberg or DH notation22 is also another option for mathematical-based
kinematic models. This well-known kinematic notation system is particularly used to
calculate forward kinematics in articulated robots. However, DH parameters cannot be
derived in a straightforward manner for non-robot geometry. As a result, the notation
has become a sophisticated kinematic model for VC.

(a) prismatic (b) revolute (c) planar

(d) cylindrical (e) spherical (f) screw

Fig. 4.14: Basic lower kinematic joints [FL16, p. 71]

Kinematic Models As a Part of 3D Models The kinematic models described in
the previous section do not incorporate 3D-geometry. The VDI 3693-1 [VDI16a] fur-
ther refines the kinematic models embedding kinematic descriptions into 3D-geometry

22This notation system employs four parameters: link length ai, link twist αi, link offset di, and
joint angle θi. These parameters are determined based on defined reference frames within a kinematic
pair.
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models and calls this model type “kinematic models as a part of 3D models”. The com-
bination of kinematic movement with 3D geometry is particularly important because
3D visualization allows a study of defined movement trajectories, including collision
avoidance. In fact, describing movement axes and DoFs without geometry is counterin-
tuitive. Strahilov and Hämmerle [SH17] also note from their experience that simplified
3D models with kinematic information are required as a simulation model. Kinematic
models as a part of 3D models are therefore encouraged. Fig. 4.14 shows examples
of describing movement axes and DoFs as a part of 3D models. Doing so results in
specifying kinematic joints, i.e. relative motion within a parent and child link, also
known as a kinematic pair, is defined. 3D models rarely consist of only one kine-
matic pair, but rather a collection of kinematic pairs – a kinematic chain as shown in
Fig. 4.15. Specifying kinematic chains with 3D geometry is more expressive than only
mathematical-based kinematic equations. To fully utilize this model type, it is also
notably important to store it in a single unified format such as X3D and COLLADA
(cf. Section 4.4.3).

This mixture of 3D visualization confirms the importance of 3D models as an
important element of VC-specific digital twins. Although kinematic descriptions are
directly related to an object’s geometry, they are not explicitly available in the object’s
configuration. Manually input of the kinematic descriptions into 3D geometric models
is required. Ascertaining how systems move poses a crucial challenge in developing this
model type. This dissertation aims to overcome this challenge by means of extracting
kinematic descriptions from the geometry found in factory blueprint documents (e.g.
2D layouts and 3D-MCAD design).

Fig. 4.15: Example of kinematic chains
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Dynamic Models While kinematics does not take force into account, dynamics is
the study of forces which cause motion. Dynamic models display the potential for path
alteration via certain forces. Consider a train traveling on a railway as an example:
forces acting on the train can cause it to derail. To represent dynamic behavior,
dynamic models must contain equations and parameters which enable simulation tools
and physics engines to calculate resulting movements. The equations can be expressed
by acausal or causal block diagrams – the important thing is that they satisfy the
laws of physics (e.g. Newtonian mechanics: space, time, mass, and force). In some
cases, however, motion is not exclusively determined by the laws of physics. Research
works led by Strahilov [Str15; SD15], for example, apply the laws of fluid mechanics
to determine linear motions of pneumatic cylinders.

Since dynamic models include both defined paths and free movement descriptions,
they are capable of testing all kinematic model test scenarios. However, Hummel
[Hum10] argues that neither kinematic relationships nor material flow can be easily
expressed by Modelica-based equations. Instead, dynamic models are particularly
useful for some applications, such as the transport of high volumes of bulk material
by conveyors. A massive flow of grains is described by partial difference equations
[NL15]. Similarly, movement of deformable bottles on a conveyor is the result of
colliding bottles and friction between the conveyor and the bottles. These research
studies [RS13; Lac12; Spi09] apply dynamic models specifically for this purpose.

Although dynamic models can closely represent real-world behavior, modeling ef-
forts, including the underlying physics knowledge required, are extremely high. Rele-
vant equations and detailed parameters such as belt friction must be supplied to physics
engines to enable the determining of resultant behavior. There is a common misconcep-
tion that the engines reduce modeling effort. This is hardly the case, however, as they
can only calculate results based on given equations and parameters (cf. Section 4.2.2).
Users are still responsible for providing the correct data and parameters to the engines,
which also includes the specification of simulated (i.e. movable) objects. Moreover,
physics engines require high computational resources – the resource load required for
collision detection algorithms23 is especially high. When a collision is detected, force
and velocity at the contact points are calculated, determining and simulating the mo-
tion of the colliding objects. As a result, real-time simulation of dynamic models is
extremely costly. To accelerate collision calculation, geometry simplification (as well as
the selection of convex and concave shapes) is required. In summary, the described lev-
els of detail play a crucial role when it comes to real-time capabilities (cf. Section 4.5).
Highly detailed models demand high computational resources, which result in longer
simulation cycles that cannot keep up with PLC cycles. Thus, the trade-off between
model accuracy and calculation speed should be given a high priority of consideration.

4.4 Data Exchange with AutomationML
Chapter 2 presented the interdisciplinary characteristics of mechatronic systems. The
Digital Factory [VDI08] suggests the application of unified data models, which capture
facets of involved engineering domains and represent digital twins of developed systems,

23such as the penalty or impulse method
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to enable engineers from multidisciplinary domains to work collaboratively. Of the
multiple data exchange formats available, only a few are capable of acting as a data
model due to the application of data exchange within different software tools in various
domains. In MCAD systems, for example, standard data exchange formats such as
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES), STL, and Standard for the Exchange
of Product model data (STEP)24 support only the import and export of geometric data.

Ideally, STEP is aimed to be a cross-domain data model supporting engineering
product data acquired over the course of the product development lifecycle. This is
why STEP contains such a large body of standards consisting of various Application
Protocols (APs), each of which has it own unique specifications. For instance, AP 242
(ISO 10303-242: Managed model-based 3D engineering) covers not only 3D shape de-
scription, but also assembly constraints, kinematics, PMI (Product and Manufacturing
Information), and PDM. However, AP 242 is not supported by MCAD modeling tools
at the time of writing this dissertation. Instead, AP 203 and AP 214 (which have been
replaced by AP 242) are partially implemented by major MCAD modeling tools for
geometry import and export via STEP [Sri08]. As a result, STEP currently only
supports geometric data exchange. Its full potential has yet to be realized.

Fig. 4.16: Architecture of AutomationML [Aut15a]

This research, therefore, has selected AutomationML as its cross-domain data ex-
change, as suggested by [Pun17; Yem17]. Works such as that of [LSR15] adopt Au-
tomationML in VC as the storage point for engineering information throughout the
engineering process. Beyond its academic applications, Daimler (the initiator of Au-
tomationML), Volkswagen, Audi, BMW, Landrover, and Jaguar already use Automa-
tionML in their plant designs, while also requesting AutomationML in their tenders

24STEP is also known as ISO 10303: Industrial automation systems and integration - Product data
representation and exchange.
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[HD14]. More importantly, AutomationML was standardized in 2014 under IEC 62714:
Engineering data exchange format for use in industrial automation systems engineer-
ing. It is a standard data exchange format based on Extensible Mark-up Language
(XML) developed to support data exchange in heterogeneous engineering tool land-
scapes of production system engineering by combining topology, logical behavior, as
well as geometry and kinematics in one data model [Aut14]. As depicted in Fig. 4.16,
AutomationML consists of the three standards listed below.

• Computer-Aided Engineering Exchange (CAEX) (IEC 62424)

• PLCOpen XML (IEC 61131-10)

• COLLAborative Design Activity (COLLADA) (ISO/PAS 17506:2012 and IEC
62714-3)

While CAEX provides a topological overview of systems, the two other components
express mechanical, electrical, and software-based aspects of the systems. PLCOpen
XML, which is primarily designed to exchange PLC programs, describes the electri-
cal and software view of the systems in terms of logical behavior and operational
sequences. COLLADA, on the other hand, explains geometry and kinematics, which
are mechanical characteristics. However, as shown at the bottom right of Fig. 4.16,
AutomationML is not limited to CAEX, PLCOpen XML, and COLLADA; instead, it
is expanded to cover different engineering aspects by allowing other data formats to
be included.

4.4.1 CAEX
CAEX represents the core and top-level architecture of AutomationML, which de-
scribes the topology and hierarchical structure of manufacturing systems such as plants
using an object-oriented basis. Simply put, CAEX displays a system’s skeleton. In
Fig. 4.16, for example, Object A represents a production cell consisting of n compo-
nents annotated by Object A1 to Object An. Each component can refer to its geometry
and kinematics or control-related behavior stored in COLLADA (∗.dae) and PLCOpen
XML (∗.xml) documents, respectively. Apart from these document types, other ex-
ternal component-specific sources such as FMI and RobotStudio SmartComponent are
also permissible.

According to CAEX terminology, the top-level component Object A corresponds
to InstanceHierarchy (IH), the child components of which are called InternalElements
(IEs) (see Fig. 4.17). IHs and IEs make up the core of AutomationML. IEs them-
selves can have nested components, or, alternatively, they can link to neighbors at any
arbitrary level via an interface as depicted by the blue diamond shape in Fig. 4.17.
Moreover, as seen in Fig. 4.17, IEs are supported by three system-related libraries:
System Unit Class Library, Role Class Library, and Interface Class Library, which
promote object-oriented modeling and reusability.

As shown in the upper right corner of Fig. 4.17, System Unit Class Library is a
collection of SystemUnitClasses (SUCs). They are base classes from which IEs can
be instantiated based on the object-oriented approach. Thereafter, IEs of a certain
SUC inherit attributes, interfaces, and roles assigned to the SUC. After instantiation,
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Fig. 4.17: CAEX structure [Aut15b]

these properties of the IEs can then be customized. Not only attributes, but also roles
can be assigned to SUCs, as shown by the dashed gray line linking “Role” and SUC
in Fig. 4.17. Role classes can also be directly assigned to IEs. Roles provide the se-
mantics of plant components by describing an abstract functionality without defining
underlying technical implementations [Aut15b]. Multiple role classes are collected in
role class libraries. AutomationML provides some of them such as AutomationML-
BaseRoleClassLib and AutomationMLExtendedRoleClassLib. As their names imply,
AutomationMLBaseRoleClassLib supports basic roles such as PPR, whereas more con-
crete roles such as production line, work cell, and conveyor roles are listed in the latter
library. Besides these basic role classes, eCl@ss roles defined in eClassClassSpecification
[Aut15a] can be applied to provide semantics for production systems and user-defined
roles.

Similar to role classes, AutomationML defines an interface library called Automa-
tionMLInterfaceClassLib in which several interface classes are supported. As shown
in Fig 4.18, PLCOpenXMLInterface and COLLADAInterface are two basic interface
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classes supported by the library which can point to PLCOpen XML documents (cf. Sec-
tion 4.4.2) and COLLADA documents (cf. Section 4.4.3), respectively. PLCOpenXM-
LInterface has sub-classes specifically designed for logic and variable interfaces. Not
restricted to those defined interfaces, ExternalInterface can handle other external doc-
uments as well. For example, FMUInterface is a newly defined interface supported by
ExternalDataConnector used to refer to FMI-based behavior models [Gra+13].

Fig. 4.18: AutomationML Interface Class Library

4.4.2 PLCOpen XML
PLCOpen XML is an XML scheme defined by PLCOpen25 for IEC 61131-3 PLC code
exchange purposes. AutomationML adopts PLCOpen XML to represent logical or
PLC-related behavior. A PLCOpen XML document can represent all essential parts
of PLC projects such as program organization units (POUs)26 and PLC hardware
configuration; however, POUs are the most relevant to AutomationML [Aut15b]. In
other words, PLCOpen XML is PLC code expressed in XML format. Listing 4.1 shows
a snippet of PLCOpen XML consisting of a function-block POU written in SFC. This
POU describes the operational sequence of a motor in three states – “motor off”,
“motor turns left”, and “motor turns right”.

25www.plcopen.org: a manufacturer- and product-independent organization active in industrial
control

26POUs are units of PLC code which can be either programs, function blocks, or functions written
in one of the five IEC 61131-3 programming languages.
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Depending on the level of abstraction in different phases of the engineering process,
logical information might not be expressed by any of the five IEC 61131-3 programming
languages, instead being expressed by other logic models such as sequences, interlocks,
and Gantt charts. To support all logic models generated in different engineering phases,
AutomationML defines Intermediate Modeling Layer (IML) as a common logic model
[Aut15b] to transform the non-IEC logic models used in early engineering stages to
PLCOpen XML. Nevertheless, logical behavior expressed by PLCOpen XML does
possess its limitations. PLCOpen XML can describe simplified logic-based behavior
in terms of XML, but it cannot describe more complex behavior using algebraic or
differential equations [SSD15]. As a result, AutomationML supports only discrete
behavior without dynamics [Kuf12, p. 42-43]. To overcome this limitation, MathML27

is integrated into AutomationML to allow for the expression of differential equations.
An application of this concept can be found in Bergert et al. [BHH10], which converts
Hybrid Statecharts into MathML. Alternatively, dynamic behavior (in ∗.dll files) can
be referred to via the FMUInterface. Similarly, research works such as [AVA14b] use
the FMUInterface to connect to FMUs-based behavior.

Listing 4.1: Snippet of PLCOpenXML adapted from [Aut15b]

<?xml v e r s i o n =”1.0” encoding=”ut f 8 ”?>
<p r o j e c t xmlns=”http : //www. plcopen . org /xml/ tc6_0200”>

<..>
<pous>
<pou name=”Motor” pouType=”func t i onB lo ck ” >

<i n t e r f a c e >
<loca lVar s >
<..>
</loca lVar s >

</ i n t e r f a c e >
<body>

<SFC>
<step l o c a l I d =”0” name=”motor o f f ” i n i t i a l S t e p =”t rue”>

<s e l e c t i o nD i v e r g e n c e l o c a l I d =”1”>
<inVa r i ab l e l o c a l I d =”2”>
<t r a n s i t i o n l o c a l I d =”3”>

<step l o c a l I d =”4” name=”motor turns l i n k s ”>
<inVa r i ab l e l o c a l I d =”5”>
<t r a n s i t i o n l o c a l I d =”6”>
<..>

<step l o c a l I d =”9” name=”motor turns r i g h t ”>
<inVa r i ab l e l o c a l I d =”10”>
<t r a n s i t i o n l o c a l I d =”11”>
<s e l e c t i o nD i v e r g e n c e l o c a l I d =”12”>
<jumpStep l o c a l I d =”13” targetName=” I n i t ”>

</SFC>

27MathML is short for Mathematical Modeling Language and is expressed by XML.
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</body>
</pou>

</pous>
<..>

</pro j e c t >

4.4.3 COLLADA
COLLADA (∗.dae - Digital Asset Exchange) was originated in the computer animation
domain as an interchange of 3D assets, before being adopted in the field of industrial
automation and standardized as a part of AutomationML to describe the geometry
and kinematics of plant assets. COLLADA has become such a unique part of Automa-
tionML due to the lack of any other standard file formats which include kinematics
[BSK14]. COLLADA documents are structured and composed of XML tags as shown
in Fig. 4.19. Note that each opened XML tag should actually be closed; however,
due to space limitations, some closing tags are omitted in Fig. 4.19. The <asset>
elements are the headers of COLLADA documents containing the creation and modifi-
cation date, a unit of measurement in meters or millimeters, and the upward orientation
of the geometry (e.g. the y- or z-axis faces upwards). Library elements <library_..>,
on the other hand, are the core of COLLADA, as they describe the geometry and the
kinematics of plant assets. Together, these elements render the sources of <scene> el-
ements. By referring to related scenes, the <scene> elements visualize geometry with
physical and kinematic properties.

Library elements also distinguish between two versions of COLLADA: COLLADA
1.4.1, the original version, describes only geometry, while COLLADA 1.5.0 or COL-
LADA Kinematics provides the following additional kinematic-related libraries: <li-
brary_joints>, <library_kinematic_models>, <library_kinematic_scenes>, and <li-
brary_articulated_systems>. Bartelt et al. [BSK14] confirm the uniqueness of COL-
LADA 1.5.0’s function for AutomationML. The libraries are described in the order
that they appear in Fig. 4.19. Each library collects related instances with unique
identifications (ids) and can be referenced via uniform resource locator (url). Note
that there are some visualization-intensive elements such as <library_texture> and
<library_light> which are not considered here. Since COLLADA originated from
computer animation, these libraries were essential in this field. However, they are not
used in the industrial automation domain, and thus are not discussed here. Readers
are encouraged to consult [IEC16] for the complete specifications of COLLADA.

• <library_geometries>
Geometric data is collected in <library_geometries> in which <geometry> el-
ements describe geometric shapes using polygon meshes stored in <mesh> el-
ements. Several types of polygon meshes are supported by COLLADA. The
<mesh> element, for example, contains sub-elements such as <lines>, <poly-
gons>, and <triangles>, which can be declared to define the vertices of related
mesh shapes. However, triangular meshes are preferred by graphics cards because
they are planar and easy to rasterize [MB05, p. 4]. B-REP is also supported by
COLLADA 1.5.0. As a result, <mesh> elements can be replaced by <brep>
elements.
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<COLLADA version = “1.5.0” xmlns = “”>

<asset>
..

<unit name = “millimeter” meter = “0.001”/>

<up_axis>Z_UP</up_axis>

<library_geometries>

<geometry id = “”>

<mesh>

<library_visual_scene>

<visual_scene id=”visualScene”>

<node id = “”>

<instance_geometry url = “”>

<library_joints>

<joint id = “”>

<library_kinematics_models>

<kinematics_model id = “”>

<library_articulated_systems>

<articulated_system id = “”>

<kinematics>..</kinematics>

<motion>..</motion>

<library_kinematics_scenes>

<kinematics_scene id = “kinScene”>

<library_physics_scenes>

<physics_scene id = “phyScene”>

<scene>

<instance_visual_scene> url = “#visualScene”/>

<instance_kinematics_scene url = “#kinScene”/>

<instance_physics_scene url = “#phyScene”/>

Fig. 4.19: Brief structure of COLLADA
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• <library_visual_scene>
The <visual_scene> element is the root node of a scene graph consisting of
all necessary information for visualization stored in <node> elements, including
cameras, lights, and geometry. If nodes represent geometry, its child element <in-
stance_geometry> references geometric information from corresponding <geom-
etry> elements in <library_geometries> specified by a url.

• <library_joints>
As shown in Fig. 4.20, joints are collected under the <library_joints> element,
which are the defined by the <joint> element. Both <prismatic> and <revo-
lute> joint types are currently supported by COLLADA. Compound joints such
as ball joints require a combination of the two joint types. Translation or rota-
tion axes are specified by the <axis> element, with its range of mobility being
defined by the <limits> element. Thus, joint1 defined in Fig. 4.20 moves a max-
imum of 10 units (as defined by the <unit> element) along the y-axis. Instead of
fixed values, the <limits> element can also be specified by equations expressed
in MathML.

• <library_kinematics_models>
The <library_kinematics_models> element is a collection of multiple kinematic
chains, each of which is expressed by <kinematic_model>. As shown in Fig
4.21, the <kinematic_models> element describes a kinematic chain in a series
of connected joints and links. Joints, which are previously defined in the <li-
brary_joints> element, are instantiated by <instance_joint> elements. Links
are then defined using <link> elements, in which their scoped identifier (sid) is
linked via <geometry> element ids. Links are connected to one another using
<attachment_full> elements which also use instantiated joints. According to
the COLLADA scheme, <attachment_full> elements support only opened kine-
matic chains, while <attachment_start> and <attachment_end> are additional
elements for closed-loop chains, as they mark the beginning and the end of the
chain.

• <library_articulated_systems>
The <library_articulated_systems> element provides additional kinematic and
dynamic properties such as movement speed to control kinematic chains defined
in the <kinematics_model> elements. Each articulated system is expressed by a
<articulated_system> element. The element assembles kinematic and dynamic
characteristics under the two following child elements: <kinematics> and <mo-
tion>. As the name suggests, the <kinematics> element describes additional
kinematic behavior using these child elements: <active> (i.e. active or passive
joint), <limits> (i.e. soft limits which differ from hard limits due to the me-
chanical constraints defined in <library_joints>), and <locked> (joints can be
locked in some cases), whereas the <motion> element represents dynamic prop-
erties such as <velocity>, <acceleration>, <deceleration>, and <jerk> [IEC16].

• <library_kinematics_scenes>
Similar to the <visual_scene> element, this is a kinematic scene expressed by
the <kinematics_scene> element, which creates and assembles instances of the
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joints, kinematics models, and articulated systems defined above. Its child node
< bind_kinematics_model > binds the kinematic scene to the visual scene.

• <library_physics_scenes>
Similar to its sibling scene elements, physics scenes, represented by the <physics
_scene> elements, describe physics models using child elements such as <grav-
ity>, <mass>, and <rigid_body>, as required by physics simulations [AB06].
In summary, scene elements <visual_scene>, <physics_scene>, and <kinemat-
ics_scene> are defined under related libraries as sources for rendering.

<library_joints>

<joint id = “joint1”>

<prismatic>

<axis>0 1 0</axis>

<limits>

<min>0</min>

<max>10</max>

</limits>

</prismatic>

</joint>

<joint id = “joint2”>

<revolute id = “joint2”>..</revolute>

</joint>

Fig. 4.20: Definition of joints in COLLADA

Besides the rich set of libraries shown in Fig. 4.19, the COLLADA scheme allows
for customization by using the <extra> element, enabling developers to add user-
defined or application-specific data. However, this extension cannot be interpreted
by every application since it is not a part of the scheme. Although COLLADA is
a comprehensive file format, it is currently not widely supported by major MCAD
modeling tools. To the author’s best knowledge, at the time of writing, only two
MCAD software tools, FreeCAD and SketchUp, support the import and export of
COLLADA 1.4.1. However, COLLADA 1.4.1 is supported by animation modeling
tools such as Maya, 3D Max Studio, and Blender, which is logical since it originated
in this field. As a consequence, some researchers in the industrial automation domain
develop workarounds for COLLADA 1.4.1. Schleipen et al. [Sch+14], for example,
start with STEP files which are exported from Autodesk Inventor. The STEP files are
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then imported to FreeCAD which converts them into VRML. Finally, the VRML files
are converted into COLLADA using Blender. Similarly, Yemenicioglu [Yem17] converts
X3D to COLLADA using his self-developed X3D/COLLADA converter. The situation
for COLLADA Kinematics is even worse. Although COLLADA Kinematics brings in
unique characteristics to AutomationML, it has a rather complicated scheme. It is
also not supported by MCAD modeling software tools because of the lack of additional
kinematic information [TF17]. When only visualization is required without kinematics,
there are other comparable formats such as X3D and STL. Therefore, as a part of this
dissertation, an approach for the automatic generation of COLLADA Kinematics is
proposed in Chapter 6.

<kinematics_model id = “chain1”>

<technique_common>

<instance_joint sid = “j1” url = “#joint1”/>

<link name = “link1” sid = “”>

<attachment_full joint = “chain1/j1”>

<link name = “link2” sid =“” />

</attachment_full>

</link>

</technique_common>

Fig. 4.21: Kinematic models in COLLADA format

4.5 Model Execution
The preceding sections discuss various modeling aspects, i.e. how behavior models
(see Fig. 4.1) can be established. This section, on the other hand, briefly introduces
readers to simulations in which VC simulation models are connected to PLCs so that
control code running on PLCs can be validated. The effects of modeling on simulation
are also discussed here. Simulators hosting models can be connected to either virtual or
physical PLCs. Two types of connecting PLCs are distinguished: software-in-the-loop
and hardware-in-the-loop simulation, which will be discussed in the two subsections
below. Regardless of the simulation techniques, a simulator and a connected PLC
exchange I/O images at the end of each PLC sampling cycle. The model behaves
according to received PLC output signals. Simultaneously, it also sends its status back
to the PLC as input signals.

To maintain synchronization, it is vital to keep the simulation cycle time (or run-
time) lower than the PLC cycle time. That is, the graphical rendering and the cal-
culation of physics engines including collision detection must be finished within the
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PLC cycle. Inevitably, graphical details of the model play an important role here. To
substantially reduce the simulation cycle, the geometry must be simplified (cf. Section
4.1.2). However, over-simplified geometry is not recommended because it significantly
deviates from exact geometry, which is crucial in geometry-based applications such as
collision detection in robot simulation. Spitzweg [Spi09] shows that a graphical de-
tail reduction of 90% or higher provides visually deviated geometry leading to errors in
collision calculation. Apart from the geometrical consideration, chosen numerical tech-
niques in simulation solvers such as Dymola influence the calculation, especially when
models are expressed by ODEs. Puntel Schmidt et al. [Pun+14] report an issue due
to numerical problems in material-flow simulation. They found that the fixed step-size
integration, which real-time solvers are usually based on together with explicit integra-
tion techniques, results in the workpiece and conveyor belt working asynchronously.
Although this asynchronization is compensated in the following simulation step, it
results in significant chatter due to numerical instability.

4.5.1 Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) Simulation

Software-in-the-loop simulation uses no physical PLCs, but rather soft or virtual PLCs
such as SIMATIC S7-PLCSIM and CoDeSys SoftPLC, which are pieces of software
emulating real controllers. In other words, PLC code is executed on an emulated PLC
which connects to a simulator. Emulated PLCs and simulators are two separate pieces
of software, thus they can exchange signals using shared memory or OPC. However,
emulated PLCs and simulators can run at different speeds, causing synchronization
issues [DWM08], a main limitation of software-in-the-loop simulation. Thus, signal-
or time-synchronized events must be introduced to synchronize PLCs and simulators
[DWM08]. Another timing issue is that the cycle time of emulated PLCs is not equiv-
alent to those of target physical PLCs, often resulting in the need to rewrite code
when it is migrated to the target PLC [Lis+14]. This is absolutely necessary, partic-
ularly for time-critical applications such as motion control in which a high-sampling
rate of signals is required. Therefore, Bangsaw and Günther [BG12] conclude that
software-in-the-loop simulation is inappropriate for VC at the machine level.

4.5.2 Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) Simulation

Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation, on the other hand, couples simulators with real
physical PLCs over physical networks using fieldbus communication protocols in which
PLCs and simulators adhere to the master-slave concept, respectively. The comput-
ers running simulation software tools act as slaves, physically connecting to the PLC
via a fieldbus card or a fieldbus emulator such as SIMBA PNIO. HiL simulation with
direct fieldbus coupling shares the exact same configurations as those used in actual
controller and communication networks. This close-to-real setup allows for full-scale
testing covering both integration and overall system diagnostics [VDI16a].
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4.6 Summary
This chapter discusses various synonyms, compositions, dimensions, representations,
and executions of VC simulation models. A literature review shows that many syn-
onyms for VC simulation models are already in existence, including the Digital Twin,
which is a term that tends to be applied rather broadly, being used to refer to any
stage of the engineering development lifecycle. In this dissertation, however, digital
twins will only refer to VC-specific digital twins.

Regardless of its naming, it shares two common components, namely behavior mod-
els and 3D visualization models. However, additional models can also be supplemented
depending on the application. Behavior models have a great deal of modeling diver-
sity (compare Table 4.1 and 4.2). 3D visualization models are a unique characteristics
of VC, as it mirrors its real-twin counterpart. It also requires the extra VC step of
simplifying 3D geometry. This simplification process plays a crucial role in simulation
cycle time. The structure of these two components are both heterogeneous in nature.
Therefore, combining them into a unified data exchange format poses a number of
significant challenges, especially when developed in disparate software tools. Automa-
tionML, however, is a promising candidate to unite the two models.

Table 4.2 is an extension of Table 4.1, refining the level of detail to be in line with
the VDI 3693-1 [VDI16a]. Device- and process-level models indicating increasing levels
of detail are used as guidelines to display such variations and pragmatism. Control-
related behavior as defined by Bergert et al. [BHH10] is matched with the device model
and event-based model. It can be seen from Table 4.2 that both formal and tool-based
modeling methods can be used in VC. However, tools have diverse modeling methods
to cover every level of detail as no single method can fulfill them all. Tool-specific
modeling methods (marked with the letter l) are specifically applied to conveyor-based
kinematics. Table 4.2 also shows the integration of behavior models and 3D visualiza-
tion models. Every formalism-based modeling method and almost every tool supports
the integration of behavior models into 3D visualization models; however, the degree
of coupling of these two models varies depending on the workflow of VC development.
In any case, it requires users to link or inject behavior descriptions into visualization
models. This dissertation, however, seeks to take the reverse approach by searching
for such descriptions from 3D-MCAD models in order to reduce modeling efforts. In
other words, it aims to create behavior models from 3D geometry.
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Table 4.2: Summary of behavior model types of formalisms and tools categorized
according to the VDI 3693-1, the coupling level of behavior and 3D visualization models
(○␣: none/ ○: full), as well as the resulting manual effort required to link behavior
and 3D visualization models

De-
vice

Model

Process Model Cou-
pling
level of
the two
models

Manual
effort
required
to link
the two
models?

Control-related Uncontrolled

Device
Event Kin. Dyn.

- Non-

based conveyor conveyor

Formalism-based
Zeigler’s
DEVS

� � � �

Customized
Petri nets

� � � �

Au-
toVIBN’s
meta model

� � � � �e � �

VC-specific
SIMIT �b ○␣ �

WinMoD �b ? �l ? �e � �

MCD �* �g � � �p �

Virtuos �b �f �l ? �e+l � �

Multi-domain
Matlab/Simulink

incl. SimScape

�f �e �m �e � �

Dymola �f �e �m �e � �

Robot simulation
Ciros � �g � � ? �

VREP �c �c �c � �

PLM
Process

Simulate

�* �g �l � �

Delmia ? �s �l � �p �

b Function blocks
c Coding
e Equations
f FSMs

g Gantt charts
l Tool proprietary functions
m via multibody functions
p Physics engines

s SFCs
* via SIMIT
? Unknown



Chapter 5

State of Research: Creation of VC
Models

While the previous chapter investigated levels of detail of models, this chapter probes
into another dimension of VC modeling, i.e. the levels of automation in modeling.
Although the previous chapter presents how sophisticated and detailed models can
be, they are mostly created manually. Approaches for creating VC simulation mod-
els in (semi-) automatic mode have been proposed to reduce time and effort spent
on modeling. Section 5.1 discusses four possible model creation approaches and their
corresponding levels of automation, followed by a categorization of VC research stud-
ies according to these approaches. Those at the manual or semi-automatic level are
reviewed in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 analyzes the state of
VC research in terms of level of automation and level of detail in order to identify gaps
in the research.

5.1 Model Creation Variants and Their Automa-
tion Levels

To the best of the author’s knowledge, no quantitative measurements of the degree
of automation in model generation exist. This problem is not exclusive to VC as
it affects all types of modeling and simulation. Therefore, the level of automation
can be broadly divided into two degrees: manual and (semi-) automatic. Although
a scale of automation has not been yet presented, Meyer and Straßburger [MS13]
classify four variants of model building specifically for VC as listed below. The name
of each variant implies a certain level of automation in model building. The first and
second alternatives are based on manual modeling, whereas the third and
forth variant can be considered (semi-) automatic.

1. A model created manually in the planning phase can be transferred and used
in the virtual commissioning phase without adjustments.

2. VC models are manually created from scratch.

82
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3. VC models are transformed from other models using transformation rules.
Based on the definition of this variant, both model-based approaches such as
MBSE (cf. Section 2.2.2) as well as model-driven approaches can fall into this
category.

3.1. Model-based approach
3.2. Model-driven approach

4. VC models are generated from input data. According to Eckardt as cited in
[BS10; BS20], this variant is often referred to as “data-driven model generation”.

Note that the term “data-driven analysis” commonly refers to Big Data analysis,
a novel data-driven approach using massive datasets. The term “Big Data” applies
to data in its raw form or in an unstructured format which cannot be processed or
analyzed using traditional processes or tools [Zik+12, p. 3]. Structured data, on the
contrary, are data which can be formatted into strict schemas and can then be easily
stored in a database [Zik+12, p. 8]. Moreover, Big Data is further characterized by the
following three characteristics: volume (e.g. Zettabytes of data), variety (the ability
to deal with all types of data), and velocity (i.e. streaming data in real time) [Zik+12,
p. 5]. These characteristics require Big Data approaches or technologies to deal with
immense volumes of data, with unstructured data types ranging from sensor data,
emails, documents, audio files, videos, and social media forums in near real time. This
is not the case for “data-driven model generation”, which often deals with a certain
amount of structured data. For example, research works led by Bergman [BS10; Ber14;
BS20] specify a certain set of input data types, which they call Core Manufacturing
Simulation Data, consisting of 12 data types such as plant layout, plant resources,
production planning, etc., for the generation of a plant-level simulation model. To
distinguish “data-driven model generation” from big-data-driven approaches, the
author will use the term “structured-data-driven model generation” to avoid
any confusion.

5.1.1 Variant 1 and 2: Manual Approach
According to Meyer and Straßburger [MS13], the variant-1 approach is ideal for use in
both the planning and commissioning phases. In other words, the continuous use of a
single model is encouraged. They claim that it is only the addition of communication
interfaces which makes it possible for the model to be used in the commissioning phase.
Due to the idealistic concept of the first variant, it has found neither real-life application
nor critical review. As a result, it will be not considered here. Conversely, the concept
of creating the variant-2 model is remarkably straightforward. As discussed in previous
chapters, this alternative is commonly used, though it demands a lot of time and effort.
Research studies using this alternative, which make up a major portion of the research,
will be reviewed and discussed in Section 5.2.

5.1.2 Variant 3: Model-Based and Model-Driven Approach
Model-Based: In MBSE, system models – commonly modeled using SysML – are
a blueprint for the development of domain-specific models. Inspired by this concept,
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some research works such as [Bau+13; TF16] use system models as a source to generate
or develop VC simulation models. A conversion profile called SysML4Modelica has
also been developed by [Par+10] to support such generation. This approach will be
discussed in Section 5.3.

Model-Driven: Similar to model-based approaches, model-driven approaches re-
quire source models, though with some slight differences. According to Alt (as cited in
[Lin11, p. 72-73]), source models in model-driven approaches must not only
possess certain qualities but must be also sufficiently formal in order to
enable the automatic extraction of important features. To apply the model-
driven concept, these research works [Bot+09; Bot+10; Lin11] generate output from
source models called function models which are created by their own defined formalism
(cf. Section 4.2.1.3). More importantly, the workflow of these studies fits quite well
with the traditional engineering process.

5.1.3 Variant 4: Structured-Data-Driven Approach
While Variant 3 requires input models, Variant 4 only requires input data to produce
VC simulation models. Bergmann and Straßburger [BS10; BS20] refer to this vari-
ant, which creates models from external data sources using interfaces of simulation
tools and algorithms, as (semi-) automatic model generation. Both the avail-
ability and quality of data are heavily relied upon [NS11] [Hua13, p. 2]. Since this
approach is also context-dependent and aims to solve certain application scenarios in
one specific engineering phase [BS10], input data can vary greatly from application to
application. A recent survey of automatic model generation in the context of material
flow simulation [RWP19] shows that generation approaches rely on at least one of the
following data types: data from mechanical designs, enterprise data, program code,
sensor data, stochastic values from simulation, or user input. This approach will be
discussed in Section 5.5. Note that although some studies in Section 5.5 use 3D-MCAD
or ECAD models as input data, they are still structured-data-driven, not model-driven,
approaches, as these models do not conform to source models defined by model-based
or model-driven approaches. A product of the detailed mechanical or electrical de-
sign phase, both 3D-MCAD and ECAD models neither conform to any formalism nor
possess any characteristics of being an abstract system model whatsoever.

Table 5.1 summarizes VC creation variants and their main characteristics. Note
that since Variant 1 has not yet dealt with in the literature, it is excluded here. The
following sections will study these research works, especially those with clear and elab-
orated VC creation workflows.

5.2 Manual Creation of VC Models
The VC models discussed in the following research works fall into the category of man-
ual creation, applying either self-developed or commercial software tools. A literature
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Table 5.1: Main characteristics of three possible alternatives in VC model creation

Variant 2 Variant 3 Variant 4
Manual Model-based Model-driven Structured-

Data-driven
Characteristics:
VC models are cre-
ated from scratch.

Characteristics:
System models are
converted to VC
models.

Characteristics:
Text-based and for-
mal source models
must be converted
to target models.

Characteristics:
Data is required
to generate VC
models using
algorithms and
interfaces of simu-
lators.

Automation
Level: manual

Automation
Level: semi-
automatic

Automation
Level: semi-
automatic

Automation
Level: semi-
automatic

Literature:
[Spi09; Lac12;
AVA14b; Str15;
Hof16; KAP13;
CKP11]

Literature:
[Bau+13; TF16]

Literature:
the AutoVIBN
project [Bot+09;
Bot+10; Hum10;
Lin11]

Literature:
[NS11; Sch12]

review reveals that only a small number of research works use VC-specific software
tools.

5.2.1 Spitzweg [Spi09] and Lacour [Lac12]
Spitzweg developed a VC software tool called Ve31 specifically for physics-based ma-
terial flow applications. A system of four conveyor belts is used to demonstrate the
model development in Ve3. The work of Lacour further develops Ve3 to support a
massive flow of bottles, improving Spitzweg’s work by refining collision shapes and
kinematic descriptions.

Workflow: Spitzweg’s and Lacour’s relatively similar VC model creation workflows
can be summarized as shown in Fig. 5.1. They mainly consist of visualization model
creation and behavior modeling, which are two vital processes of VC-specific digital
twins. To create visualization models, 3D-MCAD models are simplified and are taken
through the tessellation process to reduce the number of meshes. The simplified vi-
sualization model is imported into Ve3. Dynamic and kinematic models are created

1Virtual Engineering Environment Extended (Ve3) consists of a simulation kernel with an ODE
[ODE@] physics engine, a 3D visualization module, and WinMOD [WinMOD@].
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by dividing objects in the visualization model into two types: bodies and joints. Bod-
ies become dynamic objects once their physical characteristics such as mass, surface
friction, and shapes of collision geometry have been specified. Additionally, it is also
necessary to identify collision shapes (box, sphere, etc.), which affects contact points
and physical behavior. Performed by injecting XML tags into objects in the visu-
alization model, this specification process, i.e. Spitzweg’s and Lacour’s approach to
building dynamic models, is a way to trigger dynamic behavior calculation. Lacour
elaborates on further varieties of collision shapes such as concave and convex shapes.

3D-MCAD Model
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Fig. 5.1: Spitzweg’s and Lacour’s workflow to create kinematic- and dynamic-level VC
models [Spi09; Lac12]

Joints, on the other hand, are kinematic objects. Spitzweg provides definitions for
linear, sliding, rotation, angular, and fixed joint types. A pneumatic cylinder can be
assigned with the linear joint type, in which a moving axis, moving limits and velocity,
as well as maximum forces must defined. As he defines these joint types in the physics
engine, forces must be included as the upper limit of the resulting calculations from the
engine. A conveyor belt, however, is modeled as a device model. WinMOD function
blocks and additional logical scripts are used to describe the speed and direction of
material flow on the conveyor. Lacour extends Spitzweg’s kinematic joint definitions
by including planar conveyor paths, external pose control (i.e. transformation matrices
from external controllers), and pre-defined trajectory paths. He substitutes Spitzweg’s
device model of the conveyor with a kinematic model in which flow paths are described
using planar and trajectory paths. The physics engine in Ve3 calculates the velocity
vector of each transported part while also accounting for physical factors. As a result,
collision-related behavior such as part-jamming and part-free-falling are taken into
account.
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Summary: These two research works create a VC simulation model at the kinematic
and dynamic level by manually injecting XML tags describing kinematic joints and
physical characteristics into simplified 3D visualization models. The device level is
achieved via WinMOD function blocks. The manual identification of kinematic and
dynamic objects is crucial in the studies of Spitzweg and Lacour because it is a means
to provide relevant data to the physics engine, which then calculates dynamic behavior.
In other words, a physics engine is mainly applied with the goal of enhancing the level
of detail. However, the provision of such dynamic and kinematic configurations still
requires significant expertise [Spi09].

5.2.2 AVANTI [AVA14a; AVA14b]
AVANTI2 aims to improve VC by means of physic-based simulation and to derive test
cases for VC [AVA14b]; however, this section only discusses its physics-based modeling.

Workflow: The workflow of AVANTI is based on the assumption that component
vendors will supply FMU-based dynamic models, as demonstrated in [SSD15]. FMU-
based behavior models of each component provided by component vendors are called
manufacturer behavior models, which can be customized to build user behavior models.
Since manufacturer behavior models are provided as a black-box intended to protect a
company’s intellectual property, the addition of the I/Os to them seems to be the only
possible customization. Combining these two behavior models via I/Os enables the
creation of FMU-based plant behavior models. The resulting models can be simulated
in any simulation tool that supports FMU co-simulation. In AVANTI’s follow-up
research works [ENTOC:WP3.1; Süß+16b], they encourage the usage of an interface
called FMUInterface that allows AutomationML to integrate FMU-based behavior
models.

Summary: Since AVANTI assumes the provision of dynamic models, “from-scratch“
modeling efforts are significantly diminished. As previously discussed in Section 4.1.1,
however, this assumption is not yet realistic at the time of writing. Moreover, com-
ponent and system knowledge are necessary to properly connect lower-level I/Os for
the construction of plant behavior models. This can become complicated when there
are many components involved. The connection between behavior models and 3D
visualization models is not discussed in the AVANTI project.

5.2.3 Strahilov [SMK12; SOB12a; SOB12b; Str15; SD15]
Strahilov manually creates a physics-based VC model in V-Rep [V-REP@] (cf. Section
4.2.2) based on 3D-MCAD models.

2The AVANIT full name is AVANTI: Test methodology for virtual commissioning based on be-
havior simulation of production systems [AVA14a], while ENTOC: Engineering tool chain for efficient
and iterative development of smart factories [ENTOC:WP1; ENTOC:WP3.1] is AVANTI’s follow-up
project. Both are research projects under the umbrella of ITEA (Information Technology for European
Advancement).
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Workflow: In [SMK12], Strahilov proposes what he calls “the best-practice work-
flow” to obtain “adequate” 3D visualization from 3D-MCAD models. Before exporting
MCAD models to V-Rep, his workflow both simplifies the models and groups compo-
nents within the models, which is based on his self-developed macro in CATIA V5
[CATIA5@]. The grouped components are then assigned the same motions. His later
works [SOB12a; Str15] add an extra step in which three movement roles – actuators,
static parts, and movable parts – are assigned to grouped components. In 2012, he
proposed additional roles such as sensors in [SOB12b]. This step is equivalent to the
specification process in [Spi09; Lac12] mentioned in Section 5.2.1. Assigning roles is
crucial in Strahilov’s research because the roles imply certain behavior when imported
into V-Rep. For example, the actuator role can indicate kinematic joints, whereas fixed-
and movable-part roles inform physics engines which component should be taken into
consideration during simulation.

Kinematic and dynamic descriptions are typically coded into V-Rep. In the case of
[Str15; SD15], after these descriptions have been coded in, the ideal gas equation3 and
a relationship between pressurized air and force4 are applied to describe the dynamic
behavior5 of pneumatic cylinders. At the end of each simulation cycle, a built-in V-Rep
physics engine determines the resultant force, which allows for the calculation of piston
acceleration, speed, and displacement using Newton’s second law of motion6.

Summary: Obviously, dynamic descriptions are able to refine the behavior described
by kinematic models which assume a constant speed. However, deriving detailed de-
scriptions is tedious. Moreover, if physical characteristics such as friction, spring forces,
and damping values inside the chamber are unknown, then they must be assumed.
This is especially true in the early stages of the engineering process. Validation such
as [Dam+15] must be performed to check the correctness of such assumptions. Besides
physical modeling effort, the preparation of 3D-MCAD models and role assignment
requires additional effort and knowledge of the acting mechanisms and variables in the
system to be modeled. Although the macro is developed to facilitate 3D geometry
manipulation in CATIA V5, it is by no means an automatic process.

5.2.4 Hoffmann [Hof+12; Hof16]

Similar to the workflow of Spitzweg, Lacour, and the AVANTI project, Hoffmann uses
3D-MCAD models as his starting point to develop VC models. However, Hoffmann’s
workflow is implemented in CIROS [Ciros@] (cf. Section 4.2.2) using a conveyor system
with transport cars.

3p · V = m ·R · T ; in which p is the air pressure; V is air volume, m is air mass, R is the universal
gas constant, and T is absolute gas temperature.

4F = p · A; in which F is a resultant force, p is air pressure, and A is a cross-sectional area of
piston exposed to pressure.

5F = p ·A =
m ·R · T ·A

V6F = m · a; in which m is piston mass and a is piston acceleration.
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Workflow: Hoffmann uses CIROS to divide his VC model development process into
two levels, as shown in Fig. 5.2, namely component- and plant-level modeling. Com-
ponent or low-level modeling, consisting of geometric modeling, functional modeling,
and electrical modeling, creates component-based models. Geometric modeling is not
only geometry simplification, but also the identification of static and moving parts.
After these simplified geometry of a component is imported into CIROS, functional
modeling is carried out to select CIROS ’s actuator functions (e.g. double-acting cylin-
der, turntable) and sensor types (e.g. optical and inductive) to the imported geometry.
Actuator- and sensor-related parameters such as moving axes and limits must also be
specified as well; thus, significant technical data is required for this step. In Hoffman’s
study, conveyor modeling is performed using a special plug-in called Transport Sim-
ulation. This plug-in allows users to define the beginning and ending nodes of the
movement path along which transport cars move.

Fig. 5.2: Hoffmann’s workflow: MCAD models to VC simulation models [Hof16]

Electrical modeling, which is the final step of low-level modeling, assigns I/O in-
terfaces to PLC and adds Boolean logic to the created actuators and sensors. In his
study, Hoffmann develops the logic of transport cars so that they interact with Trans-
port Simulation which guides them to move along a defined path. These resulting
component-level models are then stored in a library for further usage to create plant-
level models. High-level modeling makes use of components in the library to create
plant-level models by positioning them in a CIROS 3D space.

Summary: Low-level modeling plays a significant role in Hoffman’s study, but still
requires much effort and knowledge. Engineers must understand how a component
works so they can identify static and moving parts and then assign the correct functions
to those parts. Technical data as well as expertise are needed to ensure successful low-
level modeling. In his example, Hoffmann [Hof16, p. 168] shows how complicated it is to
develop a CIROS-based logic to describe the behavior of transport cars after gleaning
information from the vendor manual. Ultimately, he chose to model the transport cars
as device models which respond to sensor signals. The stoppers attached to conveyor
segments, on the other hand, turned out to be more appropriately modeled as kinematic
models, which are described by double-acting-cylinder functions in which movement
axes and limits must be defined. When all required low-level components have been
modeled and saved in the library, the plant-level models can be created by positioning
these components in 3D space. However, manually positioning multiple components
without the reuse of 3D-transformation from MCAD models can be tedious. Moreover,
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maintaining the library so that components do not become redundant, a rather time-
consuming process, is a must.

5.2.5 Ko et al. [KAP13] and Chang et al. [CKP11]
Ko et al. [KAP13] propose an approach to develop VC simulation models called a
“concurrent design procedure of a production system for virtual commissioning”. It
is partially based on a sequence of operations in production identifying manufactur-
ing processes and resources. The approach can be carried out once the sequence of
operations has been defined.

Workflow: Ko et al. and Chang et al.’s approach mainly consists of two modeling
tasks, physical and logical device modeling. Physical device modeling functions inde-
pendently of a sequence of operations but is based on 3D-MCAD models. Kinematic
joints and movement attributes such as movement range, speed, and physical proper-
ties are manually defined. Chang et al. [CKP11] improved physical device modeling
in particular to extract kinetic features from a given 3D geometric shape; however,
kinematic modeling is still based on a manual method requiring users to identify links
and define their motions. Logical device modeling, on the other hand, does rely on a
sequence of operations, as each sequence is translated into Zeigler’s DEVS (cf. Section
3.2.2). Manufacturing resources related to that sequence are represented by Zeigler’s
DEVS atomic model. Operations performed by these resources are then translated
into state transition diagrams within the model.

Summary: A combination of these two sub-models results in a virtual device at the
kinematic and event-based levels of detail; however, the works above do not mention
any method to combine them into a unified model. Although Chang et al. [CKP11]
can extract kinetic features from 3D shapes, the only extracted kinetic feature they
extract is the mass moment of inertia, which the author views as unnecessary, as this
value can be calculated for any shape with the simple application of physics engines.
Therefore, the dynamic level is only partially fulfilled.

5.2.6 Other studies
There are also other studies using manual modeling methods in the field of VC and
machine-oriented simulation; however, they emphasize specific modeling languages or
techniques which have little to do with 3D visualization besides model building. There-
fore, no elaborated VC model development workflow exists when compared to the stud-
ies listed in the subsections above. Bergert et al. [BHH10], for example, present VC
behavior modeling with Hybrid Statecharts. Similarly, other research works [WS09;
JI12; VG15] have established customized Petri nets to model application scenarios in
manufacturing systems. The level of detail achieved by these studies depends on the
capability of languages applied, i.e. Hybrid Statecharts cover dynamic and event-based
levels, while Petri nets include only the event-based level.
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5.3 Semi-Automatic Creation using Model-Based
Approach

This section discusses research works that create a target simulation model using a
system model according to the aforementioned model-based approach. However, the
works listed below provide only a brief explanation on the transformation concept of
system models to VC models, including no elaborated workflows. Their workflows do
not engage visualization models, producing either Dymola- or Simulink-based simu-
lation models instead. These models are equivalent to a partial VC model, as they
only create behavior models, while 3D visualization models must be manually sup-
plemented. On the one hand, the end result fulfills only half of the requirements for
VC-specific digital twins. On the other hand, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, the effort,
knowledge, and expertise required to create input models are relatively high. More-
over, workflows initiating system modeling might not fit the engineering processes of
special-purpose production machines.

5.3.1 Bauer et al. [Bau+13] and Tessari and Fantuzzi [TF16]

Bauer et al. [Bau+13] developed a non-SysML system model consisting of an active
structure and a 2D plant layout in a self-developed tool called Mechatronic Modeller.
The active structure is a diagram showing components being used and their intercon-
nections. A converter in Mechatronic Modeller converts components and connections
in the active structure to corresponding objects and equations in Modelica. The Mod-
elica code is then converted to a target model in Dymola. Since connections in the
active diagram include mechanical coupling positions, the translated Modelica code
covers kinematic descriptions separately from dynamic equations. Similar to [Bau+13]
but with a lower degree of automation, Tessari and Fantuzzi [TF16] present a linkage
between a SysML-based system model, specifically the block definition diagram, and
Simulink-based simulation models. They translate four blocks in the block definition
diagram into four target models by hand. The physical principles of each block are
captured and then used in the construction of the models. A simple 3D visualization
model is also created separately by hand to visualize the results. Recent studies led
by Li et al. [LVG18; Li+19] propose a closer coupling between SysML4Mechatron-
ics-based system models and 3D-MCAD models (which can be used as visualization
models) via AutomationML. The system models, however, describe only the hierarchy
of components and user-defined parameters, i.e. what should be inside 3D-MCAD
models. In any case, geometry or visualization models of the components must first be
manually created in MCAD systems before being added back to SysML4Mechatron-
ics via AutomationML. SysML4Mechatronics-based system models are currently still
unable to generate visualization models.
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5.4 Semi-Automatic Creation using Model-Driven
Approach

This section corresponds to Variant 3 (model-driven). A literature review shows that
only the AutoVIBN project falls into this category.

5.4.1 AutoVIBN project [Bot+09; Bot+10; Hum10; Lin11]
The AutoVIBN project aims to automatically generate VC models based on the model-
driven concept using a self-developed spatio-temporal formalism (see Fig. 4.2). It is an
umbrella project divided into several work packages and is the framework of Hummel’s
[Hum10] and Lindworsky’s [Lin11] research works. Hummel [Hum10] developed a
spatio-temporal formalism for behavior modeling for factory automation systems, while
Lindworsky [Lin11] concentrated more on (semi-) automatically generated VC models
based on a so-called function model created using the same formalism.

Workflow: As shown in Fig. 5.3, function models are the core of AutoVIBN’s work-
flow. It is a relatively elaborate model consisting of rough 3D geometry, component
structure models, and Hybrid Statecharts (see the top-most part of Fig. 5.3). Each
component in the structure model is linked to its geometry and its Hybrid Statecharts
with a unique ID. Function models are created from customer requirements and data
during the planning phase and are then refined by MCAD and ECAD as the project
proceeds to the design phase. With the combination of MCAD and ECAD models,
enriched function models are capable of generating VC models. This merging results
in an executable VC simulation model in C++ code in a self-developed software tool
called AF/STEM which is used throughout the entire workflow.

Since Hybrid Statecharts typically take little geometry into account, integrating
rough geometry during function modeling increases the efficiency of future replace-
ments, with detailed 3D-MCAD geometry sharing the same ID in later phases. In
other words, components in the meta-model and CAD systems must share the same
mapping ID. The extracted attributes, such as 3D-transformations, are transferred to
the corresponding ID in the function model.

Summary: The AutoVIBN project is capable of generating VC models at almost
every level of detail, except kinematics without 3D-visualization. This capability is de-
rived from the synergy of the applied formalism and Hybrid Statecharts. The formalism
is designed to support kinematic modeling both with and without material-flow de-
scriptions. As seen in the component structure model in Fig. 5.3, the formalism works
at the component or device level. Each device has I/O ports to exchange signals with
controllers. Dynamic and event-based models are produced by Hybrid Statecharts.
Moreover, the workflow is well adapted to the project development process, which
takes MCAD and ECAD models into account. However, function modeling, which is
an extra step of the process, requires additional engineering efforts. On top of that,
function models are relatively elaborate models themselves; therefore, considerable
knowledge of the formalism is required.
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Fig. 5.3: AutoVIBN’s VC model generation concept [Lin11, p. 6]

Notably, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1, using a special syntax (see weak bindings
in Fig. 4.2) in the formalism dedicated to dictate material flow is a quite complicated
task. Moreover, the flowing paths are to be retrieved from MCAD systems, some of
which, especially curved paths, are very intricate. Interpolation points along curved
paths in the 3D-transformation must be calculated and supplemented for the meta-
model. Therefore, in addition to common IDs, the same coordinate systems must
also be maintained throughout the workflow. In fact, other certain guidelines must be
upheld during the construction of MCAD and ECAD models to ensure full integration.
Every component in function models must be mapped with data from MCAD models.
As a result, although they hardly appear in mechanical models, sensors must be created
in MCAD models. The final limitation of this workflow is that it generates a VC model
in C++ code which is very difficult to exchange, trace, and debug, making it similar
to a black box in some ways.

5.5 Semi-Automatic Creation using Structured-Data-
Driven Approach

This section corresponds to Variant 4 mentioned in Table 5.1. A literature review
shows that Neugebauer and Schob [NS11] and Schob [Sch12] apply structured-data-
driven approaches in the context of VC, using 3D-MCAD models as the main input
data. These two studies will be discussed in Section 5.5.1. Again, note that although
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3D-MCAD or ECAD models are used, the approach is still structured-data-driven
since these models do not conform to source models defined by the model-based and
model-driven approaches. A product of the detailed mechanical or electrical design
phase is that both 3D-MCAD and ECAD models neither conform to any formalism
nor possess any characteristics of being an abstract system model whatsoever. The
author also includes and reviews structured-data-driven approaches which are applied
in other contexts which do not use input data exclusively to MCAD models in Section
5.5.2.

5.5.1 Neugebauer and Schob [NS11] and Schob [Sch12]
Neugebauer and Schob [NS11] and Schob [Sch12] present the possibility of structured-
data-driven approaches to generate VC models using input data created during the
design phase of the engineering process, including 3D-MCAD and ECAD models as
well as pneumatic circuits.

Workflow: Model generation workflow starts with 3D-MCAD models in which a
constraint-joint mapping rule proposed by Turner et al. [TSG92] is applied to translate
assembly constraints to kinematic joints. Before applying the mapping rule, the 3D-
MCAD model must be simplified and prepared such as a grouping of components.
The constraints between groups are then transformed into kinematic joints. A 2D-
diagram of a kinematic chain showing kinematic relationships among components is
created as part of the mechanical meta-model. Likewise, an electro-pneumatic circuit
is converted into a electro-pneumatic simulation model; however, the conversion is
straightforward as symbols in the circuit (e.g. pneumatic valves and solenoid coils) are
converted to corresponding simulation components. Neugebauer and Schob [NS11],
while not mentioning the integration of these two partial models in their study, do
suggest AutomationML as a potential target format. To execute VC in their study,
the two generated models are coupled with 3D visualization via OPC.

Summary: Although they claim that they use a model-to-model transformation
technique from the model-driven approach to transform 3D models into mechani-
cal meta-models and electro-pneumatic circuits into electro-pneumatic meta-models,
their workflow lends itself more to structured-data-driven rather than model-driven
approaches. The reason is that the input is neither a model nor does it conform to any
type of formalism. Another reason is that algorithms are applied for the conversion.
Nevertheless, the approach still remains vague and generates fuzzy guidelines for VC
model generation. No assembly constraints in the sample MCAD model are shown
to verify the mapping between constraints and joints. Moreover, the applied rules
of Turner et al. [TSG92] are not concrete enough to be used with MCAD systems,
especially when compared to those of [Kim+05; Cha14], which will be discussed in
the next chapter. More simply put, the applied rule has not yet been concretized for
applications in MCAD systems. The derivation of joint parameters is omitted and
must thus be provided manually.

Regardless of applied mechanical transformation rules, there are some applications
in which kinematic relationships, such as material flow, are not evident in MCAD
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models. Precise characteristics of material flow are not overtly expressed in MCAD
[Lin11, p. 44]. Material flow is described only in textual form without formalism
[NS11]. Therefore, the achieved level of detail of their studies is limited to kinematic
models without material flow descriptions. Descriptions must be given manually to
describe material flow.

5.5.2 Structured-Data-Driven Approach in Other Contexts
This section reviews research works which apply structured-data-driven approaches
to other contexts in which input data are not exclusively based on MCAD models.
The studies by Barth and Fay [BF13] and Santillan et al. [San+18] apply structured-
data-driven approaches to automatically create plant simulation models using piping
and instrumentation diagram (P & ID), a commonly used detailed design in process
industry, as input data. As its name implies, the diagram is a schematic representation
of connected piping, plant devices (e.g. tanks, pumps, valves, etc.), and measurement
devices (e.g. flow sensors). These two studies interpret the standard symbols of piping
and devices while also instantiating corresponding simulation objects in simulation
libraries. The instantiated objects are then configured and connected to each other.
Unsurprisingly, generated plant simulation models therefore resemble the P & ID input
diagram. The application scenarios found in both studies are more focused on process
automation, which cannot be adopted to factory automation in a one-to-one fashion.

Similar to [BF13; San+18], Eigner [EZB12] and Westkamper et al. [Wes+12] con-
vert ECAD diagrams to Modelica-based simulation models. Translating electrical sym-
bols to corresponding Modelica simulation components is relatively straightforward
(i.e. it is rather akin to one-to-one mapping) and closely related to the components
presented in [BF13; San+18]. The interpretation of 3D-MCAD models, on the other
hand, is not that straightforward, as components inside the model are not represented
by symbols, instead being designed freely. A sophisticated algorithm is thus required
to understand and interpret 3D-MCAD models.

The application of structured-data-driven approaches in the context of semantic
technology can be found in [Hil+17; Gla+18]. To determine the mechanical capability
of production systems, Hildebrandt et al. [Hil+17] and Glawe et al. [Gla+18] apply an
ontology- and reasoning-based approach as the main algorithm for extracting kinematic
characteristics from 3D-MCAD models. After a set of data is extracted and mapped to
a defined ontology (i.e. a formal way of representing knowledge), kinematic descriptions
can be inferred using a set of 17 rules. However, since the defined ontology supports
only rotational and linear movements, the resulting descriptions are exclusively limited
to these two motions. Moreover, the set of defined rules is not yet mature enough to
include 3D vector calculation for the determination of movement limits. One example
approach in the VDMA manual on best practices for VC [VDMA20b], on the other
hand, searches for the function and movement descriptions of the components in 3D-
MCAD models from a PDM system. This requires the coupling of 3D-MCAD and
PDM systems; however, this combination is basically a PLM system which requires
in-house engineering effort to set-up and maintain a central knowledge repository while
also requiring a huge license investment (see also Section 1.2 to learn more about the
hurdles of using PLM). Moreover, PDM systems remain complex IT systems, as they
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demand huge effort to customize them to fit the contexts of specific enterprises [Ger17].
Bergmann [Ber14] applies structured-data-driven approaches to automatically gen-

erate simulation models in PlantSimulation [PlantSimulation@] aimed at optimizing
plant performance, using enterprise data from MES and ERP systems. Input data are
collected from running systems during the operation phase. The longer the system is
running, the more abundant the data are. Contrastingly, as VC must be performed
before real systems are in operation, the input data available for generating VC models
is much more limited, as the data mainly come from design phases.

Structured-data-driven model generation also receives a lot of attention outside
the field of manufacturing simulation. Research studies led by Huang [HSV11; Hua13]
apply the structured-data-driven approach to automatically generate simulation mod-
els of tram operations using various input data, such as layout data showing tram
networks and stop locations, tram timetables, routes and junctions of tram lines, and
vehicle types of tram lines. Obviously, the inclusion of structural data is inevitable.
Model transformation, model instantiation, and model calibration are all required to
generate the final simulation model. Also, in a business context, Selke [Sel05] extracts
simulation-relevant data from a database before transforming it into data models and
then into simulation models.

5.6 Summary and Open Issues
This chapter reviews VC studies based on the four variants of model creation. These
variants influence automation levels and model creation workflows. Besides using dif-
ferent variants, the VC studies also create models at different levels of detail. Fig. 5.4
presents a landscape of these studies in two dimensions: level of detail and
level of automation. The landscape shows that traditional manual modeling (cf.
Section 5.2) still dominates VC research. There is, however, a push towards (semi-
) automatic approaches to reduce manual modeling effort, as some studies apply a
model-based, model-driven, or structured-data-driven approach.

When comparing models produced by the model-based and model-driven approach,
those created from the latter support almost every level of detail because the input is
more elaborate. On the contrary, system models in the model-based approach, how-
ever, are relatively abstract and by and large have no relationship to 3D geometry.
Therefore, the resulting VC models produced by [Bau+13; TF16] contain only be-
havior models but no 3D visualization models (see Fig. 5.4). A visualization model
must be supplemented from an external source. Multiple iterations of MBSE devel-
opment processes (cf. Section 2.2.2) can produce detailed system models which can
generate more elaborate output. Nevertheless, as suggested in Section 2.3, the con-
current engineering process is preferred over the MBSE process for the development of
special-purpose production machines.

Without elaborate input models, structured-data-driven approaches, on the other
hand, can produce models at the kinematic level using input data as presented by
[NS11; Sch12]. Although model-based, model-driven, and structured-data-driven ap-
proaches are all categorized at the semi-automatic level, the effort required to create
input for model creation varies significantly. As described in the previous paragraph,
modeling efforts and knowledge are prerequisites for preparing input models for both
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model-based and model-driven approaches. Structured-data-driven approaches, on the
other hand, require no such effort or knowledge whatsoever, as input data are readily
available. In practice, however, manual user input is required only in the case of in-
complete data, depending on input data quality. Bergmann and Straßburger [BS10]
report that, due to incomplete data, many model generation approaches often stop at
the semi-automatic level, which can only achieve a maximum completeness rating of
80%, with the remainder needing to be added manually. Although missing data still
need to be provided manually, the author posits that the manual labor component is
nevertheless less demanding than that of the source models required by Variant 3.

As can be clearly seen in Fig. 5.4, the research gap resides in the semi-automatic
area, especially in the structured-data-driven area. As its key goal is to increase the effi-
ciency of VC model creation, this dissertation pays particular attention to structured-
data-driven approaches due to its ability to forego input models and still function
adequately. Instead of creating elaborate input models, the structured-data-driven ap-
proach can generate models at the kinematic level from input data, which is a great
way to cut down on modeling efforts. Moreover, kinematic-level models can also be
upgraded to the dynamic level. According to Hummel [Hum10, p. 13], up to 80% of the
modeling effort is spent on describing spatial behavior with respect to time. Section
5.2 shows that manually specifying movements or kinematic joints has been standard
practice in both the industry and research until now. The specification is based on
user knowledge of plants or machines.

The blue rectangle in Fig. 5.4 shows a research gap in which there is still room
for improvement in terms of efficiency in VC model generation and model quality.
To bridge the previously mentioned research gap, the next chapter will present a
structured-data-driven VC model generation approach as part of the concurrent en-
gineering process while also examining the validity of data created during the early
stages of the project lifecycle. In other words, the approach addresses the four research
questions mentioned in Chapter 1, which are worth revisiting below:

1. How can behavior models in terms of kinematic models be automatically gener-
ated from 3D-MCAD models in a standard data format?

2. How can the workflow in the previous question be implemented as a part of
machine development processes?

3. What kind of (kinematic) information can or cannot be obtained from MCAD
models?

4. How can (kinematic) information and parameters be automatically determined
from MCAD models?
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Chapter 6

MCAD2Sim Approach

This chapter presents a structured-data-driven approach using data created during
early stages of the concurrent engineering process to address the research gap identified
in Chapter 5 (see Fig. 5.4). Section 6.1 determines what data are available and their
validity in early stages of the engineering process, particularly in 3D-MCAD models,
in order to (semi-) automatically create kinematic-based VC models. It also discusses
the limited extent of data stored in MCAD models as well as reviews other possible
sources from which behavior descriptions can be derived. Based on the investigation, a
structured-data-driven approach called MCAD2Sim, an integral part of the concurrent
engineering process, is proposed here to enable the automatic generation of kinematic-
level VC models for material-flow applications with and without conveyors (conveyor-
based and conveyorless applications). As the name implies, this structured-data-driven
approach, MCAD2Sim, starts with 3D-MCAD models and transforms them into VC
simulation models, serving as a workflow bridging between 3D-MCAD systems and
VC simulation tools. AutomationML is chosen as the cross-domain data model. The
big picture and workflow of MCAD2Sim are discussed in Section 6.2. For conveyor-
based material-flow applications, details of the MCAD2Sim approach are discussed in
detail in Section 6.3, while those without conveyors are discussed in Section 6.4. In
the following two chapters, MCAD2Sim will be applied to two real-world examples in
the scope of machine-oriented simulations [VDI07].

6.1 MCAD2Sim: Prerequisites
To apply structured-data-driven model generation approaches, data must be available.
Moreover, much data is required to establish VC models, such as geometry with kine-
matics, layouts, I/O data, and material flow definitions [Lin11; MMC12]. For this
reason, the concurrent engineering process presented in Section 2.2.1 is combed for
data sources. As seen in Fig. 2.1, the early stages of the concurrent engineering pro-
cess, i.e. the facility concept and mechanical design phases, produce conceptual design
and 3D-MCAD models. This approach therefore selects them as the input data for
MCAD2Sim. Note that although 3D-MCAD models are used, the approach still re-
mains structured-data-driven since the 3D-MCAD models do not conform to source
models defined by the model-based and model-driven approach. A product of the de-
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tailed mechanical design phase, 3D-MCAD models neither conform to any formalism
nor possess any characteristics of being an abstract system model whatsoever.

Aside from their availability, 3D-MCAD models are also chosen because of their
significance and efficiency as a visualization model. Section 4.1.2 has shown that
3D-MCAD models are not a “nice-to-have”, but rather a “must-have” for visualiza-
tion purposes. Utilizing 3D-MCAD models for visualization purposes can also save
engineering labor and effort, in comparison to preparing visualization models in VC
simulation tools by selecting components from tool libraries and placing them at de-
sired positions. Moreover, 3D-MCAD models also contain implicit and explicit data
which can be extracted and then reused in different contexts [Ger17]. This makes
beginning with 3D-MCAD models a reasonable starting point. Lacour [Lac12, p. 56,
59] also notes that the automatic inclusion of 3D-MCAD models does not only save
modeling efforts but also increases the quality of VC simulation models. Moreover, the
VDI 3693-2 [VDI18] emphasizes that a straightforward integration of an MCAD model
to a VC-specific digital twin is a decisive factor for companies considering making the
switch to VC. Equally important, the mechanical design plays a leading role in machine
development [Bot+09; Hof+12; Fra+13], especially when it comes to system perfor-
mance and reliability [Zhe+13]. As a consequence, this approach selects 3D-MCAD
models as the main data source. 3D-MCAD models provide comprehensive mechanical
descriptions of a machine, visualize conceptual technical solutions, and depict spatial
dimensions. In the context of VC, 3D-MCAD models contain prolific and useful data
[Lin11; Ger17], namely the mechanical attributes (ranging from weight to kinematics)
necessary for simulation [AVA14b].

6.1.1 Data Sources
Although 3D-MCAD models possess promising data for VC, they do present some
limitations as depicted in Fig. 6.1. Previous studies in VC [Lin11; NS11] note that
material-flow characteristics of discrete products cannot be recognized from 3D-MCAD
models. Mitra et al. [Mit+13a] also add that conveyor-related components such as
conveyor belts and conveyor rollers have few prominent geometric characteristics; there-
fore, users must identify these components manually. Moreover, the material flow us-
ing conveyors possesses unique modeling characteristics so that Spitzweg [Spi09] and
Lindworsky [Lin11] must separate conveyor-based material-flow models from other
spatial-related behavior models. Similarly, the VDI 3633-1 [VDI14] also considers
plant structure and material flow data as two separate types of technical data required
for model creation. Section 6.3 will discuss how conveyor-based material flow data,
which is unavailable in 3D-MCAD designs, can be systematically introduced into the
MCAD2Sim approach.

3D-MCAD models do not provide material-flow-related data, while also hiding
kinematic-related data. However, 3D-MCAD models explicitly show the components
used in a system, including component geometry as well as position and orientation
in 3D space (3D space transformation). Due to the diverse types of data stored in
3D-MCAD models, various methods must be applied to extract implicit and explicit
data from the models. Nevertheless, extracting such data from 3D-MCAD models still
remains challenging [Ger17].
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3D-MCAD Model

unavailable

material flow char.

implicit or hidden

kinematics

explicit

components geometry 3D-space transf.

Fig. 6.1: Data that is not present, implicitly present, or explicitly present in 3D-MCAD
models

Although geometry and kinematics are inextricably linked, kinematic data is not
explicitly available in 3D models [Sha+11]. However, it is possible to extract this
implicit data from 3D-MCAD models [Lin11, p. 44]. Section 6.4 will discuss the algo-
rithm required to recognize and extract such hidden kinematic information. On the
other hand, 3D-MCAD models explicitly show components used in a system and their
geometry, as well as their positions and orientations in 3D space. Transformations in
3D space is described in Appendix A.1.

6.2 MCAD2Sim: Workflow

To address the deficit or missing data previously discussed, MCAD2Sim has two sep-
arated workflows to handle both conveyor-based and conveyorless applications as de-
picted in Fig. 6.2. The workflows, denoted by A© and B© in Fig. 6.2, are in line
with concurrent engineering processes. The difference between the two workflows lies
only in the virtual commissioning phase as they require different processes to produce
VC simulation models. Note that this phase and its sub-activities are marked in blue.
Conveyor-based applications require a process called Merger to merge material-flow
behavior descriptions with 3D-MCAD models, whereas conveyorless applications need
a rule-based process called Converter to convert 3D-MCAD models to VC simulation
models. Merger and Converter can produce simulation models in AutomationML for-
mat (cf. Section 4.4), the chosen central data model of this approach. This enables
two disparate models, i.e. models with and without conveyors, to be combined. VC
simulation models in AutomationML format are then imported into any supporting
simulation tool, indicating that they are ready to be tested for virtual commissioning.

In this approach, a simulation tool called RobotStudio [RobotStudio@] has been
selected, which is a PC application for 3D modeling, programming, and simulation of
robots and robot cells [ABB17]. However, RobotStudio is not only limited to robot
simulation, as non-robot components can be modeled and simulated using Smart-
Components with behavior descriptions, with some containing 3D geometrical shapes,
while others do not [ABB17]. Said more simply, SmartComponents are RobotStudio’s
behavior models. SmartComponents can be combined with other SmartComponents
to describe more sophisticated behavior.
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A©: Conveyor-based material flow applications

B©: Conveyorless material flow applications

Fig. 6.2: MCAD2Sim approach in compliance with the VDI-4499 engineering workflow

A©: Workflow for conveyor-based applications As already discussed in Chapter
2, during the facility concept phase, customer requirements are gathered and produc-
tion processes as well as conceptual solutions are evaluated. Outputs from this phase
are usually expressed in the form of informal verbal or textual communications, which
are then forwarded to the mechanical design phase. Instead of sketching conceptual so-
lutions for material flow applications, this dissertation encourages engineers to compile
material flow requirements using VDI-2860 [VDI90] material handling symbols. Just
as in Lotter [Lot86] and Hesse [Hes01], planning handling systems is demonstrated in
a generic manner using VDI-2860 symbols so as to replace verbal explanations. Hesse
[Hes01] specifically includes four DIN-8580 symbols to describe four production opera-
tions, namely forming (Formgeben), changing form (Formändern), treatment (Behan-
deln), and joining (Fügen). These symbols systematically translate informal customer
requirements into a meaningful conceptual design. This allows MCAD2Sim to access
the output data of the facility concept phase and search for material flow descrip-
tions without manual supplementation. Section 6.3 will introduce VDI-2860 symbols
and their expressiveness in capturing material flow requirements. The VDI-2860 be-
havior models provide the input for the mechanical design and virtual commissioning
phase. When 3D-MCAD models are available, Merger combines VDI-2860 behavior
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models with 3D-MCAD models to produce a complete VC model (i.e. behavior and
visualization model) in AutomationML format.

B©: Workflow for conveyorless applications This workflow uses data residing
in 3D-MCAD models as its the only source for creating conveyorless simulation mod-
els. Converter aims to recognize kinematic joints from 3D-MCAD models, specifically
from mechanical assemblies within the models. Mechanical assemblies are convention-
ally created in 3D-MCAD systems by first designing individual parts and then joining
them together. This allows for easy disassembly, visualization of relative motion, and
identification of spatial relationships between parts as well as the creation of part lists
and separation of part materials [Lom13]. Parts are typically assembled according to
assembly constraints, revealing the design intent. This is understood as anticipated be-
havior [Ote+14] and is depicted through features, parameters, and constraints [ZL09].
Thus, it is imperative that assemblies be capable of capturing design intent [Whi04,
p. 34]. Turner et al. [TSG92] also note that a constraint can be thought of as a set
of motions. Inspired by these ideas, Section 6.4 will present algorithms which rec-
ognize supported movements from assembly constraints. Thus, the algorithm takes
the 3D transformation of components in 3D-MCAD systems into account to investi-
gate movement limits. Once spatial behavior has been recognized, its descriptions are
produced in COLLADA Kinematics (cf. Section 4.4.3), which can be added during
AutomationML formatting.

Box

Conveyor

Fig. 6.3: Add-in called AutomationML Explorer supporting the import and export of
AutomationML into and from RobotStudio
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Workflow output: AutomationML import and export Regardless of the work-
flow variants employed, MCAD2Sim always produces outputs in AutomationML for-
mat. To demonstrate this application of AutomationML, the author has developed
a RobotStudio add-in called AutomationML Explorer, which can be found under the
tab highlighted by a blue border in Fig. 6.3. This add-in supports both the import
and export of AutomationML into and from RobotStudio. The upper tab of the add-
in, AutomationML TreeView, imports AutomationML into RobotStudio in three steps
as denoted by the three buttons: Load AML (load AutomationML), Load GC (load
graphic components), and Load SC (load SmartComponents). Load AML reads a given
CAEX hierarchy from an imported document and lists it in AutomationML TreeView.
In the simple example shown in Fig. 6.3, the hierarchy consists of one IH and its three
IEs. Two IEs, named Box and Conveyor, are instances of the SUC Geometry, labeled
as Class: Geometry. Both the Box and Conveyor inherit geometric attributes from
the Geometry SUC regarding the frame and the COLLADAInterface, which are nec-
essary to load geometries in RobotStudio’s 3D space. After Load GC has been called,
RobotStudio references geometry files under COLLADAInterface and renders the files.

Geometric items (indicated by the icon ) are listed in the Layout tab on the left
corner of Fig. 6.3. SC_LinearConveying is instantiated from the LinearConveying

SUC which is a sub-class of SmartComponents (see the icon ). Load SC invokes
the corresponding SmartComponents (∗.rslib) specified under ExternalDataConnector
as well as its attributes.

On the other hand, the lower tab called RobotStudio TreeView exports RobotStudio
projects into AutomationML format, i.e. components listed in the Layout tab are
saved as IEs. Graphic components in RobotStudio are mapped to IEs of the Geometry
SUC, while non-graphic components fall into sub classes of the SmartComponent type.
This export function supports round-trip engineering in the case of iterations taking
place in the workflow. Outputs from the virtual commissioning phase are saved in
AutomationML format, which can be fed back into the facility concept and mechanical
design phases for design refinement.

6.3 MCAD2Sim: Conveyor-Based Applications
The VDI-2860 guidelines [VDI90] define material handling, a part of effective mate-
rial flow (in German: Materialfluss bewirken), as “the creating, defined changing, or
maintaining of a pre-determined spatial arrangement of geometrically defined bodies
in a reference coordinate system. Other conditions such as time, quantity, and path of
movement may also be specified.” The guidelines specifically divide handling into five
sub-functions as follows:

• Movement: the creation and changing of a defined 3D transformation of an object

• Change in quantity: the division and combination of objects

• Securing: the maintaining of an object at a defined position

• Storage: the holding of objects (e.g. workpieces) in storage units such as vibrator
feeders (unarranged storage)
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• Inspection: the testing of functions such as counting, availability checking, color,
position, orientation, etc.

As shown in Table 6.1, each sub-function is then broken down further into ele-
mentary and combined functions. Since this dissertation focuses specifically on 3D
transformation-related functions (i.e. the movement and securing groups), the in-
spection function, usually performed by sensors which are not typically included in
3D-MCAD models, is thus not included in Table 6.1. Readers are thus encouraged to
consult the VDI 2860 [VDI90] for the complete list of symbols.

Table 6.1: VDI-2860 symbols [VDI90]

Move-
ment

Change
Quantity

Secure Storage

Rotate Split Hold Ordered
store

Slide Merge Loose Un-
ordered
store

Convey Allocate Clamp

Orient Branch Release

Position Join

Swivel Sort

Transfer

Guide

Arrange

According to the VDI 2860 [VDI90], the functions Rotate, Slide, and Convey only
represent single and elementary motion. Rotate represents the rotation of an object
about an axis that passes through the object’s mass center. Slide describes the move-
ment of an object from one position to another which is traveling along a straight
line in an unchanged direction. Convey also represents the movement of an object
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from one position to another, but without predefined paths or orientation. There are
six other functions which combine two elementary functions: Orient and Position, for
example, combine the movements with test functions, i.e. Orient is the result of the
combination of Rotate and Check orientation, while Position is derived from Slide and
Check position together. Technically, these functions can be performed in a manner
similar to closed-loop controlled actuators. Compared to the three elementary move-
ments Rotate, Slide, and Convey, the functions Swivel, Transfer, Guide, and Arrange
add further conditions for motion or combine two elementary motions. Unlike Rotate,
Swivel (in German: Schwenken) is a rotation around a pivot point (i.e. not about an
axis through the mass center). Transfer (in German: Weitergeben) refers to move-
ment to a desired transformation along an undefined path, while Guide (in German:
Führen) refers to transformation along a defined path. Nevertheless, the orientation
under the effect of Transfer and Guide remains unchanged. As seen from its symbol,
Arrange combines Orient with Position.

Conveyor Stopper Pusher(a)

C1 C2T1 C_T1

C3

(b)

Fig. 6.4: Examples of VDI-2860 symbol usage

6.3.1 Facility Concept Design
Using the VDI-2860 symbols, conceptual plant designs can be carried out indepen-
dently of modeling and simulation tools as well as technical implementations. The
designs are presented as a set of VDI-2860 symbols arranged and connected to one
another via arrows. Each symbol represents a particular material-handling
behavior with corresponding attributes. Speed, for example, is a typical at-
tribute of Convey. Fig. 6.4(a) shows an example of material flow sequence using
Convey, Hold, and Slide, while Fig. 6.4(b) shows a different example using Convey
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(a) Assembly

Conveyor

Stopper

Pusher

Conveyor

Pusher

Stopper

(b)

C_T1

T1

Fig. 6.5: Possible mechanical designs of the facility concept designs shown in Fig. 6.4

and Rotate. The flow of material is shown by arrows. Comparing material flow in
factory automation and liquid flow in process automation, these VDI-2860 diagrams
are equivalent to P & ID circuits in terms of flow representations. For the sake of
mapping ease in subsequent steps, each symbol is marked with a unique name. The
conceptual implementation of mapping will be visualized in Section 6.3.2.

Based on this conceptual design, mechanical engineers have the technical freedom
to design or select any type of handling device. Feasible mechanical designs which
satisfy the sequences shown in Fig. 6.4(a) and (b) are shown in Fig. 6.5(a) and (b),
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b), the mechanical designs can be
more or less elaborated. Nevertheless, design components must be labeled with their
corresponding symbol name tags. These components are also listed in a hierarchical
tree shown on the left side of Fig. 6.5(a) and (b).

Fig. 6.5(a) shows a rough 3D-MCAD model Assembly consisting of Conveyor,
Stopper, and Pusher. As shown in Fig. 6.4(a) and Fig. 6.5(a), the Convey function is
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performed by a conveyor. The path and length of the conveyor determine movements
of workpieces in transport. Likewise, Hold and Slide are implemented by Stopper and
Cylinder, respectively. This allows a workpiece to be transported along Conveyor until
it reaches the location at which the Stopper is set to hold it in place. It is then slid
off the conveyor via Pusher. Fig. 6.5(b) depicts a more refined 3D-MCAD model
composed of four conveyors: C1, C2, C3, and C_T1, and a turntable T1. Workpieces
travel on the incoming conveyor C1 to T1 which rotates the workpieces towards either
of the two outgoing conveyors, C2 or C3. C_T1, the conveyor on top of T1 then
forwards the workpieces to a target conveyor.

(a) Defined classes

(b) Part’s attributes

(c) LinearConveying’s attributes

Fig. 6.6: RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib
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6.3.2 Merging Process

The merging process called Merger combines facility concept designs and 3D-MCAD
designs, i.e. embedding behavior descriptions to 3D visualization models, and produces
AutomationML-based simulation models. This merging process determines the au-
tomation level of model generation. To achieve full automation, this approach merges
the two sets of design data by mapping corresponding tags. As these two data sets
usually come from heterogeneous systems, it is necessary to establish this common
ground in the form of AutomationML formatting.

The author has created a system unit class (SUC) library called RobotStudioSys-
temUnitClassLib to support the AutomationML-based merging process as shown in
Fig 6.6(a). RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib consists of three main base classes: Part,
Mechanism, and SmartComponent. The Part class supports geometry-related instan-
tiation. As seen in Fig 6.6(b), this class has both Frame and WorkObject attributes.
The Frame attribute represents the position and rotation of geometry in x, y, z, rx,
ry, and rz values, which are relative to their parent or the global coordinate if there is
no parent. The WorkObject attribute indicates whether a geometry is a transportable
part or not. Merger translates components in 3D-MCAD designs to instances of the
Part class.

The Mechanism and SmartComponent classes, on the other hand, support behavior-
related instantiation. The former engages in non-VDI-2860 behavior descriptions such
as the forward and inverse kinematics of robots, while the latter supports only VDI-
2860-oriented behaviors. Each VDI-2860 symbol, which represents a particular behav-
ior with associated attributes, maps to a certain sub-class of SmartComponent. Fig
6.6(a) shows four sub-classes of SmartComponent specific to conveyor-related material
flow, which are: LinearConveying, ArcConveying, LinearMoving, and CircularMoving1.
Thus, the Convey symbol can be mapped to the LinearConveying or the ArcConvey-
ing class. As shown in Fig. 6.6(c), the four sub-classes of SmartComponent share the
same attributes. During application, these classes call upon corresponding RobotStu-
dio SmartComponents as specified in LibraryType’s value. Thus, in the example shown
in Fig. 6.6(c), the instance of LinearConveying class invokes LinearConveying.rslib.
PhysicalObject is another important attribute, the value of which is a matched compo-
nent name. It is used for the coupling of VDI-2860 behavior descriptions and geometry.
The Pos1 and Pos2 attributes define starting and stopping positions, which depend
on matching geometry. The remaining attributes denote auxiliary variables during
operation. Users can adjust these values during simulation.

Fig. 6.7 visualizes the underlying merging mechanisms of Merger using a very
simple conceptual and mechanical design as an example scenario. Based on Robot-
StudioSystemUnitClassLib, each VDI-2860 symbol in the sample conceptual design is
parsed into an IE as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 6.7. Simultaneously, Merger
traverses a hierarchical tree of mechanical assembly from 3D-MCAD systems and in-
stantiates an IE of the Part class for each component in the tree as shown on the
right-hand side of Fig. 6.7. The IE named Assembly - C1 includes both refURI, which
points to its own source file in COLLADA 1.4.1 format, and Frame, i.e. position and

1These SmartComponents are collected in an add-in called ModelingPlugin developed by ABB
Corporate Research Center in Ladenburg.
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C1

IE C1 [Class: LinearConveying]
LibraryType = LinearConveying
PhysicalObject =
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Fig. 6.7: Visualization of the merging process

orientation in 3D space. Merger merges the IEs from the two sources and then finds a
pair of identical IE names. When a match is found, a component name is transferred
to the PhysicalObject of a matched partner, as shown by a dashed blue line. In short,
Merger searches for a geometric name for each VDI-2860-based IE, which allows for
the coupling of VDI-2860 behavior descriptions and geometry. Further details on the
technical implementation of Merger will be provided in Chapter 7.
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6.4 MCAD2Sim: Conveyorless Applications
In comparison to production lines using conveyors, conveyorless production lines (i.e.
non-conveyor kinematics) do not necessarily require data from conceptual designs. In-
stead, only kinematic data from 3D-MCAD models is sufficient. As mentioned earlier,
3D-MCAD models are digital representations of mechanical assemblies which can be
designed using either a bottom-up or top-down approach. In the bottom-up approach,
an orthodox assembly modeling method in many 3D-MCAD systems, parts are lo-
cated by constraining their surfaces to ensure specific relationships between their parts
[Whi04, p. 45-47]. This allows for a creation of mechanical assemblies in which individ-
ual parts, usually obtained from different component vendors, are joined together using
assembly constraints. Note that the term assembly constraint is also generally known
as a mating constraint. 3D-MCAD systems also introduce different terms to refer to
assembly or mating constraints, such as placement constraints in Pro/ENGINEER and
assembly mates or simply mates in SolidWorks.

xy

z

(b.1) constraint 1: line-to-line (b.2) constraint 1: plane-to-plane

(a) without constraint

(c) constraint 2: plane-to-plane

Fig. 6.8: Assembling prismatic joints
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(a) line-to-line constraint (b) plane-to-plane constraint

Fig. 6.9: Assembling rotational joints

As shown in Fig. 6.8(a), without assembly constraints, the rod is able to move freely
in 3D space in six possible ways (i.e. six DoFs): three translations along and three
rotations around the x-, y- and z-axis. The hollow cube, on the other hand, is static
or fully constrained. To attach the rod to the stationary cube, assembly constraints
are required for the coupling of their geometric entities (e.g. points, lines, and planes).
Both line-to-line and plane-to-plane constraints are applied to the rod so that it can
be inserted into the hollow cube, as shown in Fig. 6.8(b.1) and (c), respectively.
Alternatively, the line-to-line constraint can be replaced by a plane-to-plane constraint
as presented in Fig. 6.8(b.2). These constraints result in spatial relations within
the pair, i.e. the rod can only move in linear fashion vis-á-vis the cube and thus
is reduced from six DOFs down to one. The resulting linear movement indicates a
translational joint in which the cube acts as the parent link and the rod as the child
link. Similarly, Fig. 6.9 also shows how line-to-line and plane-to-plane constraints are
used to create revolute joints. The line-to-line constraint forces a component pair to
share the same axis, while the plane-to-plane constraint brings the pair into contact
with one another. Although the line- and plane-based constraints used here are the
same as in Fig. 6.8(b.1) and (c), the resulting kinematic pairs are different, which is
due to the geometric shapes of mating components

(a) without plane-to-plane constraint (b) with plane-to-plane constraint

Fig. 6.10: Assembling planar joints
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Fig. 6.10 depicts how to use a plane-to-plane constraint to create a planar joint. On
top of the planar joint, Fig. 6.11 shows that concentric constraints with lock rotation
can be applied to not only align the axes of holes but also prevent concentric rotation.
As rotation between two contacting parts is blocked, this set of constraints results in
a bolted joint, which is a fixed joint. Nevertheless, these four examples demonstrate
various usages for constraints in assembling components for 3D-MCAD systems and
how these constraints enforce or restrict relative motion within a pair. Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, interpreting constraints in assemblies can help reveal hidden
kinematic joints, i.e. the design’s actual intent.

(a) with plane-to-plane constraint and
concentric constraint with lock rotation (b) resulting bolted joints

Fig. 6.11: Assembling fixed joints

6.4.1 Constraint-Joint Mapping
Over the past 30 years, there has been a gradual shift of constraint-joint mapping
towards its increased implementation in 3D-MCAD systems. Originally, the early
publications in the domain of constraint-joint mapping determined translational and
rotational freedom via contact surfaces within a pair exclusively [TSG92]. A prismatic
pair, for example, occurs when a contact surface possesses a constant cross section and
a non-round cylinder in a given direction. Similarly, a revolute pair is the result of
contact surfaces which are surfaces of revolution. Nevertheless, Turner et al. [TSG92]
induce kinematic joints from only two input constraints. Therefore, the rest of their
research focuses on constraint reduction. They note that the deduction of kinematic
joints from contact surfaces remains a very complicated problem and is equivalent to
the surface-surface intersection problem in the geometric modeling domain.

A similar set of problems is also found in the computer animation domain when
attempting to automatically identify joint types of complex 3D shapes such as anima-
tion characters. In 2004, Gelfand and Guibas [GG04] developed what they call slippage
motion analysis, which can infer kinematic joints from contact surfaces. The analysis
comprises two main steps: segmentation and motion calculation. Segmentation di-
vides a given complex 3D shape represented by meshes into simple geometric parts
(e.g. planes, cylinders, and spheres) which possess one or more motions. The analysis
then computes possible motions between the segmented parts by sliding each of them
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against its stationary version while maintaining the contact surface. For example, the
resulting motion between the touching surfaces of two spherical shapes implies a spher-
ical joint. Similarly, cylindrical joints can be easily recognized at the touching surfaces
of cylindrical shapes. Later, in 2009, Xu et al. [Xu+09] applied the slippage analysis
technique for the purposes of segmenting shapes and categorizing joints; however, they
note that the analysis cannot achieve 100% accuracy due to limitations posed by the
geometry of some joints. Moreover, resulting motions solely rely on segmented shapes,
which are dependent on segmentation techniques applied and the resolution of input
meshes. To apply slippage motion analysis in 3D-MCAD systems, segmentation cal-
culation can be omitted, as parts are modeled separately in solid modeling. Even so,
it is still crucial to export parts from 3D-MCAD systems in high resolution for motion
calculation.

Surface-based analyses are, however, only applicable to lower kinematic joint types,
i.e. those shown in Fig. 4.14, as these pairs share common contact surfaces. Higher
kinematic joint types (e.g. cams, cranks, and gears), on the other hand, share only
a single common contact point or line. The concept of symmetry [Mit+13b] is a
promising approach which has been developed in the computer animation domain to
deal with this type of problem. Mitra et al. [Mit+13a] apply the symmetry concept to
recognize higher-level joint types from 3D shapes. They assume that unsymmetrical
parts remain fixed, while symmetrical parts can rotate or move their symmetry axes.
When two symmetrical parts touch (i.e. a gap between them is less than a given
defined tolerance), the alignment of their axes can determine resulting gear types. A
parallel alignment results in spur gears, while a perpendicular configuration indicates
rack and pinions. Wheels are inferred when two symmetrical parts share the same axis
without touching. However, users still need to define levers, belts, and chains as they
have very minimal dominating geometry.

Nevertheless, applying the surface-based analysis or the concept of symmetry to 3D-
MCAD systems to analyze kinematic joints without considering assembly constraints is
uneconomical, because they use geometric entities, such as points, lines, and planes as
assembly constraints. Not only does the analysis of kinematic joints using the relation-
ships of these entities instead of contact surfaces save calculation efforts and resources,
it also can be directly applied without preconditions. Kim et al. [Kim+05] propose
Intersection of Mating Geometries (IMGs) and Independent Principal Vectors (IPVs),
two key geometric characteristics based on MCAD-based assembly constraints to an-
alyze kinematic joints. Specifically, IMG is the intersection of assembly constraints,
which can result in points, lines, or planes. As its name implies, IPV is the vector of a
constraint. A point-based constraint contains no vectors, while a line- or plane-based
constraint has a single vector. An IPV of the line-based constraint is parallel to the
line, while those with plane-based constraints are normal vectors, i.e. unit vectors that
always remain perpendicular to whatever surface or plane they are associated with.
IMG determines translational freedom, while a number of IPVs identify rotational mo-
bility. Thus, a combination of IMGs and IPVs results in the kinematic joint types
shown in the first and second column of Table 6.2.

Referring to the assemblies in Fig. 6.8(b.1) and (c) and 6.9, although they both
have plane-to-plane and line-to-line constraints, the resulting IMGs (i.e. intersection
of plane-to-plane and line-to-line constraints) and number of IPVs are different, which
is a result of differing constraint alignments. As seen in Fig. 6.8(b.1) and (c), the
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Table 6.2: Mapping of assembly constraints and kinematic joints

Joint Type
Kim et al.’s rule [Kim+05] Chang’s rule [Cha14]
No. of IPVs IMG Possible sets of constraints

Prismatic 2 Line Two pairs of plane-to-plane con-
straint aligned
OR a line-to-line constraint ‖ a
plane-to-plane constraint

Revolute 1 Point A line-line constraint (concentric
axis) ⊥ a plane-plane constraint

Planar 1 Plane A plane-to-plane constraint
Cylindrical 1 Line A line-to-line constraint
Spherical 0 Point A point-to-point constraint

intersection of line and plane results in the line IMG, with the line and plane vectors
pointing in orthogonal directions providing two IPVs. According to Table 6.2, this
matches the prismatic joint type. For the second example shown in Fig. 6.9, the
intersection of the line and plane results in the point IMG, but the line and plane
vector pointing in the same direction results in only one IPV. As indicated in the last
column of Table 6.2, this matches the revolute joint type.

Chang [Cha14] later tailored the rule proposed by Kim et al. [Kim+05] to better
suit it to 3D-MCAD systems. He translated the rule by matching an IMG-IPV pair
to possible combinations of assembly constraints. His resulting mapping is shown in
the last column of Table 6.2. Two non-coplanar pairs of plane-to-plane constraints,
like those in Fig. 6.8(b.2) and (c), yield two IPVs. The intersection of the two non-
coplanar planes results in an IMG line. Alternatively, like those in Fig. 6.8(b.1) and
(c), parallelisms of line-to-line and plane-to-plane constraints also yield two IPVs and
an IMG line. Similarly, one IPV and one IMG point resulting in a rotational joint can
be achieved by facing two planes together and intersecting two lines (concentric) like
those in Fig 6.9. These conditions are equal to the aligning of line- and plane-based
constraints perpendicularly. Having a higher degree of mobility, planar, cylindrical,
and spherical joints require less constraints. With one IPV and one IMG plane, a
planar joint can be created only by placing two coplanar planes on top of each other,
i.e. applying a plane-to-plane constraint. Similarly, only line-to-line and point-to-point
constraints are required to induce cylindrical and spherical joints, respectively.

In summary, the two underlying algorithms are very similar [Kim+05; Cha14]. Both
algorithms compute a single motion that is caused by only two input constraints. The
grouping of stationary components is therefore a prerequisite to ensure only two input
constraints are present, meaning the rule can be applied. Another prerequisite is that
bolted joints (e.g. bolts, screws, and nuts) ubiquitously found in mechanical assemblies
will be treated as fully constrained, as they can be replaced by fixed joints (e.g. lock
constraints in SolidWorks). Moreover, the exclusion of these elements is crucial because
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they tend to yield many irrelevant and extraneous details for VC simulation [Hof+12;
SMK12].

6.4.2 Converter: Kinematic chain building
Mechanical assemblies usually consist of more than one joint, i.e. a kinematic chain
(see Fig. 4.15). For this reason, it is necessary to determine a series of links and
joints. The position and orientation of joints must also be known to guarantee the
correct placement of links in a chain. A general depiction of kinematic chain building,
called Converter, is shown in Fig. 6.12. Converter analyzes the 3D-MCAD model
of a mechanical assembly and produces a kinematic chain in COLLADA Kinematics
format. The applied algorithm is based on the constraint-joint mapping rule proposed
by Chang [Cha14]. Converter ’s flowchart is presented as shown in Fig. 6.13 and 6.14.
Input and output documents are found in the blue parallelograms. Converter mainly
consists of the following four steps: identifying a root link, determining joint types,
determining joint parameters, and producing a document in COLLADA Kinematics
format. Note that Converter is applicable only to open kinematic chains.

Identifying a root link: The algorithm begins by identifying the root link of the
assembly. Serving as the assembly’s base, the root link must be fully constrained, i.e.
fixed to the ground. Moreover, the root link usually has the biggest among all links.
Thus, identifying the root link in 3D-MCAD models can be done by searching for a
stationary component within the assembly. Alternatively, the root can also be selected
manually.

Fig. 6.12: Converter conceptual workflow

Determining joint types: Starting from the root link, the flowchart traverses the
assembly hierarchy in 3D-MCAD systems to find its child link (or a next connected
component) using the root link’s constraints. The pair of components and constraints
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are then put through the first analysis phase, which poses the question “Is there a
plane-to-plane constraint?”. When the next connected component is a sub-assembly,
the algorithm goes inside that sub-assembly and determines its fixed and floating com-
ponents before entering the analysis phase. Fixed components are always treated as
parent links. When both plane-to-plane and line-to-line constraints exist within the
pair, an angle between the constraints is determined for rotation or prismatic joints
using the dot product equation shown in Eq. 6.1, where Vl =

[
vlx vly vlz

]
is a line

vector and Vp =
[
vpx vpy vpz

]
is a vector normal to the plane (a plane vector), and

θ represents the angle between the two vectors. When an angle value is 0o, the line
and plane vectors are parallel, which results in a revolute joint. On the other hand,
when the value is 90o, the vectors are perpendicular resulting in a prismatic joint. The
line vector is used as a reference axis for determining joint limits in Algorithm 1 and
2 (see Appendix A.2) in the next step. When the angle value is neither 0o nor 90o,
the joint is unknown as shown by U© in Fig. 6.14. The outputs of Algorithm 1 and
2 are written to the output document. The recent link, i.e. link i+1, is fed back into
the next iteration loop as the parent link. This entire process is repeated until the last
link (i.e. a link without further constraints) is found.

Vl ·Vp = vlxvpx + vlyvpy + vlzvpz = |Vl||Vp| cos θ (6.1)

In the event that there are no plane-to-plane constraints in a pair, the pair can be
categorized as a cylindrical, spherical, or unknown joint type as shown by A© in Fig.
6.14. The pair is then further checked for the existence of either a line- or point-based
constraint according to the rule stated in Table 6.2. When neither plane-, nor line-,
nor point-based constraints exist, the pair will have an unknown joint type. Readers
are encouraged to refer to Algorithms 1 and 2 when calculating cylindrical joint limits,
a combination of one rotational DoF and one translational DoF. Similarly, spherical
joint limits can be determined by applying Algorithm 1 on three rotational axes. The
next possibility is that a plane-to-plane constraint is found together with a locked
constraint as shown by B©, which results in a fixed joint. The last possibility is that
only a plane-to-plane constraint is found as indicated by C©, resulting in a planar joint.
Planar joint limits consisting of two translational joints can be determined by applying
Algorithm 2 to two translational axes.

Determining joint parameters: Geometry and internal structure of parent and
child links imply not only joint types, but also permissible motion ranges. Thus, after
a revolute or prismatic joint is identified in the previous step, its line vector is used
as a reference rotation or translation axis of a child link. As can been in lines 1 to
10 of Algorithm 1, the line vector Vl dictates the rotation about itself. The child
link incrementally rotates 1o at a time until it collides with other objects restricting
its further movement. A rotation matrix at the collision point R2 is stored (see line
11 of Algorithm 1) for future reference. To determine the angle swept, which is in
the form of axis-angle representation, the matrices before and after rotation R1 and
R2 are first converted to quaternions q1 and q2. Next, the axis-angle format θ1e1
and θ2e2 are calculated (see lines 12 and 13 of Algorithm 1). The difference of the θ
angles is calculated as shown in lines 14 to 16. Algorithm 2 is applied for translation;
however, it is based on the same principles. The incremental rotation is replaced by
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Fig. 6.14: Converter flowchart (continued)

translation (see lines 1 to 10). Translational displacement is calculated based on pre-
and post-collision translation vectors, T1 and T2, respectively.

Producing COLLADA Kinematics: Outputs of each iteration, i.e. link i, link
i+1, and joint i, are appended to a kinematic chain. According to the COLLADA
Kinematics scheme (cf. Section 4.4.3), each joint in the chain is stored as a <joint>
element, in which joint-related detail such as <prismatic>, <revolute>, <axis>, and
<limits> elements are specified, under <library_joints>. Links are also stored in
similar fashion under the <library_geometry> element, each of which is saved under
the <geometry> element. Geometric shape is described by means of polygon meshes
and stored under the <mesh> element. When <library_joints> and <library_geome-
try> are instantiated, the link and joint order (chain configuration) is described under
<kinematics_model>. The remaining elements such as <library_visual_scene> and
<scene> are also added to the output document according to the scheme.

6.5 Summary
This chapter presents MCAD2Sim, which is based on the structured-data-driven ap-
proach discussed in the previous chapter. The application of data created during early
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stages of the project lifecycle means that not only does MCAD2Sim save modeling
effort, it is also an integral part of the concurrent engineering process. This keeps
the project lifecycle minimal change and encourages more widespread usage of VC.
Moreover, early VC model creation during the mechanical design phase is one of the
important aspects of effective implementation of VC, as the earlier a model is created,
the higher its accuracy and the more positive the effects of VC will be [VDMA20b].
An integration of 3D-MCAD models (and ECAD models) into VC model creation also
serves as a next step to establish and increase the efficiency of VC [VDMA20b].

Cross combination of VDI-2860-based conceptual designs and 3D-MCAD models
enables MCAD2Sim to deal with conveyor-based applications, while 3D-MCAD mod-
els alone can sufficiently work with conveyorless applications. Although these two
applications have their own workflow path, their end results can be combined in Au-
tomationML format. On the contrary, some simulation tools or studies devote them-
selves only to conveyor-based applications, which employ specific modeling methods
and cannot be applied to conveyorless application scenarios.

As a core of the structured-data-driven approach, either algorithms or simulator
interfaces are required to extract information from data. Such algorithms include a
vast range of domains such as heuristic-based rules, AI, statistical analysis, ontology,
etc. MCAD2Sim, on the other hand, includes a name-based mapping rule and rule-
based algorithm to extract spatial information from the input data in a deterministic
way. The application of VDI-2860 symbols is straightforward and intuitive; therefore,
name-based mapping is sufficient to extract flow information and attach it to associ-
ated 3D geometries. This effective mapping method yields a kinematic model with 3D
visualization. Chapter 7 will implement and demonstrate MCAD2Sim in a real-world
conveyor-based application scenario. For non-conveyor kinematics, MCAD2Sim ap-
plies the constraint-joint mapping rule to extract spatial information from 3D-MCAD
models. Chapter 8 will present the application of the rule to a pick and place station.
Ultimately, the goal is to create a semantic-based system that can 100% recognize
components in 3D-MCAD models and their spatial behavior. MCAD2Sim brings VC
modeling one step closer towards that goal.



Chapter 7

Model Generation of
Conveyor-Based Material Flow
Applications

Conveyors are ubiquitous in manufacturing processes, making material flow simulation
an important part of all stages of production. Describing the flow and behavior of ma-
terial on conveyors is an essential behavioral aspect of mechatronic systems [Bot+09].
Product flow modeling also belongs to the fundamentals of VC to mimic the behavior
of real machines [PVB14]. The flow of transported parts can be described in different
levels of detail (cf. Section 4.3) defined by VDI-3693 [VDI16a]. Thus, the flow of trans-
ported parts can be described by event-based (e.g. logic and Petri nets), kinematic
(e.g. trajectory paths), or dynamic models (e.g. mathematical equations). Moreover,
transported parts can be abstracted into one single geometric part or many discrete
parts. According to Hoher et al. [Hoh+12], the single-part flow is referred to as the
microscopic level, while massive flows of discrete parts such as grains are categorized
as macroscopic. Nevertheless, as already mentioned in Section 4.3, level of detail, i.e.
microscopic or macroscopic level, depends on desired test cases and user requirements.
Specifically focusing on the kinematic level, this chapter exemplifies MCAD2Sim in
a conveyor-flow application scenario with a lot size of 1 (i.e. one-piece-flow or one
discrete part). At the kinematic level, transported workpieces are assigned with tra-
jectory paths (no explicit time involved). The conveyor kinematics is usually simplified
to the velocity vector, the direction of movement, or the conveyor status (on or off)
[VG15].

The following sections present how MCAD2Sim is applied in the sequence according
to the workflow shown in Fig. 6.2. Section 7.1 demonstrates how VDI-2860 symbols
are used in the facility concept design phase. Next, Section 7.2 presents the corre-
sponding mechanical design of the facility. Section 7.3 shows how the conceptual and
mechanical design is merged in order to produce an AutomationML-based simulation
model. The generated simulation model is then imported into RobotStudio in Section
7.4. Additionally, Section 7.5 presents how simulation models can be modified and
fed back into the two design phases for refinement. Finally, Section 7.6 discusses and
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compares the results with other research while also summarizing the advantages and
disadvantages.

7.1 Conceptual Facility Design

To assist engineers in the facility design, a VDI-2860 library containing the symbols
has been implemented in Microsoft Visio 2013 as shown on the left side of Fig. 7.1.
Based on the given requirements, engineers conceptually design a facility by choosing
corresponding symbols from the VDI-2860 library. As seen in the middle of Fig. 7.1, the
Convey symbol has been selected from the library. The attributes of C1 according to
RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib (see Fig. 6.6) are shown in the Shape Daten (English:
Shape Data) pane in the bottom right corner of Fig. 7.1. Engineers need to specify
only LibraryType, which is the LinearConveying class in this case. The remaining
attributes are later recognized once a matched geometry has been merged.

Fig. 7.1: VDI-2860 library implemented in Microsoft Visio 2013

As an example scenario, workpieces travel to different stations in a production cell
with a 7-segment-display layout by means of conveyors. In other words, the layout
looks like a 7-segment-display. A turntable with a conveyor on top is required at the
T-shaped and L-shaped junctions to turn and forward workpieces to their destination
conveyors. According to these customer requirements, a conceptual facility is designed
using the VDI-2860 library as shown in Fig. 7.2. Conveyors are represented by Convey
symbols with labels starting with C_. In similar fashion, turntables are represented by
Convey and Rotate symbols with the labels C_Tx and T_x, respectively. Workpieces,
labeled as box, enter the cell via the conveyor labeled C_1.
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Fig. 7.2: Conceptual facility design based on VDI-2860 symbols

7.2 Mechanical Design Phase

Built from the given conceptual design, a resulting mechanical design using SolidWorks
2018 is shown in Fig. 7.3. The production cell consists of seven roller conveyors, six
turntables, and a robot station. As a top-level mechanical assembly, the cell labeled

Station10 consists of parts ( icon) or sub-assemblies ( icon) as shown in the
hierarchical tree SolidWorks’ FeatureManager (see the left-hand side of Fig. 7.3). Fol-
lowing the bottom-up design approach, parts and sub-assemblies, either self-created
or obtained from vendors, are placed in a SolidWorks 3D space using assembly con-
straints to create the production cell. As indicated by the icons above, conveyors are
parts, while turntables are sub-assemblies consisting of a fixed construction base with
a rotating disk on top. Note that since SolidWorks uses a y-up axis by default, it is
highly recommended to switch the vertical axis to a z-up axis in order to be compatible
with the COLLADA schema.

Each component or sub-assembly is labeled by its file name, e.g. RollerConveyor.
Since seven instances of RollerConveyor and six instances of Turntable are used in this
assembly, each instance has then been automatically marked by SolidWorks with a
unique ID, e.g. RollerConveyor<1> and Turntable<1>. Changing component names
in SolidWorks means changing file names, a task which has consequences for other
assemblies using the same components. However, SolidWorks allows component infor-
mation to be stored in Component Reference (CR) after an instance name and ID, as
shown in curly brackets. CR values are therefore used for mapping purposes. As can be
seen from the FeatureManager, the instances RollerConveryor<1> and Turntable<1>,
for example, have a CR value of C_1 and T_1, respectively. Robots can be added
to mechanical designs (e.g. Yumi<1> in Fig. 7.3) but not to conceptual designs, as
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Fig. 7.3: Exemplifying production cells designed in SolidWorks

robots are not part of conveyor-based material flow specifications. Furthermore, from
the customer point of view, their movement is too detailed and cannot be described
with the VDI-2860 symbols.

7.3 Merging of Conceptual and MCAD Designs
The conceptual and mechanical designs (see Fig. 7.2 and 7.3) from the two heteroge-
neous systems, i.e. Microsoft Visio and SolidWorks, are combined in this step using
Merger. Based on the merging concept shown in Fig. 6.7, the author has developed
Merger, a standalone C# application which can access data from Microsoft Visio and
SolidWorks through their application programming interfaces (APIs)1. Merger also
uses AutomationML Engine2 provided by AutomationML consortium to support the
creation and manipulation of CAEX files (a skeleton of an AutomationML document).

Fig. 7.4 shows a screen capture of Merger. After users have opened the conceptual
design using the Open Visio button, the VDI-2860 symbols as well as their attributes
are listed in a hierarchical tree under the Behaviour Model pane as shown in the left
half of Fig. 7.4. These items appear as IEs in AutomationML format. The VDI-2860
symbols belong to the SmartComponent class, while box as a workpiece is of the Part
class. Similarly, users open the mechanical design using the Open SolidWorks button,

1Microsoft.Office.Interop.Visio.dll, SolidWorks.Interop.sldworks.dll, and SolidWorks.In-
terop.swconst.dll are APIs used in the development of Merger.

2AutomationML Engine v3.1 is an API consisting of Altova.dll, AltovaXML.dll, AMLEngine.dll,
and AMLEngineExtension.dll.
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Fig. 7.4: Screen capture of Merger

while parts and sub-assemblies in the MCAD model are listed under the Geometry
Model pane, which is analogous to FeatureManager, as shown on the right-hand side.
Every item under Station10, the top-level assembly, is extracted with its CR and Frame
attributes. These geometry-related items are instances of the Part class. Consequently,
during export, they are equipped with Frame, WorkObject, and refURI attributes.

As indicated by the Manual and Auto buttons shown in Fig. 7.4, Merger allows
for both automatic and manual merging. The automatic mode seeks geometric IEs
with CR values that match the names of SmartComponent IEs. Once a match has
been found, the CR value is transferred to the PhysicalObject attribute of the matched
SmartComponent IE. This is indicated by items highlighted in blue in the Behaviour
Model pane of Fig. 7.4. Manual mapping, on the other hand, allows for flexibility,
especially when a component performs more than one VDI-2860 function. For example,
the rotating function can be mapped to the turntable geometry automatically, while
the conveying function can be added manually. When the mapping is done, users then
press the Export AML button. After this, the result is exported into AutomationML
format as shown in Fig. 7.5. Note that only a part of the generated AutomationML
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document is presented in Fig. 7.5 due to space limitations. Readers are encouraged to
see the complete result in Appendix A.3.

Fig. 7.5: Generated AutomationML document: CAEX and their attributes

As shown in Fig. 7.5, CAEX consisting of IH and IEs is created. The produc-
tion cell, Station10, is represented by IH. Its children, IEs of the SmartComponent
and Part classes, are itemized below. The attributes and interfaces of the C_1,
T_1, RollerConveyor-1, and Turnable-1/Turnable_Moveable-1 IEs are also visualized
as indicated by black lines in Fig. 7.5. As indicated by dashed blue lines in Fig.
7.5, the PhysicalObject values of C_1 and T_1 point to corresponding IEs of the
Part class, which are RollerConveyor-1 and Turnable-1/Turnable_Moveable-1, respec-
tively. RollerConveyor-1 and Turnable-1/Turnable_Moveable-1 store the Frame values
as their position and orientation. They also save refURI values as references to their
source file in COLLADA format (∗.dae) in a pre-defined directory.
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7.4 Importing to Simulation Tools
As a part of the MCAD2Sim workflow, the resulting output document in Automa-
tionML format is imported into RobotStudio using AutomationML Explorer, the devel-
oped add-in presented in Chapter 6. The simulation model generated by that add-in is
shown in Fig. 7.6. Once the CAEX file has been imported via AutomationML Explorer,
the IEs of the Part class instantiate their geometry (which is called “graphic compo-
nents”’ in RobotStudio) in RobotStudio. As can be seen in the View window, these
graphic components are created with the same positions as those found in SolidWorks
mechanical designs. Thus, manual positioning is not required. The graphic compo-

nents are also listed in the Layout tab with the icon . Similarly, SmartComponent
IEs call upon RobotStudio SmartComponents, which are listed as shown in the Layout

tab with the icon , and are then bound to their corresponding graphic components.
Although the SmartComponents are not visible, spatial descriptions of these Smart-
Components can still be viewed or edited using the Properties window (see the right
top corner of Fig. 7.6). For example, the C_1 IE, an instance of the LinearConveying
class, is instantiated with its specified attributes. This results in a linear conveying
path on the associated geometry (i.e. on Station10 - RollerConveyor-1) with the Pos1
and Pos2 attributes as the starting and stopping points along the path. Since these
points are hardly known from the conceptual design phase and thus not given, users
must specify them using the Direction (mm) attribute. As a result, workpieces sitting
on RollerConveyor-1 can be moved ±100mm along the x-axis direction. Whether the
direction is negative or positive depends on the Boolean Direction attribute. Similarly,
the instantiation of T_1 results in a 90o rotation about the z-axis of Turnable-1/Turn-
able_Moveable-1. The motion paths obtained exhibit conveyor kinematics, which is
the result of combining geometry and behavior descriptions as well as very little man-
ual supplementation. Additional modeling in RobotStudio is thus nearly zero. Once
RobotStudio is connected to a controller and I/Os are assigned, the simulation model
shown in Fig. 7.6 is then ready for VC.

7.5 Round-Trip Engineering
The previous section marks the end of the MCAD2Sim workflow. The preceding sec-
tions have presented how data is forwarded on subsequent phases to generate simulation
models of production cells. This section, however, demonstrates how MCAD2Sim also
supports reverse data flow in the case of iterations for error handling or fine tuning.
In other words, the validation results from the previous phase can be fed back into
earlier phases to further refine the model. Forward and backward data flows within an
engineering process are an example of round-trip engineering concepts.

To demonstrate reverse data flows in the case of error handling, readers are referred
to SolidWorks FeatureManager in Fig. 7.3. All six instances of the turntable, i.e.
Turntable<1> to Turntable<6>, possess only one CR value. Specifically, these CR
values (T_x) are related to the Rotate symbol. Thus, after merging, these turntables
only exhibit the rotation behavior. Thus, conveying behavior must be added to the
turntables by mapping. Instead of having to go back to the mechanical design phase
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Fig. 7.6: Resulting simulation model in RobotStudio

to correct the model, MCAD2Sim allows engineers to make adjustments using Merger
(cf. Section 7.3). The manual mapping mode enables engineers to map turntables to
the LinearConveying class. Fig. 7.7 shows SolidWorks FeatureManager after manual
mapping has been performed. As shown in blue boxes in Fig. 7.7, the newly added CR
values of these turntables (i.e. C_T1 to C_T6) are fed back into the mechanical design
phase and stored in the MCAD model. The feedback values elaborate the turntable
behavior resulting in a more accurate model.

For fine tuning purposes, engineers can modify imported simulation models in
RobotStudio and export them into AutomationML format via AutomationML Explorer.
For example, commissioning engineers might want to add ABB robots or other com-
ponents to the simulation model. The modified model in AutomationML format can
be reprocessed for refinement instead of building a new model from scratch in a new
iteration.

7.6 Summary
This chapter demonstrates the application of MCAD2Sim for the purpose of (semi-)
automatically producing conveyor-based material flow simulation models at the 3D-
kinematic level. Fig. 7.8 summarizes a walk-through of MCAD2Sim in accordance
with the concurrent engineering process. Although very little manual mapping efforts
might be required by Merger, utilizing the data created in the conceptual and me-
chanical design phases helps save significant effort in comparison to manual or other
semi-automatic creation methods. Isolated from the engineering process, manual cre-
ation methods usually take place inside simulation tools by selecting conveyor segments
with pre-defined trajectories from simulation tool libraries and placing them in the cor-
rect position. In a more elaborate fashion, Rossmann et al. [RSW11] manually map
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Fig. 7.7: SolidWorks FeatureManager after reverse data flow

a function model, which is described by an arrow showing the trajectory path of a
transported part, to the imported 3D model of a conveyor segment. These processes
are clearly not driven by data from the engineering process and thus create addi-
tional workload for commissioning engineers. MCAD2Sim, on the contrary, supports
engineers by (semi-) automatically elaborating models during the actual engineering
process.

Moreover, the resulting level of detail of the generated model is relatively high.
Upgrading to the dynamic level can be done by introducing mathematical equations
or physics engines to the models. Such an upgrade offers more realistic simulation and
is particularly relevant for massive flow simulation, which takes physical characteristics
into account. As already mentioned, readers should keep in mind that dynamic models
require more computational resources and possess less numerical stability than those of
kinematic models [HV12; NL15]. Alternatively, Hoher and Verl [HV12] apply a hybrid
model, which combines a kinematic and dynamic model from two different simulators,
to find a happy medium between advantages and disadvantages of both models [HV12].
Nevertheless, it is considerably more time-consuming to start directly at the dynamic
level, while also requiring a higher level of know-how.

To some extent, the conceptual design phase is comparable to those presented in
[Grü+14; Grü+15] in which product flow diagrams and product flow exchanges are
used to describe material flows using the VDI 2860 symbols. However, Grüner et al.
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Fig. 7.8: Walk-through summary of MCAD2Sim

[Grü+14; Grü+15] aim at lower fidelity models, as MCAD models are not combined
in their approach; thus, function attributes such as conveyor length must be specified
manually.

Comparable to AutomationML Explorer, Yemenicioglu [Yem17] develops an Au-
tomationML importer and exporter to support both functions in the tarakos [tarakos@]
tool chain for VC applications. A manually created simulation model in taraVR-
Builder3 can be exported into CAEX and COLLADA. Yemenicioglu [Yem17] also
develops AutomationML role class and system unit class libraries (which are similar
to RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib in terms of describing material handling processes)
to systematically convert each component in the model to IE. Thus, each component
in the model is converted to IE with assigned role and system unit classes, and its
geometry is exported into COLLADA 1.4.1 format. However, Yemenicioglu does not
elaborate on the mapping process how roles and classes are assigned. Since his work
focuses only on data exchange and not on model building, his workflow takes place
exclusively in the virtual commissioning phase without orienting itself as a part of
the project development lifecycle. The Conexing project [Kuh+10; BSK14; SBK14;
Stu+14], on the other hand, is more comparable to MCAD2Sim in terms of embed-

3taraVRBuilder, one of the engineering tools in tarakos tool chain, is a layout planning tool for
production and logistics systems. source: https://www.tarakos.de/taravrbuilder.html
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ding SmartComponents into AutomationML. In summary, these related research works
resemble only a part of the MCAD2Sim workflow.



Chapter 8

Model Generation of Conveyorless
Applications

This chapter exemplifies the use of MCAD2Sim with a conveyorless material-flow ap-
plication, which is a pick and place system. Section 8.1 introduces readers to the
system’s mechanical design, including the geometry and assembly constraints used in
the design. Section 8.2 applies the Converter flowcharts and algorithms presented
in Section 6.4.2 to the pick and place system in order to extract a kinematic chain
and produce COLLADA Kinematics. Section 8.3 demonstrates how the resulting VC
model in COLLADA Kinematics automatically instantiates a VC simulation model
in RobotStudio. Section 8.4 discusses the results and some comparable approaches in
terms of their advantages and disadvantages.

8.1 Mechanical Design Phase
Fig. 8.1 shows an XZ Cartesian robot (or gantry) designed in SolidWorks. The gantry
system, as a SolidWorks top-level assembly called XZ_Robot, consists of five main
items as listed below. Annotated item names are also shown in Fig. 8.1. Following
the traditional bottom-up approach, the author joined these items together, which
had been previously designed or obtained from component vendors, using assembly
constraints. Every item except item 4 has been obtained from the Festo website1 in
the SolidWorks formats (∗.sldprt or ∗.sldasm).

1. x-axis guided pneumatic actuator2

1.1. housing
1.2. slide

2. flange3

1https://www.festo.com/net/de_de/SupportPortal/default.aspx
2Part number and product code: 526666 DGPL-40-400-PPV-A-B-KF-GK-SH
3Part number and product code: 192692 HAPB-32-40
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3. z-axis guided pneumatic actuator4

3.1. housing
3.2. piston

4. flange

5. pneumatic-driven rotary actuator5

5.1. housing
5.2. swivel

As denoted in the list above, the x-axis actuator moves along the x-axis in linear
fashion. It also serves as the robot’s base and is fixed as denoted by the label (f) in
FeatureManager of Fig. 8.1. Marked with the assembly icon as shown in Feature-
Manager of Fig. 8.1, the x-axis, z-axis, and rotary actuators (items 1, 3, and 5) all
constitute assemblies, each of which consists of fixed housing and one movable part.
Pistons driven by compressed air are the movable parts of these actuators, but their
external appearances differ in design (compare items 1.2, 3.2, and 5.2). Flanges (items
2 and 4) are used to join these three actuators together. However, fasteners, which are
not necessary for simulation, are replaced with equivalent fix constraints.

Fig. 8.1: XZ gantry robot

Table 8.1 lists the assembly constraints used in the gantry robot and anticipated
joint types. The applied assembly constraints, which are known as “mates” in Solid-
Works, are of the SolidWorks standard assembly type. In SolidWorks, line-to-line or

4Part number and product code: 532318 DFM-32-50-B-P-A-GF-ZR
5Part number and product code: 574400 DRRD-20-180-FH-PA
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plane-to-plane constraints are also called “coincident mates” with line or plane enti-
ties, as two lines or two planes embody the same position in space. As the applied
constraints are not SolidWorks-specific assembly constraints, they are also available in
other MCAD systems.

Within the x-axis actuator (item 1), the slide (item 1.2) is attached to the housing
(item 1.1) using line-to-line and plane-plane constraints. Both constraints run parallel
to one another, resulting in prismatic joints. Next, the flange (item 2) is connected
to the slide of item 1 using the plane-to-plane and lock constraints. Both constraints
can be used as substitutes for both bolts and t-slot nuts, which are used to fasten the
flange to the slide. The former constraint brings the flange and the slide into contact,
while the latter fixes and finalizes their positions and orientations.

In similar fashion, the z-axis linear drive (item 3) is attached to the other side
of the flange using the plane-to-plane constraint and the concentric constraint using
lock rotation. Maintaining positions and orientations, the latter constraint behaves
like through-hole bolt joints which assemble both items together. Similar to the x-
axis actuator, the piston rod of the z-axis drive is attached to its housing using the
line-to-line and plane-to-plane constraints. As can be seen in no. 4 in Table 8.1, these
constraints also result in prismatic joints as they are aligned in parallel.

Similar to no. 3 in Table 8.1, the flange (item 4) connects to the z-axis and rotary
drives mechanically using the plane-to-plane constraint and concentric constraint with
lock rotation. Thus, no movement is allowed between the piston (item 3.2), the flange
(item 4), and the housing of the rotary drive (item 5.1). The internal structure of the
rotary drive is shown in the last item of Table 8.1, which shows that the swivel is fitted
to the housing using the line-to-line and plane-to-plane constraints. Unlike the x- and
z-axis drives, the line and plane constraints align perpendicularly; therefore resulting
in a revolute joint.

Table 8.1: List of assembly constraints used in the XZ gantry robot

Table 8.1
No. Components Constraints Joints

1 line-to-line
constraint
‖ plane-
to-plane
constraint

prismatic
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Table 8.1 (continued)
No. Components Constraints Joints

2 plane-to-
plane con-
straint & lock
constraint

fixed

3 plane-to-
plane con-
straint &
concentric
constraint
with lock

fixed

4 line-to-line
constraint
‖ plane-
to-plane
constraint

prismatic
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Table 8.1 (continued)
No. Components Constraints Joints

5 plane-to-
plane con-
straint &
concentric
constraint
with lock

fixed

6 plane-to-
plane con-
straint &
concentric
constraint
with lock

fixed

7 line-to-line
constraint
⊥ plane-
to-plane
constraint

revolute

End of Table

8.2 Application of Converter

This section applies Converter, particularly the flowcharts presented in Fig. 6.13 and
6.14, to the mechanical design introduced in the previous section. Converter is im-
plemented in a stand-alone C# application (see MainWindow in Fig. 8.2) which has
interfaces to SolidWorks via two main APIs6. The application opens the assembly
XZ_Robot and accesses it via the IAssemblyDoc interface which allows for various
assembly operations such as reading and adding components and constraints.

6SolidWorks.Interop.sldworks.dll and SolidWorks.Interop.swconst.dll
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8.2.1 Identifying a root link

Every part and sub-assembly in XZ_Robot is listed out via GetComponents(). These
parts or sub-assemblies can be further accessed using the Component2 and ModelDoc2
classes. Of all listed items in XZ_Robot, the items using the isFixed() method are the
root links. This attribute is marked with an (f) preceding component names as can be
seen from FeatureManager in Fig. 8.1. Thus, the root link of XZ_Robot is the x-axis
actuator (item 1).

8.2.2 Traversing the assembly

The x-axis actuator marks the beginning of XZ_Robot traversal. The next step ac-
cording to the flowchart presented in Fig. 6.13 checks whether the current link is a
sub-assembly or not using GetModelDoc2(). If so, the process determines a fixed and
floating part inside the sub-assembly using isFixed(). Fixed and floating characteris-
tics define parent and child links, respectively. Constraints which are instances of the
Mate2 class between fixed and floating links are then extracted using getMates(). If
the current link is not a sub-assembly, then the next link can be determined directly
from getMates() which also returns joining parts (or MateEntity in SolidWorks terms).
Next, constraints are analyzed in terms of constraint types (swMateType_e) and ge-
ometric types (swMateEntity2ReferenceType_e). Line-to-line constraints are recog-
nized by the swMateCOINCIDENT type and the swMateEntity2ReferenceType_Line
attribute. Similarly, plane-to-plane constraints are identified by swMateCOINCIDENT
and swMateEntity2ReferenceType_Plane. Line or plane vectors can be retrieved from
their parent geometry using the EntityParams property.

When both line-to-line and plane-to-plane constraints exist between two links, their
vectors and dot product (see Eq. 6.1) determine the angle between them. The resulting
angle value of 0o and 90o invokes the rotation and translation methods (see Algorithm
1 and 2), respectively. With a given line vector as a reference axis, a floating link
is either rotated or slid using the drag() method with the CollisionDetectionEnabled
setting activated. Small motions (such as 1o or 1mm) are required parameters for
drag(), specified in the rotation matrix R.

Since line-to-line and plane-to-plane constraints are found within the x-axis, z-
axis, and rotary actuators, the drag() method is applied to all of their child links.
Fig. 8.2(a) shows floating child links prior to being moved. Notice that their sub-
assembly windows are open as well as their local coordinate systems (LCSs) which are
not the same as the world coordinate system (WCS), i.e. the z-up axis. Before being
moved, the current position and orientation of these child links are extracted using
Transform2, which is a transformation matrix M1 (see Eq. A.1). The child links are
then incrementally shifted until collision with another object occurs, as shown in Fig.
8.2(b). For the x-axis actuator, its slide incrementally moves +1mm along the x-axis
until it hits the mechanical stop (or shock absorbers if installed). Similarly, the piston
rod of the z-axis drive gradually moves +1mm along its z-axis until hitting the end of
the chamber. The swivel of the rotary drive rotates at 1o interval about its y-axis until
it hits the other end of the groove. The post-collision transformation matrices M2 of
these child links are then called using Transform2.
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Determining Joint Parameters Following Algorithm 2, the subtraction of post-
and pre-collision translation vectors T2 and T1 determines the moving range (or stroke
length) of the x- and z-axis actuators. A permissible range of motion for the x-axis
drive is calculated from the following two vectors:

[
582.53 0 0

]
and

[
116.53 0 0

]
.

This results in a 466mm range of motion along the x-axis. Determined in similar
fashion, the z-axis drive has a moving range of 49mm on the z-axis. For swivel angles
of the rotary drive, Algorithm 1 is applied. Pre- and post-collision rotation matrices
R1 and R2 and the corresponding axis-angle representations θe of the swivel are listed
in Eq. 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. This subtraction of the two axis-angle representations
results in a permissible sweep angle of 200o about the y-axis. These determined values
give engineers guidelines for the maximum allowable length and angle. This length
and angle limits can be used in simulation, but should not be used in real-world
applications. For example, the x-axis actuator has a cushion length of 30mm on each
side, leaving a total working stroke length of 400mm according to its specifications, or
406mm as measured in this study taking into account errors from the drag() method.

R1 =

−0.1736 0 0.9848
0 1 0

−0.9848 0 −0.1736

 ; θ1e1 =

 0
−100
0

 (8.1)

R2 =

−0.1736 0 −0.9848
0 1 0

0.9848 0 −0.1736

 ; θ2e2 =

 0
+100
0

 (8.2)

Since calculated moving ranges and their referenced axes are based on components’
LCSs, these LCSs must be transferred or created in the selected simulation tool, i.e.
RobotStudio, for correct reference. For the sake of simplicity in the result presentation
in Section 8.3, it is desirable to make every joint shares the same coordinate system by
converting components’ LCSs to the WCS. Resulting COLLADA output produced by
the next section is also based on this single reference system. The following paragraph
explains how to do the conversion, but note that this conversion is not mandatory.

To make a local coordinate system global, rotation matrices are applied. The
local y-up axis of x-axis and rotary actuators are converted to the global z-up axis by
applying (Rx(90) · Rz(180)). As shown in Eq. 8.3, the movement axis of the x-axis
actuator (i.e. the positive x-axis) in its LCS is equivalent to the negative x-axis in the
WCS. Applying the same rotation matrices to the rotary actuator, rotating about the
local y-axis results in the negative z-axis in the WCS as presented in Eq. 8.5. For the
y-axis actuator, its local translating axis in the positive z-axis is converted to the WCS
using (Rx(180) ·Rz(90)) resulting in the negative z-axis, as shown in Eq. 8.4

T(1),wcs =
[
1 0 0

]T ·Rx(90) ·Rz(180) =
[
−1 0 0

]T (8.3)

T(3),wcs =
[
0 0 1

]T ·Rx(180) ·Rz(90) =
[
0 0 −1

]T (8.4)

T(5),wcs =
[
0 1 0

]T ·Rx(90) ·Rz(180) =
[
0 0 −1

]T (8.5)
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(a) Before movement (b) After movement

Fig. 8.2: Child links under movement at start and stop positions
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8.2.3 Compiling Output into COLLADA Kinematics
During traversal, a resulting kinematic chain is stored in COLLADA Kinematics (cf.
Section 4.4.3). All seven joints in the chain, i.e. one revolute, two prismatic, and four
fixed joints, are formatted under the <library_joints> tag as shown in Fig. 8.3. Note
that since the syntax of COLLADA Kinematics does not support fixed joints, they are
thus stored under the <revolute> tag with null <axis> values. Similarly, the geometry
of each link is stored under the <geometry> tag nested inside <library_geometries>.
The <library_visual_scene> visualizes these links by referencing <library_geome-
tries>. Note that since SolidWorks 2018 does not support COLLADA 1.4.1 import and
export, these links must be exported in STL format. The developed C# application,
Converter, then converts them into COLLADA 1.4.1 using the MeshLabServer com-
mand in Meshlab [Cig+08]. After collections of links and joints have been established,
a kinematic chain is created under the <library_kinematics_models> tag as shown in
Fig. 8.4. The defined seven joints are instantiated under the <instance_joint> tag,
while the geometry of links is referenced via their identification tags (the sid attribute)
defined in <link> tags. Readers are encouraged to refer to the complete documentation
of the resulting COLLADA Kinematics in Appendix A.4.

8.3 Importing to Simulation Tools
Being a plant asset, the assembly XZ_robot is an IE of CAEX, the geometry and
kinematics of which can be referred to using COLLADAInterface. According to the
defined system unit class library, RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib, XZ_robot can be
categorized as an IE of the Mechanism class. As the class name implies, instances of this
class are imported into RobotStudio and instantiated as RobotStudio Mechanism7. The
IE of XZ_robot is imported into RobotStudio with resulting COLLADA Kinematics
using AutomationML Explorer as shown in Fig. 8.5. As shown in the Layout tab,
a RobotStudio Mechanism named mech is created automatically. The interpretation
of the kinematic parts of COLLADA Kinematics, i.e. <library_joint> (see Fig. 8.3)
and <library_kinematics_models> (see Fig. 8.4), into a RobotStudio Mechanism is
as follows. As can be seen in Fig. 8.3, there are only three non-fixed joints: Joint1,
Joint4, and Joint7. Thus, three RobotStudio Mechanism joints can be created as shown
by the three sliding bars in the Joint jog panel. Fixed joints are not necessarily created.
Therefore, two links which are connected by a fixed joint can be combined into one
RobotStudio Mechanism link (marked by the blue gear icon), while those with a moving
joint can be directly converted into RobotStudio Mechanism links. The geometry of the
links are referenced via the sid attribute which RobotStudio uses to render the links.

In Fig. 8.4, Link1 connects to Link2 via the instance of Joint1 (named inst_joint1),
which is of the prismatic type. Thus, Link1 is directly mapped to a RobotStudio
Mechanism link. Link2 connects to Link3 via a fixed joint, and so do Link3 and
Link4. However, Link4 connects to Link5 via a prismatic joint. Thus, Link2, Link3,
and Link4 can all be classified under the same link type, denoted here as RobotStudio
Mechanism link Link2. This interpretation is continued throughout the chain. To
examine RobotStudio Mechanism, users can use the sliding bars to move these joints

7RobotStudio Mechanism is a group of graphic components consisting of links and joints [ABB17].
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Fig. 8.3: Snippet of generated COLLADA Kinematics: library_joints

within their permissible ranges. As can be seen from Fig. 8.5, the slide of the x-axis
actuator has been moved 346mm along the negative x-axis, and the piston of the z-
axis drive has slid down 46mm on the negative z-axis. By connecting PLC outputs to
enable the control of these joints, the VC simulation model is then ready for PLC code
validation.
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Fig. 8.5: Resulting COLLADA Kinematics as VC models in RobotStudio

8.4 Summary
This chapter demonstrates the application of MCAD2Sim to (semi-) automatically
convert static 3D MCAD models – the only input data used – into VC simulation
models. The resulting model consists of a 3D visualization model and space-related
behavior descriptions with the same level of detail as that of the previous chapter,
i.e. that of a 3D-kinematic model. This level of detail can be simply upgraded to the
dynamic level by refining joint-related physical parameters (e.g. friction and damping).
In addition to producing high fidelity models, Converter requires hardly any manual
effort. In some cases, users might need to manually specify a root link to start a
workflow chain or manually identify joint types which cannot be recognized by the
constraint-joint mapping rule.

In comparison to the manual configuration of kinematic chains such as in Process
Simulate [ProcessSimulate@], [GLM14], and [TF17], MCAD2Sim saves considerable
manual effort and requires less expertise in mechanical design. Moreover, to correctly
specify kinematic joint types and parameters, engineers must understand mechanical
designs to a certain degree. Also, in some cases, joint moving ranges are unknown
or not given, leaving the configuration incomplete. Thus, MCAD2Sim is unique in
its being able to determine joint parameters. Comparing MCAD2Sim to SimScape –
which is also based on the same principles of constraint-joint mapping – MCAD2Sim
can produce a more complete model in a standard format [TF19]. SimScape does
not take constraints within sub-assemblies into consideration and produces outputs in
2D block diagrams (see Fig. 4.7 for such example) without joint parameters. More
importantly, joint axes and parameters must be manually specified using base and
follower frames, presenting a number of complications in Simulink 2D space.



Chapter 9

Conclusion and Outlook

The solutions presented in this dissertation are summarized in Section 9.1 by referenc-
ing the following research questions mentioned in Section 1.3. Section 9.2 recommends
possible future work to bring VC model generation one step closer to the fully auto-
matic level.

1. How can behavior models in terms of kinematic models be automatically gener-
ated from 3D-MCAD models in a standard data format?

2. How can the workflow in the previous question be implemented as a part of
machine development processes?

3. What kind of (kinematic) information can or cannot be obtained from MCAD
models?

4. How can (kinematic) information and parameters be automatically determined
from MCAD models?

9.1 Summary
Research question 1: How can behavior models in terms of kinematic mod-
els be automatically generated from 3D-MCAD models in a standard data
format? This dissertation proposes an MCAD2Sim approach which can systemat-
ically recognize space-related behavior descriptions from 3D-MCAD models as well
as conceptual designs, thereafter producing kinematic-level behavior models with 3D
visualization (semi-) automatically. For non-conveyor kinematics, MCAD2Sim makes
full use of assembly constraints as the only input data, which are applied to build
mechanical assemblies in MCAD systems. The relationships and characteristics of
these constraints enable the developed algorithm in this work to identify kinematic
joints. The links and recognized kinematic joints of a given mechanical assembly
are then saved in COLLADA Kinematics, an integral part of AutomationML. The
field of conveyor kinematics, on the other hand, requires additional data. The liter-
ature review in Section 6.1 reveals that conveyor-related material flow characteristics
are nearly non-existent in 3D-MCAD models. Therefore, MCAD2Sim has introduced

144
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VDI-2860 symbols to capture conveyor-based material flow specifications during the
conceptual design phase. VDI-2860-based conceptual designs enable MCAD2Sim to
recognize conveyor kinematics when merging them with 3D-MCAD models. Follow-
ing a tag-based mapping approach, VDI-2860 symbols are automatically assigned to
their corresponding geometry, embedding spatial behavior descriptions defined by the
symbols to their particular geometry. For each matching tag, an IE with geometry
and behavior descriptions is saved in AutomationML documents. Although produced
by different applications, AutomationML-based results can be combined from both
conveyor and non-conveyor kinematics.

Research question 2: How can the workflow in the previous question be
implemented as a part of machine development processes? In the context
of development of specialized production machines, Section 2.3 selects the concurrent
engineering process over model-based system engineering as it requires less extra ef-
fort and expertise, minimal paradigm shift, and a lower number of iterations. Being
able to exploit data created in early engineering phases before the VC phase of the
concurrent engineering process enables the MCAD2Sim workflow to align itself with
the development process. Data flow inside the development lifecycle, particularly from
the conceptual and mechanical design phases, is also fed to MCAD2Sim for VC model
generation. This allows for the seamless integration of MCAD2Sim into the machine
development process, linking design phases to the VC phase via AutomationML (the
selected common data model). Unlike commercial tools which simply import static
MCAD models into VC simulation tools, the MCAD2Sim workflow of this work gener-
ates spatial behavior descriptions based on the geometries in the static MCAD models
as shown in Chapters 7 and 8. This reduces modeling efforts in simulation tools, which
can encourage a more widespread use of VC.

From the author’s work experience in a software company focused on the develop-
ment of VC tools while writing this dissertation, many customers have asked about
the reuse of 3D-MCAD models in VC simulation tools, as they want to continue using
their original concurrent machine development workflow when adopting VC. The next
question is usually, “What is the best way to automatically generate models on top
of imported 3D-MCAD models?”. Industrial solutions, however, tend to add extra
manual workload to normal machine development processes when adopting VC.

Research question 3: What kind of (kinematic) information can or cannot
be obtained from MCAD models? Besides being used as visualization mod-
els, a literature review in Section 6.1 shows that, while 3D-MCAD models as me-
chanical assemblies contain space-related behavior descriptions, they offer only very
limited conveyor-based material flow characteristics. Certain sets and alignments of
assembly constraints inside assemblies can indicate basic (lower-type) kinematic joints.
Conveyor-based material flow applications, on the other hand, need extra information
to compensate the limited characteristics (descriptions). VDI-2860 symbols are thus
introduced during conceptual designing in order to systematically recognize conveyor-
based material flow requirements. By combining VDI-2860 conceptual models and
3D-MCAD models, we can then specify conveyor kinematics.
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Research question 4: How can (kinematic) information and parameters be
automatically determined from MCAD models? For conveyor kinematics, the
attributes specified for each VDI-2860 symbol identify moving types and ranges of
accompanying geometry. As shown in Chapter 7, the LibraryType attribute specifies
trajectory paths of workpieces on conveyors or turntables. The Pos1 and Pos2 and
Angle attributes specified within the Convey and Rotate symbols specify the allow-
able movement range for conveyors and turntables, respectively (cf. Chapter 7). In
future works, however, the length of any given conveyor segment can be used to au-
tomatically indicate the maximum allowable distance for workpieces on that segment.
The determination of joint types and parameters for non-conveyor kinematics, on the
other hand, is based entirely on geometry. After joint types are identified using the
constraint-joint mapping rule (see Fig. 6.13 and 6.14), Algorithm 1 and 2 presented in
Section 6.4.2 are responsible for moving floating links in collision detection mode.
The displacement of the links pre- and post-collision determines joint parameters. Be-
ing able to determine kinematic parameters results in more mature models.

By systematically addressing these four research questions, the concurrent engineer-
ing development process and its output data, i.e. 3D-MCAD models, are investigated
thoroughly. This dissertation seeks to expand the capability of such processes by allow-
ing for the automatic creation of kinematic-level models while keeping the engineering
process itself as unchanged as possible. The results of the automatic model generation
presented in Chapter 7 and 8 promote the wider use of VC, as do the overall findings
in the research, as the proposed approach (MCAD2Sim) no longer requires high engi-
neering efforts or knowledge level, with extra engineering processes also having been
removed.

9.2 Outlook
1. Increasing Model Completeness

Exploiting conceptual and 3D-MCAD designs allows the MCAD2Sim workflow
to deal exclusively with mechanical structures. Although mechanical structure
data constitutes a major source for model building, they do not include the
electrical dimension in their data set. As 3D-MCAD models seldom include
electrical components (e.g. sensors, relays, switches, etc.), their resulting models
also do not contain this data. Incorporating 2D-ECAD models, in which electrical
components are presented using standard symbols, into the workflow allows for
the addition of these missing components into the generated models. According
to [VDMA20b], an integration of 3D-MCAD and ECAD models into VC model
creation serves as a next step to establish and increase efficiency of VC. However,
not all electrical components in ECAD models should be added, since only half
of electrical signals have a direct impact on activating mechanical components
[Wes+12]. The author suggests that only motors, sensors, and solenoid coils
should be added, since these components act as IO interfaces to PLCs, with
interfaces eliminating manual IO assignment. Moreover, these components can
be further refined at the logical level by adding functions such as a time delay,
an additional level of detail in behavior descriptions.
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2. Optimizing Algorithms in MCAD2Sim
Although the constraint-joint mapping rule proposed in Chapter 6 covers most
lower-type kinematic joints, there is still room for improvement as it cannot de-
termine resulting joint types as depicted in Fig. 6.14. The rule can be extended
to expand its capabilities by a contact surface analysis or shape analysis, partic-
ularly when plane- and axis-based constraints are not presented in mechanical
assemblies. Similar to those in [GG04; Xu+09], a contact surface analysis com-
putes possible motions between two touching parts by analyzing displacement
during sliding while maintaining the contact surface; however, in this case, seg-
mentation calculation is foregone. The resulting motions can then infer kinematic
joint types. To cover a wider range of kinematic joints, a symmetry-based shape
analysis technique [Mit+13a] can help identify higher-level joint types. However,
these geometry analysis techniques still require some user guidance, particularly
for complex geometry. Aside from the aforementioned analyses, 3D Convolution
Neural Network (which is a deep learning technique developed to improve the
identification of 3D objects) [Qin+14; SSD15; Xu+16] is another viable candi-
date for improving the current algorithm to achieve the ultimate goal of fully and
automatically recognizing 3D objects and their spatial behavior. This kind of
geometry-based learning algorithms can eliminate the challenges posed by name-
based merging, particularly when names are labeled incompletely or incorrectly
due to human error (cf. Section 7.5). Such algorithms can recognize space-related
behavior of 3D-MCAD models and match the models with VDI-2860 symbols.

3. Increasing Level of Automation
MCAD2Sim simplifies 3D-MCAD models, to some extent, for visualization pur-
poses. As can be seen in Chapter 8, bolted joints have been replaced by fixed con-
straints. However, the MCAD2Sim workflow does not yet incorporate a method
into its workflow to automatically simplify surface textures and remove certain
features (e.g. grooves and holes). Although built-in simplification tools in MCAD
systems (e.g. the Simplify utility in SolidWorks) can be applied to suppress fillets,
chamfers, holes, and extrudes, the process depends on a selected simplification
factor and still requires manual selection, as not all features found are correct.
According to Danglade et al. [DPV13], the defeaturing of 3D-MCAD models
still requires significant skill and expertise. They have developed a machine-
learning-based defeaturing approach to reduce effort in preparing models for
simulation. Although their approach is developed to defeature mechanical stress
and heat transfer simulation models, the same principle can be adopted for the
MCAD2Sim workflow to increase automation level.
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A.1 Transformation in 3D space
Positions and orientations are mathematically expressed by 4x4 homogeneous trans-
formation matrices M (see Eq. A.1) in the 3D modeling world. APIs of 3D-MCAD
systems allow users to access these matrices to determine the positions and orienta-
tions of objects in reference to coordinate systems. Moreover, the 3D transformation
of objects, which includes translation, rotation, and scaling, can be performed by ma-
nipulating the matrices.

M =

[
R 0
T s

]
=


r11 r12 r13 0
r21 r22 r23 0
r31 r32 r33 0
tx ty tz s

 (A.1)

Transformations in 3D space: As seen in Eq. A.1, the transformation matrix
M consists of a 3x3 rotation matrix R, a translation vector T, and a scaling factor
s. The rotation matrix R represents objects’ orientation around the x-, y-, and z-
axis. The translation vector T denotes the location along these axes as represented
by elements tx, ty, and tz, respectively. The scaling factor s enlarges or reduces the
size of an object, unless its value is 1, in which case the object retains its original size.
As previously mentioned, objects can be relocated by calculating their transformation
matrices. Rotation of an object around the x-axis at a certain angle α, for example,
is achieved by the rotation matrix given in Eq. A.2. Note that rotations in the
counterclockwise direction result in positive angle values, while clockwise rotations
result in negative values. When translating an object along the x-, y-, or z-axis, the
associated tx, ty, and tz elements are added to the original values.

Rx(α) =

1 0 0
0 cos(α) sin(α)
0 − sin(α) cos(α)

 (A.2)

Ry(β) =

cos(β) 0 − sin(β)
0 1 0

sin(β) 0 cos(β)

 (A.3)

Rz(γ) =

 cos(γ) sin(γ) 0
− sin(γ) cos(γ) 0

0 0 1

 (A.4)

Thus, after rotating an x-axis unit vector 53.1o around the z-axis, a new vector

is calculated as follows: Rz(53.1o)) ·

10
0

 =

0.60.8
0

. Note that, for more than one

rotation, the order of successive rotations is significant. This type of rotation is often
useful in computer graphics and 3D-MCAD systems to convert an object’s position
and orientation from one coordinate system to another, which is known as a change
of basis [Gre09, pp. 163]. In such systems, a fixed coordinate space referenced by all
objects in the 3D-space is referred to as a global or world coordinate system, while local
coordinate systems (or user frames) can be arbitrarily created from user preferences.
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Nevertheless, as children of the global coordinate system, all local coordinate systems
are specified relative to their ultimate parent. Conversions from the global coordinate
system to an object’s local coordinate systems and vice versa are common but vital in
3D modeling.

Besides rotation matrices, rotations in 3D space can be alternatively expressed by
quaternions, Euler angles, or axis-angle representations. A quaternion, commonly used
to express 3D rotations, is an extended complex number consisting of 4 entities. It is
expressed by the vector: q =

[
qw qx qy qz

]
, and its normalized value must obey the

constraints of q2w+ q2x+ q2y + q2z = 1 when used to express rotation. Euler angles consist
of three scalar values: yaw θY , pitch θP , and roll θR, which represent rotational angles
around the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively. Alternatively, Euler angles can be collec-
tively represented by the three tuples

[
θY θP θR

]
. The axis-angle representation, θe,

describes rotations around axes labeled by the unit vector e =
[
ex ey ez

]
with the

scalar rotational angle θ. Rotation matrices, quaternions, Euler angles, and axis-angle
representations, which represent 3D rotations, can be converted interchangeably. A
rotation matrix can be converted to a quaternion using Eq. A.5. From a quaternion,
axis-angle representation and Euler angles can be calculated using Eq. A.6 and Eq.
A.7, respectively. Alternatively, for the sake of conversion ease, readers can use the
ABB.Robotics.Math library provided by RobotStudio SDK to convert among these four
rotation expressions. These conversions comprise an essential background for Section
6.4. Readers are encouraged to consult mathematical textbooks for further detail.

qw
qx
qy
qz

 =


1
2

√
1 + r11 + r22 + r33

1
4qw

(r32 − r23)
1

4qw
(r13 − r31)

1
4qw

(r21 − r12)

 (A.5)

θe = θ

exey
ez

 = 2 arccos(qw)
180

π


qx√
1−q2w
qy√
1−q2w
qz√
1−q2w

 (A.6)

θYθP
θR

 =

arctan2(2(qwqx + qyqz), 1− 2(q2x + q2y))
arcsin(2(qwqy − qzqx))

arctan2(2(qwqz + qxqy), 1− 2(q2y + q2z))

 (A.7)



A.2 Algorithm 1 and 2: Determining of movement
axes and maximum limits allowed



Algorithm 1 Determining of a rotation axis and swivel angle θ

Input: a line vector Vl and a rotation matrix of the child link before rotation in the
LCS and WCS R1 and Rwcs,1

Output: the rotation axis (in the WCS) e and the swivel angle θ

1: if Vl =
[
±1 0 0

]
then . determine the rotation axis

2: while there is no collision do rotation (Rx(±1◦))
3: end while . rotate the child entity 1o at a time using Eq. A.2
4: else if Vl =

[
0 ±1 0

]
then

5: while there is no collision do rotation(Ry(±1◦))
6: end while
7: else
8: while there is no collision do rotation(Rz(±1◦))
9: end while

10: end if
11: R2 ← the rotation matrix at the collision point . post-rotation
12: q1 ← R1.Quaternion and q2 ← R2.Quaternion . conversion to quaternion using

Eq. A.5
13: θ1e1 ← q1.AxisAngle and θ2e2 ← q2.AxisAngle . conversion to the axis-angle

using Eq. A.6

14:


i

j

k

← θ2e2 − θ1e1 . calculate the axis-angle difference

15: θ ←
√

i2 + j2 + k2 . magnitude of the resulting vector

16: e← 1
θ


i

j

k

 . direction of the resulting vector

. If LCS 6= WCS, calculate the rot. matrix
17: if R1 6= Rwcs,1 then Rlcs−>wcs ← Rwcs,1 ·R−1

1

18: q← Rlcs−>wcs.Quaternion . conversion to quaternion

19:


α

β

γ

← q.Angles . conversion to angles using Eq. A.7

20: e← eT ·Rx(α) ·Ry(β) ·Rz(γ)

21: end if
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Algorithm 2 Determining of a translation axis and a maximum distance allowed l

Input: a line vector Vl and a translation vector of the child link before translation in
the LCS and WCS T1 and Twcs,1

Output: the translation axis (in the WCS) e and the distance l

1: if Vl =
[
±1 0 0

]
then . determine the translation axis

2: while there is no collision do translation(x(±1mm))
3: end while . slide the child entity 1mm at at time
4: else if Vl =

[
0 ±1 0

]
then

5: while there is no collision do translation(y(±1mm))
6: end while
7: else
8: while there is no collision do translation(z(±1mm))
9: end while

10: end if
11: T2 ← the translation vector at the collision point . post-translation

12:


i

j

k

← T2 − T1 . calculate the displacement vector

13: l←
√

i2 + j2 + k2 . calculate the magnitude of the vector

14: e← 1
l


i

j

k

 . determine the direction of the vector

15: if LCS 6= WCS then see lines 17-21 in Algorithm1
16: end if

A.3 Complete version of the resulting CAEX

Listing A.1: Complete CAEX of Station10

<InstanceHierarchy Name=”Station10”>
<InternalElement Name=”C_1” ID=”d1fdeecd−560d−4325−a84b−72888a75eafd”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − RollerConveyor−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>
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<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”f59f1c74−36ad−4ee1−a6b3−3662f7b0608f”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_2” ID=”8086ceb2−2198−47f6−8f97−8895185227d7”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − RollerConveyor−2 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”744f94ac−572e−465b−ae72−367a6bacfe20”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>
</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”box−1” ID=”a365994c−a5bf−4155−b4dc−f3deb8a9457d” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>608.262</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−606.294</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>995</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”WorkObject”>

<Value>1</Value>
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</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”78ff7115−f2b3−49aa−a818−9e6485cbbc31”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − box−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”T_1” ID=”e7e3152a−3dfe−4c9b−a183−c61c82bff405”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/CircularMoving”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>CircularMoving</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−1 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Angle”>

<Value>90,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>15,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Home”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”d9393806−5288−4d37−84b5−5dbb4fb89144”

RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>
<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>

<Value>CircularMoving. rslib</Value>
</Attribute>

</ExternalInterface>
</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”T_2” ID=”4aa753a0−7699−4de6−b3ef−f7966f11cd80”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/CircularMoving”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>CircularMoving</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−2 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Angle”>

<Value>90,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>10,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Home”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”23218b97−3df8−4258−b996−3db2c63769a0”
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RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>
<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>

<Value>CircularMoving. rslib</Value>
</Attribute>

</ExternalInterface>
</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_3” ID=”a3374e75−8225−434c−827e−26a8fd2e0977”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>LinearConveying</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − RollerConveyor−3 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”cdb2f745−ed7f−41ea−906f−d642e0aeb319”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”T_3” ID=”d0015785−6a8e−4b52−b5d2−68ed20f928e0”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/CircularMoving”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>CircularMoving</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−3 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Angle”>

<Value>90,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>10,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Home”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”9e6092ea−0332−4941−ae6b−ccc3452756be”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>CircularMoving. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>
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</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_4” ID=”2c1f4c68−ede8−4389−8f72−706860ab8060”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>LinearConveying</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − RollerConveyor−4 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”15bac2e5−0f5d−450b−ba49−be90f5ae35a6”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”T_4” ID=”20119315−0862−4db8−8a75−65bdcc70e660”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/CircularMoving”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>CircularMoving</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−4 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Angle”>

<Value>90,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>10,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Home”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”b2aacc2c−7f81−448a−87ef−c812492dc52f”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>CircularMoving. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_T1” ID=”2ca358cc−6713−42cd−aa87−48e08e36dfd9”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
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</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−1 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”efc5eb62−9eb1−40a2−9e2b−025623d4660d”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_T2” ID=”08e41823−121d−4c3a−a186−b5570d3ba79e”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−2 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”c25735c2−2af3−4852−9fdb−51398b6c2adf”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_T3” ID=”e7d15e49−a466−4425−83c6−b399c2de2540”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−3 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>
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<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”5c8245a6−5352−486d−81c3−17905a3beede”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_T4” ID=”65ba6137−54ef−4eb4−a368−9ab69bb2df01”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−4 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”76568fe8−b690−4567−91e1−e25c604d4701”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_5” ID=”43a0b0f1−6dfe−4e7a−b694−9a103ae14e29”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>LinearConveying</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − RollerConveyor−5 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
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<Attribute Name=”Execute”>
<Value>FALSE</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”c69750c5−dcb7−45cc−9c00−6f923790e3a4”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”T_5” ID=”76e01bfc−36c4−4444−aa40−f622c2b5c464”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/CircularMoving”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>CircularMoving</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−5 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Angle”>

<Value>90,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>15,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Home”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”0947b2f4−f767−445e−a12f−ff5451f7241b”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>CircularMoving. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_T5” ID=”5ae26085−bd77−4738−9afc−a0627a795a78”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−5 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
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</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”d3bd7015−7b45−452f−a2b2−e1998b0bdbc7”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_6” ID=”fb195ace−bb3f−4a98−b06e−bf61c310b5a7”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>LinearConveying</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − RollerConveyor−6 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”2a50a2ec−6c52−4ae6−9523−da1d9a10bee3”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”T_6” ID=”8ea465fa−fb00−4459−be3d−f9cf05d2cb48”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/CircularMoving”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>CircularMoving</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−6 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Orient2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Angle”>

<Value>90,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>15,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Home”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”f48b6f23−68c6−44f7−a0f9−78bf9a8e8126”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>CircularMoving. rslib</Value>
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</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_T6” ID=”ebc7f9f3−d7d1−4824−808f−cda936d1a1e6”

RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>
<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>

<Value>LinearConveying</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − Turntable−6 Turntable_Moveable−1 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”a56a4157−043a−4c74−bd1c−96bde71d5459”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”C_7” ID=”e429aa06−0376−4db8−b18f−078bb77e38e0”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”RobotStudioSystemUnitClassLib/SmartComponent/LinearConveying”>

<Attribute Name=”LibraryType”>
<Value>LinearConveying</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”PhysicalObject”>

<Value>Station10 − RollerConveyor−7 </Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos1”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Pos2”>

<Value>0,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Speed”>

<Value>1,0000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Direction”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Execute”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”Executing”>

<Value>FALSE</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”ff939f9b−9618−41d3−9bf6−57e2a25f0848”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>LinearConveying. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”RollerConveyor−1” ID=”4c07cb20−b62a−4495−9c40−0b3362a01ef9” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>3.971</Value>
</Attribute>
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<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
<Value>−806.294</Value>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”b40ae44a−66ad−4538−bd70−be8df9b17b60”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − RollerConveyor−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”RollerConveyor−2” ID=”2adeaf8d−a37e−46ec−af3c−93d4f40b3800”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1054.471</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>645.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”fe348172−b08b−4d5c−86d0−44378971f47c”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − RollerConveyor−2.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−1/Frame_Turntable−1” ID=”49137ec8−0a50−4983−84a0−545ebac67ca7”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1254.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−605.794</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
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<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”faefaf28−3bde−4416−b49d−180581f93ad0”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−1 Frame_Turntable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−1/Turntable_Moveable−1” ID=”2fcd83dc−808b−4d78−841c−3f2d2cea5794” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1254.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−605.794</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>810</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”ac3e1207−1452−44f5−9baa−beddcb325bb4”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−1 Turntable_Moveable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−2/Frame_Turntable−1” ID=”f1dde0d7−6582−4a6b−b77f−02c51d095013”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1253.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>896.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”2c2bfce2−14ae−450b−97b9−0972e15ac0ec”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−2 Frame_Turntable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−2/Turntable_Moveable−1” ID=”d4b71d89−d41f−4dbc−8a95−22a6e6fa2f92” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1253.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>896.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>810</Value>
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</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”286e2eeb−2bbe−45b2−9dd7−8660e35f3657”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−2 Turntable_Moveable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”RollerConveyor−3” ID=”3ef99492−541d−4773−88fa−a50dd3d96ce9” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1002.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1095.706</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−180</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”cfb7a19f−0b8b−421d−8912−96cc937a1d6a”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − RollerConveyor−3.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−3/Frame_Turntable−1” ID=”1cd4d73c−753d−402f−80b3−8ca5fe3c3ec0”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−248.029</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>896.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”4503f7a0−576a−4f7b−bd10−1ef64957e5c3”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−3 Frame_Turntable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>
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</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−3/Turntable_Moveable−1” ID=”73cadf27−8241−4bda−97b1−01f4cba5c084” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−248.029</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>896.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>810</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”a9b92f05−27e3−4310−ad80−4bebd2367c45”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−3 Turntable_Moveable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”RollerConveyor−4” ID=”9433274c−e928−4290−af3d−4ca2c83a7bb2” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−48.529</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−354.794</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute
Name=”rx”
AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute
Name=”ry”
AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute
Name=”rz”
AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”e7c2d8ed−b3fc−42a2−bab3−fac6800af8cf”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − RollerConveyor−4.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−4/Frame_Turntable−1” ID=”26dc534a−e8fe−4b39−8379−2cef521c1bb8”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−247.029</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−605.794</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
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</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”dc177cfc−233f−4812−98b6−3db962d804ae”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−4 Frame_Turntable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−4/Turntable_Moveable−1” ID=”d6f6b411−ea3f−4c26−a8ff−e858fadb3303” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−247.029</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−605.794</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>810</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”e29309a2−93bc−434a−97c1−9d99d706df2d”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−4 Turntable_Moveable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”RollerConveyor−5” ID=”49017aa2−974e−4728−a502−aafa1860a7b1”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>2504.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−406.294</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−180</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”11cc8534−46f6−4fa8−97ba−2f050a0f8335”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − RollerConveyor−5.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>
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</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−5/Frame_Turntable−1” ID=”aff780df−a427−4a89−8a4e−40beb430ca4a”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>2755.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−605.794</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”5317ad28−3573−4eab−ba25−14c2990ed26d”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−5 Frame_Turntable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−5/Turntable_Moveable−1” ID=”61ebad34−f40f−42d0−890e−8107627a5598” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>2755.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−605.794</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>810</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”ddbdfaed−f182−41fe−9703−2e1dd711efda”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−5 Turntable_Moveable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”RollerConveyor−6” ID=”e28113e5−938c−4f5d−83da−1c311c4b88ff”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>2557.471</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>645.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
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<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”ea082355−8793−48e3−92c3−bce6ec5709c8”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − RollerConveyor−6.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−6/Frame_Turntable−1” ID=”48d84cd8−ce10−4661−9b00−da7f5e18c67a”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>2756.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>896.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−180</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”2b2dfc1a−1b78−4d64−b437−b1dada1d85f6”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−6 Frame_Turntable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Turntable−6/Turntable_Moveable−1” ID=”e6381760−85d2−4c4e−b09e−571f57ebbefe” RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>2756.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>896.206</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>810</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−180</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”a5d74a01−f9a7−41ba−83d7−cdedf7c28630”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Turntable−6 Turntable_Moveable−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”RollerConveyor−7” ID=”2f6a68fd−f825−413f−863b−f40b15e0f531”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
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<Value>1505.971</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>695.706</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”89df4300−308b−4600−aeff−19964bcd1a55”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − RollerConveyor−7.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Yumi−1” ID=”5d9908f1−e6d4−4937−b867−21d62d25ec3a”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Mechanism”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>507.487781460221</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−1355.31243170527</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1100</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90.2530479452057</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ModelName”>

<Value>IRB14000_0.5_0.5_L;IRB14000_0.5_0.5_R</Value>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”ExternalDataConnector” ID=”f1eb25b4−c7a0−4004−9f0a−85df7e6c5f5f”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>IRB14000_0.5_0.5_L. rslib ;IRB14000_0.5_0.5_R. rslib</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”table_robot−1” ID=”7857d142−91ff−4694−a863−ee18dab0a62d”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>507.488</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−1276.207</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
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</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”bb95ae45−c6b0−4d09−9b4b−a034a582423f”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − table_robot−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray1_Filled−1/Tray1−1” ID=”c40f6c16−10fb−4eeb−b73d−cee3cfe27c3e”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>843.409</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−1059.085</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”ba384d5a−90e7−4b17−b988−fb07fd9aa544”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray1_Filled−1 Tray1−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray1_Filled−1/Part_of_Tray1−1” ID=”795eadfe−48ee−48ad−b6f6−998471cb2de9”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>843.409</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−1204.085</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”1b58a153−35b7−49fa−9948−4cf1dc23bfa8”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray1_Filled−1 Part_of_Tray1−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray1_Filled−1/Part_of_Tray1−3” ID=”6a0df660−518c−4823−878d−866ce887d27c”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
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<Value>843.409</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−981.585</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1000</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute
Name=”rz”
AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”fd7dd613−062b−4af9−96bc−4bc834ce2f9f”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray1_Filled−1 Part_of_Tray1−3.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Tray2−1” ID=”2da693cd−35f3−4c57−942a−e42c55d9894a”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>306.096</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−1021.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1010</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”4c407d2e−2506−4b9c−87bc−c8e30fcae1a7”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Tray2−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−1” ID=”c0d035d3−8298−47d7−b731−8bd47cdef279”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>304.196</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−922.686</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
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<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>
<Value>30</Value>

</Attribute>
</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”6680f759−0cd1−479d−8389−de7fb64afbcc”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−1.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−2” ID=”2d637134−cf24−4c92−b667−b6210a7d5ded”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>330.996</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>30</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”932f514e−213b−4fd9−b5eb−a291d336b0c7”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−2.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−3” ID=”a7a83bad−c8dc−47ab−81e4−5c9a43f57785”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>357.996</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>30</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”57261cf8−792c−4355−9f4d−f82b987c82b1”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−3.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−4” ID=”4a46b851−a7f0−486a−ba6e−a82a723d6988”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>385.196</Value>
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</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>30</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”b5ee85f3−cc04−4fc1−9924−62393fcabcd3”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−4.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−5” ID=”5c18d34d−33e5−4684−ac82−69206a8e171d”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>195.996</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”e76a8baa−b045−4f39−8b16−e67dfe0d0619”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−5.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−7” ID=”07153500−8a2e−4ca1−916d−0784de872731”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>142.196</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>30</Value>
</Attribute>
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</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”b650b322−0391−4cd2−a225−a5f16518050d”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−7.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−8” ID=”61c124f9−f421−41f9−99dc−29f2452410a5”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>169.196</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”3206d9fd−e55c−4821−8431−5152bc376f6b”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−8.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−10” ID=”aef40c23−be03−4f48−8bc8−77c6c5cca614”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>223.196</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”ef662e5c−c2aa−462c−8508−8b91d499702a”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−10.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−11” ID=”afcd6c39−406a−4f04−9b65−439c64617fc9”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>250.196</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
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</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”3f9fb5f2−cb5c−450d−8f79−89aeaaaaa5ce”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−11.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
<InternalElement Name=”Tray2_Filled−1/Pen−12” ID=”d647cc4e−1f48−4f0b−9dcc−bb87de6c0910”
RefBaseSystemUnitPath=”Part”>

<Attribute AttributeDataType=”” Name=”Frame”>
<Attribute Name=”x” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>277.196</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”y” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−921.958</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”z” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>1015.11</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rx” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”ry” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−0</Value>
</Attribute>
<Attribute Name=”rz” AttributeDataType=”xs :double”>

<Value>−90</Value>
</Attribute>

</Attribute>
<ExternalInterface Name=”COLLADAInterface” ID=”6a4e75e7−2094−4236−b1ce−089585efa33b”
RefBaseClassPath=”AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib/AutomationMLBaseInterface/ExternalDataConnector/COLLADAInterface”>

<Attribute Name=”refURI” AttributeDataType=”xs :anyURI”>
<Value>\dae−f i l e s\Station10 − Tray2_Filled−1 Pen−12.dae</Value>

</Attribute>
</ExternalInterface>

</InternalElement>
</InstanceHierarchy>
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A.4 Complete version of the resulting COLLADA Kinematics

Listing A.2: Resulting COLLADA Kinematics of XZ_Robot
Note that since there is the considerable amount (up to 32,454) of triangles and vertices under the <mesh>/<geometry>/<li-
brary_geometries> tags, their values are not present.
<COLLADA version=”1.5.0” xmlns=”http://www. collada . org/2008/03/COLLADASchema”>

<asset>
<contributor>

<author_tool>Custom</author_tool>
</contributor>
<created>28.08.2018 16:58:03</created>
<modified>28.08.2018 16:58:03</modified>
<unit name=”millimeter” meter=”0.001”/>
<up_axis>Z_UP</up_axis>

</asset>
<library_geometries>

<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3” name=”XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3”>
<mesh>

<source id=”XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3−positions” name=”position”>
<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3−positions−array” count=”28584”>
. . .

</float_array>
<technique_common>
<accessor count=”9528” source=”#XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3−positions−array” stride=”3”>

<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
</technique_common>

</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3−vertices”>

<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”3176”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1” name= ”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1”>

<mesh>
<source id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1−positions” name=”position”>
<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1−positions−array” count=”32454”>
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. . .
</float_array>

<technique_common>
<accessor count=”10818” source=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1−positions−array” stride=”3”>

<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
</technique_common>

</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1−vertices”>

<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”3606”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1” name = ”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1”>

<mesh>
<source id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1−positions” name=”position”>

<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1−positions−array” count=”18846”>
. . .

</float_array>
<technique_common>
<accessor count=”6282” source=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1−positions−array” stride=”3”>

<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
</technique_common>

</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1−vertices”>
<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”2094”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1” name=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1”>

<mesh>
<source id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1−positions” name=”position”>

<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1−positions−array” count=”13194”>
. . .

</float_array>
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<technique_common>
<accessor count=”4398” source=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1−positions−array” stride=”3”>

<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
</technique_common>

</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1−vertices”>
<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”1466”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1” name=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1”>

<mesh>
<source id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1−positions” name=”position”>
<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1−positions−array” count=”26478”>
. . .

</float_array>
<technique_common>

<accessor count=”8826” source=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1−positions−array” stride=”3”>
<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
</technique_common>
</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1−vertices”>

<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”2942”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1” name=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1”>

<mesh>
<source id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1−positions” name=”position”>
<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1−positions−array” count=”16956”>
. . .

</float_array>
<technique_common>
<accessor count=”5652” source=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1−positions−array” stride=”3”>
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<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
</technique_common>

</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1−vertices”>

<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”1884”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1” name=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1”>

<mesh>
<source id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1−positions” name=”position”>

<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1−positions−array” count=”57366”>...</float_array>
<technique_common>

<accessor count=”19122” source=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1−positions−array” stride=”3”>
<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
</technique_common>

</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1−vertices”>

<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”6374”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
<geometry id=”XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1” name=”XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1”>

<mesh>
<source id=”XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1−positions” name=”position”>

<float_array id=”XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1−positions−array” count=”3852”>
. . .

</float_array>
<technique_common>
<accessor count=”1284” source=”#XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1−positions−array” stride=”3”>

<param name=”X” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Y” type=”float”/>
<param name=”Z” type=”float”/>

</accessor>
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</technique_common>

</source>
<vertices id=”XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1−vertices”>

<input semantic=”POSITION” source=”#XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1−positions”/>
</vertices>
<triangles count=”428”>

<input offset=”0” semantic=”VERTEX” source=”#XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1−vertices”/>
<p>...</p>

</triangles>
</mesh>

</geometry>
</library_geometries>
<library_visual_scenes>

<visual_scene id=”visualscene”>
<node id=”XZ_Robot”>

<node id=”XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3”>
<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3”/>

</node>
<node id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1”>

<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1”/>
</node>
<node id=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1”>

<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1”/>
</node>
<node id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1”>

<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1”/>
</node>
<node id=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1”>

<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1”/>
</node>
<node id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1”>

<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1”/>
</node>
<node id=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1”>

<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1”/>
</node>
<node id=”XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1”>

<instance_geometry url=”#XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1”/>
</node>

</node>
</visual_scene>

</library_visual_scenes>
<library_joints>

<joint id=”Joint1”>
<prismatic sid=”axis0”>

<axis>−1 0 0</axis>
<limits>

<min>0</min>
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<max>466</max>
</limits>

</prismatic>
</joint>
<joint id=”Joint2”>

<revolute>
<axis>0 0 0</axis>
<limits>

<min>0</min>
<max>0</max>

</limits>
</revolute>

</joint>
<joint id=”Joint3”>

<revolute>
<axis>0 0 0</axis>
<limits>

<min>0</min>
<max>0</max>

</limits>
</revolute>

</joint>
<joint id=”Joint4”>

<prismatic sid=”axis0”>
<axis>0 0 −1</axis>
<limits>

<min>0</min>
<max>49</max>

</limits>
</prismatic>

</joint>
<joint id=”Joint5”>

<revolute>
<axis>0 0 0</axis>
<limits>

<min>0</min>
<max>0</max>

</limits>
</revolute>

</joint>
<joint id=”Joint6”>

<revolute>
<axis>0 0 0</axis>

<limits>
<min>0</min>
<max>0</max>

</limits>
</revolute>
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</joint>
<joint id=”Joint7”>

<revolute sid=”axis0”>
<axis>0 0 −1</axis>
<limits>

<min>0</min>
<max>200</max>

</limits>
</revolute>

</joint>
</library_joints>
<library_kinematics_models>

<kinematics_model id=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel”>
<technique_common>

<instance_joint sid=”inst_joint1” url=”#Joint1”/>
<instance_joint sid=”inst_joint2” url=”#Joint2”/>
<instance_joint sid=”inst_joint3” url=”#Joint3”/>
<instance_joint sid=”inst_joint4” url=”#Joint4”/>
<instance_joint sid=”inst_joint5” url=”#Joint5”/>
<instance_joint sid=”inst_joint6” url=”#Joint6”/>
<instance_joint sid=”inst_joint7” url=”#Joint7”/>
<link name=”Link1” sid=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF_GK_SH____ZR_0_−1”>

<attachment_full joint=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint1”>
<link name=”Link2” sid=”XZ_Robot−526666_DGPL_40_400_PPV_A_B_KF____asm_0_−1−DGP_40_M____GK_−1”>

<attachment_full joint=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint2”>
<link name=”Link3” sid=”XZ_Robot−192692_HAPB_32_40−3”>

<attachment_full joint=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint3”>
<link name=”Link4” sid=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM___32_50_B_P_A_GF____ZR__50−1”>

<attachment_full joint=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint4”>
<link name=”Link5” sid=”XZ_Robot−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____0_−3−532318_DFM_32_50_B_P_A_GF____K_−1”>

<attachment_full joint=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint5”>
<link name=”Link6” sid=”XZ_Robot−Flange_DFM_DRRD−1”>

<attachment_full joint=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint6”>
<link name=”Link7” sid=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−574400_DRRD_20_P___t−1”>

<attachment_full joint=”XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint7”>
<link name=”Link8” sid=”XZ_Robot−574400_DRRD_20_180_FH_PA____100_−1−1395617_DRRD_20_w−1”/>

</attachment_full>
</link>

</attachment_full>
</link>

</attachment_full>
</link>

</attachment_full>
</link>

</attachment_full>
</link>

</attachment_full>
</link>
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</attachment_full>
</link>

</technique_common>
</kinematics_model>

</library_kinematics_models>
<library_articulated_systems>

<articulated_system id=”XZ_Robot_kinematics”>
<kinematics>

<instance_kinematics_model sid=”inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel” url=”#XZ_Robot_kinmodel”>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint1/axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_value”>

<float>0.0</float>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint2/axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_value”>

<float>0.0</float>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint3/axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_value”>

<float>0.0</float>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint4/axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_value”>

<float>0.0</float>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint5/axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_value”>

<float>0.0</float>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint6/axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_value”>

<float>0.0</float>
</newparam>
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<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel/inst_joint7/axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_value”>

<float>0.0</float>
</newparam>

</instance_kinematics_model>
<technique_common>

<axis_info axis=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_model/inst_joint1/axis0” sid=”inst_joint1_info”>
<active>

<bool>true</bool>
</active>
<locked>

<bool>false</bool>
</locked>
<limits>

<min>
<float>0</float>

</min>
<max>

<float>466</float>
</max>

</limits>
</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_model/inst_joint2/axis0” sid=”inst_joint2_info”>

<active>
<bool>true</bool>

</active>
<locked>

<bool>false</bool>
</locked>
<limits>

<min>
<float>0</float>

</min>
<max>
<float> </float>
</max>

</limits>
</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_model/inst_joint3/axis0” sid=”inst_joint3_info”>

<active>
<bool>true</bool>

</active>
<locked>

<bool>false</bool>
</locked>
<limits>
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<min>
<float>0</float>

</min>
<max>
<float> </float>
</max>

</limits>
</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_model/inst_joint4/axis0” sid=”inst_joint4_info”>

<active>
<bool>true</bool>

</active>
<locked>

<bool>false</bool>
</locked>
<limits>

<min>
<float>0</float>

</min>
<max>

<float>49</float>
</max>

</limits>
</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_model/inst_joint5/axis0” sid=”inst_joint5_info”>

<active>
<bool>true</bool>

</active>
<locked>

<bool>false</bool>
</locked>
<limits>

<min>
<float>0</float>

</min>
<max>

<float> </float>
</max>

</limits>
</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_model/inst_joint6/axis0” sid=”inst_joint6_info”>

<active>
<bool>true</bool>

</active>
<locked>

<bool>false</bool>
</locked>
<limits>
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<min>

<float>0</float>
</min>
<max>

<float></float>
</max>

</limits>
</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”XZ_Robot_kinematics_model/inst_joint7/axis0” sid=”inst_joint7_info”>

<active>
<bool>true</bool>

</active>
<locked>

<bool>false</bool>
</locked>
<limits>

<min>
<float>0</float>

</min>
<max>

<float>200</float>
</max>

</limits>
</axis_info>

</technique_common>
</kinematics>
<motion>

<instance_articulated_system sid=”inst_XZ_Robot_kinematics” url=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics”>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_axis0</SIDREF>
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</newparam>
<newparam sid=”XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_axis0”>

<SIDREF>XZ_Robot_motion/XZ_Robot_kinematicsinst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_axis0</SIDREF>
</newparam>

</instance_articulated_system>
<technique_common>

<axis_info axis=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_joint1_info”>
<speed>

<float>0.0</float>
</speed>
<acceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</acceleration>
<deceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</deceleration>
<jerk>

<float>0.0</float>
</jerk>

</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_joint2_info”>

<speed>
<float>0.0</float>

</speed>
<acceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</acceleration>
<deceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</deceleration>
<jerk>

<float>0.0</float>
</jerk>

</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_joint3_info”>

<speed>
<float>0.0</float>

</speed>
<acceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</acceleration>
<deceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</deceleration>
<jerk>

<float>0.0</float>
</jerk>

</axis_info>
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<axis_info axis=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_joint4_info”>

<speed>
<float>0.0</float>

</speed>
<acceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</acceleration>
<deceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</deceleration>
<jerk>

<float>0.0</float>
</jerk>

</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_joint5_info”>

<speed>
<float>0.0</float>

</speed>
<acceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</acceleration>
<deceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</deceleration>
<jerk>

<float>0.0</float>
</jerk>

</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_joint6_info”>

<speed>
<float>0.0</float>

</speed>
<acceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</acceleration>
<deceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</deceleration>
<jerk>

<float>0.0</float>
</jerk>

</axis_info>
<axis_info axis=”#XZ_Robot_kinematics/inst_joint7_info”>

<speed>
<float>0.0</float>

</speed>
<acceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
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</acceleration>
<deceleration>

<float>0.0</float>
</deceleration>
<jerk>

<float>0.0</float>
</jerk>

</axis_info>
</technique_common>
</motion>

</articulated_system>
<articulated_system id=”XZ_Robot_motion”/></articulated_system>

</library_articulated_systems>
<library_kinematics_scenes>

<kinematics_scene id=”XZ_Robot_kinscene”>
<instance_articulated_system sid=”inst_XZ_Robot_motion” url=”#XZ_Robot_motion”>

<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel”>
<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel”/>

</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_axis0”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_axis0”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_value”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint1_value”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_axis0”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_axis0”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_value”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint2_value”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_axis0”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_axis0”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_value”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint3_value”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_axis0”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_axis0”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_value”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint4_value”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_axis0”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_axis0”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_value”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint5_value”/>
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</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_axis0”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_axis0”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_value”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint6_value”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_axis0”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_axis0”/>
</bind>
<bind symbol=”XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_value”>

<param ref=”XZ_Robot_kinscene/XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinmodel_inst_joint7_value”/>
</bind>

</instance_articulated_system>
</kinematics_scene>

</library_kinematics_scenes>
<library_physics_scenes/>
<scene>

<instance_visual_scene url=”#visualscene”/>
<instance_kinematics_scene sid=”inst_XZ_Robot_kinscene” url=”#XZ_Robot_kinscene”>

<bind_kinematic_model node=”XZ_Robot”>
<param>XZ_Robot_kinscene_XZ_Robot_motion_XZ_Robot_kinematics_inst_XZ_Robot_kinscene</param>

</bind_kinematic_model>
</instance_kinematics_scene>
<instance_physics_scene url=”#physicscene”/>

</scene>
</COLLADA>
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